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Foreword

The Web Advanced Learning Technologies (WebALT) Project develops tools and content to
support multilingual on-line instruction in mathematics. The project started in January 2005
and will end in the end of 2006. This volume contains the papers presented at WebALT2006:
The First WebALT Conference and Exhibition held in Eindhoven on January 5-6, 2006. The final
Exhibit will take place in Berlin in the end of November 2006.

The project is supported by the eContent Programme of the European Commission. Part-
ners of the WebALT Project are Technical University of Catalonia, University of Cologne, Tech-
nical University of Eindhoven, Maths for More, and the University of Helsinki, the coordinating
partner.

By limiting the linguistic domain to textual constructs typical to mathematical exercises,
one can encode the content so that it is possible to generate versions of the content in many
languages. This method and its implementations form the main deliverable of the WebALT
Project. Besides this unique multilingual solution, the project advances best practices in on-
line education in general.

Thanks to the recent introduction of various affordable and high quality on-line confer-
encing systems, the last barriers hindering the advance of on-line instruction are disappear-
ing. It is now possible to offer on-line the same kind of interactivity as what one has in a
regular class-room instruction. The WebALT Project will facilitate this development by offering
tools and high quality content.

To sustain this activity beyond the end of the WebALT Project, the partners of the project
have started the Company, Oy WebALT Inc. This company will be the owner of all the in-
tellectual property developed by the project. Thanks to the significant initial investment by
the University of Helsinki, Oy WebALT Inc. is now operational and will start commercial ac-
tivities later in 2006. Electronic publication series and electronic books form a part of these
commercial activities.

Mika Seppälä
Sebastian Xambó

Olga Caprotti
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Designing Math on-line Courses for Computer Science 
Students: experiences at the Open University of Catalonia

M. Antonia Huertas, Angel A. Juan, Cristina Steegmann 
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Av. Tibidabo 39-43, 08035 Barcelona, Spain 
{mhuertass, ajuanp, csteegmann}@uoc.edu  
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Abstract. Information Technologies have produced important changes in mod-
ern societies. These changes, in turn, have a strong influence on the university 
environment since they imply the appearance of both new formation necessities 
and new methodological possibilities. As a result of this influence, new learning 
models arise in which the role that professors and students develop differs 
partly from the one established during the last century. This way, in the e-
learning context, a re-definition of the teaching-learning process is taking place. 
This re-definition affects both the universities (as institutions) and the knowl-
edge areas they impart. We think, however, that there is yet a lot of work to be 
done in  the design of mathematical courses, especially when they are addressed 
to science and engineering students. These courses should make an effective 
and efficient use of the real possibilities that technology offers so that the new 
formative necessities of these students could be covered. In this article, we pre-
sent a pedagogical model, developed by a group of maths professors at the 
Open University of Catalonia (UOC), which is being applied in the mathemati-
cal formation of computer engineers.  

1   Introduction 

In the information society, our individual knowledge must be revised and updated 
throughout our entire life. An university degree is not enough to provide us with all 
those concepts that we will need in our extensive and changing professional career. 
On the contrary, the university degree constitutes the starting point of a continuous 
formation which will last all our life. Consequently, the traditional paradigm associ-
ated to the university education is changing due, on the one hand, to the new forma-
tive necessities and, on the other hand , to the new possibilities that information tech-
nologies offer to us [6]. 
 
By formative technologies we refer to the resources derived from the application of 
information technologies to the educational environment, i.e.: on-line platforms for 
collaborative working, digital libraries, materials in electronic format (audio-visual, 
interactive,...), wireless LANs, Internet communities, etc... All these technological re-
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sources are being used more and more in the on-line education (or formation via 
Internet), a concept which is usually called e-learning.  
 
E-learning, which represents a new paradigm in the context of university formation, 
impregnates all environments of an entirely on-line university as the UOC. It is neces-
sary to clarify, however, that the formation technologies are used also in those tradi-
tional universities based on the existence of a physical campus where students and 
professors meet. At present, the traditional paradigm (formation methodology cen-
tered around the figure of a masterful professor and in some perennial knowledge) 
continues to coexist with the new formation paradigm (centered around students and 
their learning process). 
 
In this new paradigm students learn, with the help of technology, what they will po-
tentially need in order to develop their future academic or professional activity. The 
professor role is more and more moving from the function of knowledge transmitter 
to the function of a specialist who designs the course and supervises the process of the 
student's formation. This paradigm is commonly known as “ teaching to learn” or, as 
is mentioned in some references,  the post-modern university paradigm [7]. 
 
Frontiers between both paradigms are not very clear since both coexist and they are 
interrelated. On the one hand, it happens that formation technologies (on-line courses, 
virtual classrooms and student support through e-mail) are used in combination with 
traditional methodologies and curricula. On the other hand, it is frequent to find out 
on-line courses that combine a student-centered methodology with materials that 
come from the traditional model (lecture notes, for example). 
 
In this article, we will present a model for doing e-learning which is based on the ex-
perience of our university. The model includes the initial design (methodology and 
contents) of the mathematical subjects that integrate the curricula of computer science 
students at UOC.  
 
The first step we took in the process of designing new math on-line courses consisted 
in carrying out a preliminary analysis about the current situation in our university. 
From this analysis, the following points should be highlighted: 
 

(1) The number of students who passed the course was found to be significantly 
inferior in the math subjects than in other subjects of similar difficulty be-
longing to non-mathematical areas. The natural question that was derived 
from this observation was: why are the results in these math courses signifi-
cantly lower that in the rest of subjects? [1, 4] 

 
(2) Our computer science curricula were being completely redrawn. Taking ad-

vantage of that fact, the following question also arose: what abilities and 
mathematical knowledge are necessary for students of computer science at 
UOC? [2, 5] 
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Trying to provide answers (and solutions) to the former questions, the university staff 
redrew the math subjects, both in contents and methodology, and proceeded to the de-
velopment of new courses. The idea was to give a clear answer to the math formative 
necessities of a computer science engineer. 

2   Designing a new model 

2.1   A model for math e-learning 

The low number of students having passed the basic math courses (Linear Algebra 
and Calculus) was analyzed. From this analysis, we could isolate seven key points 
that helped to explain the obtained results: 
 

1. Generally speaking, the students’ math background was deficient. Further-
more, the students presented very different math backgrounds. 

 
2. An important discrepancy existed between the real time necessary to obtain 

the academic objectives and the number of credits assigned to the subject. 
 

3. The following facts were detected: an excess of algorithmic (repetitive) cal-
culation methods, an excess of formalism in the material, and lack of stu-
dents’ motivation for the subject. 

 
4. Several problems were also detected in the methodology as well as in the 

evaluation system used. 
 

5. Many students presented serious difficulties in their conceptual modeling 
and abstraction capacities. 

 
6. Scarce use of information technologies in the math curriculum. 

 
7. Objectives for each course were not clearly detailed. 

 
 

To find out solutions that we could offer to the previous problems, we decided to ex-
pose the two described teaching-learning paradigms. Table 1 compares both ap-
proaches: 
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Table 1: Comparison of traditional paradigm vs. e-learning paradigm approaches 

 
Traditional paradigm E-learning paradigm 

Compensatory math courses which 
are offered to students with back-
ground problems are neither special-
ized nor personalized. 

Detect what is the necessary math 
knowledge to start degree subjects. 
Consequently, offer the student special-
ized and customized initial courses. The 
use of mathematical software is intro-
duced as a helpful tool. 

In the assignment of credits, profes-
sors do not usually take into account 
the time needed to acquire the abili-
ties and to practice them. Also, it is 
considered that  students have full-
time dedication. 

Courses are redrawn considering real 
dedication (time that an average student 
employs in completing the academic 
objectives). The use of  time is opti-
mized employing mathematical soft-
ware that takes care of repetitive calcu-
lations. The use of self-evaluation tests 
allows students to know their current 
state in the learning process without 
unnecessarily increasing faculty dedica-
tion. 

There is an excess of formalism and 
algorithmic. This could be mainly 
due to the use of a traditional meth-
odology which, in turn, could be ex-
plained by the fact that most of the 
faculty is not used to adapting the 
courses to the students and their 
context (university degree in which 
the math contents are integrated). 
Furthermore, formation of most 
math professors is restricted, almost 
exclusively, to  mathematical con-
cepts (they do not usually  have 
formation on some important areas 
of computer science). 

It is necessary to redraw both the con-
tents and the methodology, re-thinking 
the objectives and their focus. Contents 
have to be close to the students’ inter-
ests. Start reducing unnecessary use of 
repetitive algorithms and  formalism. 
Concept understanding is reinforced by 
means of using mathematical software.  
 

Traditional methodology and 
evaluation are used. Both are based 
on memorization and  repetition 
processes. Students’ creativity is not 
reinforced.  
 

Use of the evaluation process as a learn-
ing methodology (not only as a way of 
obtaining some credentials).  
. 

Memorization of procedures and al-
gorithms. Conceptual  modeling is 
not a central part of math subjects. 

One basic objective is that the student 
will be able to choose the necessary 
math tools to solve real problems that 
can arise in their professional activity. 
This objective should be contemplated 
in every possible way (contents, meth-
odology and evaluation). 

 
A mathematical e-learning model for computer science students at UOC was derived 
from the previous analysis using the approach provided by the new paradigm. 
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First of all, the general properties of the model were established: 
 

- Instrumental: mathematics should be considered as a tool that can help com-
puter science engineers to solve real problems. 

 
- Interdisciplinary: mathematics courses should be contextualized in the con-

text of the studies to which they are associated (computer science studies in 
this case). 

 
- Motivation: the main approach to use is a top-down one, that is: going from 

the discussion and resolution of practical cases to the theoretical concepts 
that constitute the fundamentals of applied methods. Also, whenever possi-
ble, case studies related to computer science problems where mathematical 
concepts can be helpful should be used.  

 
- Conceptual modelling: concepts and procedures are more important than  

solving algorithms. The use of mathematical software can help to avoid un-
necessary efforts related to solving problems manually. 

 
- Mathematical rigor without too much formalism: an excessive use of 

mathematical formalism can significantly increase the difficulty of the sub-
ject as well as the time involved in achieving the academic goals. 

 
- Personalization of the learning process: each student begins with a different 

mathematical background. It is highly recommended to adapt the learning 
process to the current status of the student. 

 
- Adaptation of the student’s dedication time: an important effort should be 

made in the planning phase so that the course credits correspond to the real 
time employed by the student. 

 
 
Next, the methodological approach and the specific criteria of the model are de-
scribed:  
 

- Giving preference to learning concepts over learning calculation algorithms. 
The student should use mathematical software to accelerate calculations. 
They also should dedicate the time they save using software to deal with 
more cases and potential examples of applications to real-life problems.  

 
- Formalism and algorithmic has to be softened without losing mathematical 

rigor, which adds value to the student’s formation. 
 

- Mathematical software should be intuitive, multilingual (Spanish, Catalan 
and English) and ready to be used both on-line and off-line. 
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- It is fundamental for the body of professors to work on this new paradigm. 
Particularly, It is fundamental to have a more instrumental conception of 
mathematical courses, where emphasis is put on the applications rather than 
on theoretical concepts. 

 
- A continuous evaluation process should be defined. This process should in-

tegrate software use and be able to evaluate the students’ acquisition of 
course objectives.  

 
- Special attention should be paid to the determination of each student back-

ground. 
 

- Finally, but not less important, faculty staff at UOC must have to take into 
consideration the UOC learning model which uses a detailed syllabus as the 
key element of the course planning. We will call this the institutional e-
learning model. 

2.2   Re-designing the math curriculum 

At this point, it is convenient to remember that we were involved in a complete proc-
ess of redrawing the computer science curricula at the UOC. Without giving too many 
details, we will describe the main ideas of this process directed to determine the con-
crete contents that every area of knowledge should cover (obviously, one of those ar-
eas is mathematics). It was a top-down process in the sense that it started with the de-
scription of the general capabilities and knowledge that a computer science 
professional will need to develop their activity and then it followed by determining 
the areas where those capabilities and knowledge could be acquired. The whole proc-
ess was developed as team work where stuff from different disciplines worked to-
gether exchanging points of view. Finally the results or conclusions of this analysis 
were compared with results obtained by similar universities (universities with stu-
dents with a profile similar to ours). After this final comparison, we obtained a new 
program defined by the whole computer science faculty staff. 
 
At the following stage, math professors –with the help of professors from other disci-
plines like networking, data base theory, cryptography, etc., followed the top-down 
approach adding more details to the proposed math curricula. Math contents were 
concretized, giving priority to those contents which served as necessary tools for de-
veloping other areas of  knowledge. A big effort was made to place specific uses and 
applications of math concepts and techniques among other disciplines of the degree. 
  
This way, a map of necessary skills and contents was built. The final contents could 
be grouped together in the following themes : 

 
 

 Logic 
 Set theory 
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 Natural Numbers 
 Linear Algebra and geometry 
 Geometrical Transformations  
 Real Functions of one variable. Derivation. Integration  
 Complex Functions of one variable. Integration  
 Some numerical methods 
 Statistic methods 
 Discrete and combinatorial Mathematics and Graphs Theory 

2.3   The process of re-designing math courses 

Once contents, competences and skills -as well as approach and methodology- were 
determined and/or selected, the following step was to completely re-design the differ-
ent math courses (Fig. 1) 

 

 

e-learning students institutional 
paradigm needs learning model 

re-design re-design 
mathematical program 

learning model curriculum 

design design implement 
mathematic mathematic 

courses 
mathematical 

courses curriculum 

assessment 

 
Fig. 1. Design process 
 
In our case, as a direct consequence of the official computer science curricula, we had 
to design five math courses, Logic, Discrete Mathematics, Statistics, Algebra and 
Calculus. In the first step only the last two would be redesigned, Algebra and Calcu-
lus. At the beginning we decided to separate the contents according to their corre-
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spondent difficulty and regardless of the subject. Nevertheless, after analyzing com-
puter science curricula at other Spanish universities, and in order to allow the students 
to move to other universities, we decided to separate contents belonging to Algebra 
(set theory, natural numbers, linear algebra and geometry) from those belonging to 
Calculus.   

 
Algebra and Calculus courses were designed simultaneously. In fact several modules 
of material were designed, each of them containing the following sections: goals, nec-
essary background, an introductory practical example, body of the module with ex-
amples and activities (many of them designed to be carried out using several alterna-
tive math software such as Mathematica, Maple, Wiris or Mathcad), self-evaluation 
exercises, summary and glossary of terms. Contents should be put in context, algo-
rithmic calculations would be mostly done with the assistance of math software and 
formalism should be softened. 
 
The faculty staff also developed an interactive web material to introduce the use of 
the math software Wiris. This material was also conceived as a way to revise the nec-
essary background during the first week of the course and to act as a training labora-
tory during the rest of the semester. A professor specialised in Wiris helps the stu-
dents at that virtual laboratory.  

 
The use of an integrated software in the learning and evaluation processes is coordi-
nated by a specialist in Wiris. A module of introduction of the software, in this case 
Wiris, was also designed and elaborated.  
 
We chose the software Wiris for our courses, there were some reasons which made it 
different from the other commercial software and that more suitable                                                 
for the UOC: 
 

- On-line and local versions.  The access of our students to the virtual campus 
is possible from any computer, and because of that an also accessible soft-
ware from any computer is important  

- Multilingual. We have Spanish and Catalan versions, the two languages in 
which these courses are offered. Most of the other mathematical software is 
in English, which is an added difficulty for our students. 

- Intuitive commands. The screen resembles very much a blackboard or the 
sheet of paper where the student could write. 

 
The design of the didactic material, although impregnated with the use of Wiris, was 
designed and created to be used with any other software of similar characteristics. The 
essential feature is the integration of mathematical software, not one in particular. The 
specific software is contingent, the use of software is necessary. 
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Fig. 2. Contents in the Algebra course inside the UOC Virtual Campus 

 
The following points can synthesise the process of design and creation of the Algebra 
and Calculus courses: 
 

1. A team of professors of the mathematical area (UOC) with one coordinator 
selected the authors among professors in the new paradigm, with experience 
in the use of the TIC, in the on-line teaching and in the creation of educa-
tional material.  A total of seven authors (one of them specialist in Wiris) and 
two coordinators formed the working team. 
 

2. Distribution of the previously selected contents in the different modules. 
Also distribution of the total credits among the modules. 

 
3. The team designed the different modules. The contents of each module were 

created by one or two authors, working with the coordinators. 
 

4. Integration of Wiris not only into the didactic material in paper (capture of 
screens), pdf or web (interactive) but into the system of evaluation. Particu-
larly the accomplishment of personalised practices (different for every stu-
dent) generated with Wiris. 
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The new courses are a methodological improvement that is based on the use of TIC 
(mathematical software and virtual campus). The generated digital material is a mix-
ture of pdf documents, interactive web material and practices with Wiris. The next 
step should be a digital material of quality, with mathematical markup, using ontolo-
gies and semantic web technologies, and probably working with the learning objects 
paradigm. 
 

3   Integrating new material in the UOC Virtual Campus 

3.1   Classrooms inside the Virtual Campus 

Inside the Virtual Campus, one of the most important spaces for the student, if not the 
most important one, is the virtual classroom (Fig. 2). There is a virtual classroom for 
each subject the student is registered into. Each subject classroom is a virtual space, 
managed by a professor, where the whole educational activity related to that subject is 
developed. In this space the student will find out all subject-related documentation 
(detailed syllabus, basic course  material, mathematical software and, also, comple-
mentary material). Furthermore, each classroom includes virtual spaces that facilitate 
communication among students as well as between the students and the professor. 
 

 
Fig. 3. A classroom inside the UOC Virtual Campus 
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One of these spaces acts as a notice board, its function is to facilitate the direct profes-
sor-student communication (this space is used by the professor to establish the course 
dynamics by means of board messages and annexed documents to these). The other 
communication space in the classroom is an open Forum, where students can formu-
late their questions about the related subject contents –which will be answered by 
other students or by the professor- and even start academic debates. 
 
The classroom, as a communication space, also offers other advanced options that fa-
cilitate the synchronous communication among students (information about partners 
on-line, integrated chat service, etc.) and even the monitoring process of each student 
activity (professors can easily obtain information about which students have read a 
certain message, or when was the last time a student got connected to the classroom, 
etc.) 
 
On the other hand, the classroom also offers other spaces that contribute to add value 
to the Virtual Campus, as the possibility of consulting on-line qualification reports or 
the existence of an incorporated academic calendar, in which each subject key dates 
are settled down. 

3.2   Detailed subject syllabus 

One of the main classroom functions is to serve as a repository for the entire course 
documentation. In this sense, students will find out inside the classroom a detailed 
syllabus of the course. This syllabus includes subject objectives, methodology, cita-
tion of basic and complementary material, information about the mathematical soft-
ware to use, a clear description of the evaluation system and, finally, key dates that 
the student should consider. The detailed syllabus is not only the first document a stu-
dent should read but also a document that they should check with relative frequency. 
This document is upgraded at the beginning of each semester by the faculty staff as-
sociated to the subject. 

3.3   Electronic format material 

The material related to each subject is divided into two parts: the basic one (a material 
that the student must read) and the complementary one (an optional reading material 
that allows to complete or to revise certain mathematical concepts or even to get in-
side certain contents included as basic material). Basic material is mainly composed 
of  a series of modules which contain the concepts and mathematical techniques es-
tablished by the course objectives. The focus of this material is more practical than 
theoretical (it is designed to show students mathematical applications to computer sci-
ence rather than to offer too many abstract contents). In this sense, the material in-
cludes several solved examples relating math applications to databases, cryptography, 
computer networks, algorithmic and computer graphics. At the same time, this mate-
rial integrates the use of mathematical software in problem solving  (the main objec-
tive here is to automate, by using software, the execution of calculation algorithms, so 
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that students can dedicate more time to concentrate in mathematical concepts and 
their applications). To avoid an excessive dependence of any math software, the mate-
rial usually solves each problem with several alternative programs (Wiris, Maple, 
Mathcad and Mathematica). In this sense, it could be said that this material integrates 
the use of mathematical software and, at the same time, it is software independent. 
This basic material is available, in a PDF version, from the classroom (Fig. 3). Addi-
tionally, at the beginning of each course, a hard copy of it is distributed to each stu-
dent [3]. As part of the course basic material, students also have access to an elec-
tronic (web) material that introduces them in the use of the selected mathematical 
software. 
 

 
Fig. 4. PDF material showing use of software 

 
Finally, students also have access to diverse complementary materials that allow 
them:  

a) to reinforce some math core concepts, which are necessary for the correct 
understanding of the subject,  

b) to consult additional collections of solved problems, or  
c) to acquire  deeper knowledge in some aspect of the basic material  
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Some of these complementary materials are available at the beginning of the course, 
while others are introduced by professors according to the course development.  

3.4   Use of Wiris: software integration and laboratory 

Currently, the UOC uses Wiris as the mathematical software for its courses. Wiris is 
an advanced numeric and symbolic software which can be used both on-line and off-
line (local version). As Wiris is an on-line software based on Java, integration with 
our Virtual Campus is easy. 
 
In order to reduce, as much as possible, the learning curve for this software, an intro-
ductory web material has been developed (Fig. 4). This basic material introduces stu-
dents in the use and applications of Wiris. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Web material explaining basic use of Wiris 
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As it has already been noted, the integrated use of mathematical software is a main 
objective of the curriculum. For that reason, basic materials contain several solved 
examples using Wiris. Furthermore, the use of software is promoted by professors and 
it can even be necessary in the resolution of certain activities. The software, if con-
veniently used, can constitute not only a helpful computer tool for performing calcula-
tions but also an excellent learning tool that allows students to experiment with the 
math techniques and concepts introduced throughout the material.  
 
In order to (a) motivate the use of software in the realisation of the proposed activi-
ties, and (b) answer the possible doubts about its use, each subject has a common 
classroom called Wiris laboratory, which is supported by an specialised-software pro-
fessor. 

4   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have explained and discussed the e-learning model that we use, at 
the Open University of Catalonia (UOC), for those subjects related to the mathemati-
cal knowledge area. Key points of our methodology are: (a) importance of performing 
a top-down course design, taking special care of the context in which the course has 
to be developed (a computer science degree, in our case), (b) course focus centered 
around math engineering applications instead of math theory, (c) integrated use of 
software throughout the course, (d) development of electronic materials according to 
points mentioned above, and (e) special attention paid to each student’s background in 
order to provide them with the already mentioned necessary concepts. We think that 
our ten years experience as an e-learning institution has helped us to develop a com-
plete pedagogical model that can be helpful to other universities interested in offering 
math courses on-line. 
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Abstract. This paper is based on the experiences with remedial online learning 
from a national collaboration initiative of University of Amsterdam, Erasmus 
University and Maastricht University in the Netherlands, called ‘Web-
spijkeren’ (http://www.web-spijkeren.nl/). This project, supported by grants for 
educational innovation of SURF, the Dutch higher education and research part-
nership organisation for ICT, aims at developing electronic tests and tutorials 
for prospective students. Increased heterogeneity of prospective students causes 
study planning problems. Adaptive testing and remedial teaching might miti-
gate these problems. The summer course described in this contribution is based 
on the tool ALEKS: Assessment and Learning in Knowledge Spaces. Knowl-
edge space theory is a branch of mathematical cognitive science that is espe-
cially suitable in the design of adaptive diagnostic tests and tutorials for reme-
dial learning in highly structured domains as mathematics. This contribution 
describes both the foundations of the tool ALEKS, and the usage of ALEKS in 
our summer course. 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Acceptance to a bachelor or master program has traditionally been based on a 
required (combination of) degree(s), experience and/or skills. However, due to 
increasing internationalization of students (e.g. 60 per cent of enrolment at Faculty of 
Economics and Business Administration at Maastricht University is by international 
students), the introduction of the Bachelor-Master structure in Europe, and the new 
accreditation procedures by the Treaty of Bologna, heterogeneity of enrolled students 
has increased. Although a foreign student formally should be accepted to a study 
program according to the Bologna Treaty, the actual level of knowledge and skills 
can be below the level of regular Dutch students. Moreover, for some (international) 
students, the lack of prior knowledge is too large and remedial teaching before 
entering a programme is necessary (Brouwer et al., 2004). In addition, most students 
are unable to judge for themselves whether they possess sufficient prior-knowledge 
and/or experience to start a bachelor or master program (Prins, 1997).  

In the past, several remedial teaching programs have been developed in the Neth-
erlands. Van Leijen et al. (2005) argues that remedial teaching programs are delivered 
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with varying degrees of success in terms of students completing the program, depend-
ing on motivation of students, involvement of teachers and learning environments. In 
addition, since higher education institutions now have to compete on a European or 
even global market (Dittrich et al., 2005), regional/national remedial courses in a 
fixed (physical) location with traditional teaching methods seem inadequate to meet 
these new challenges. Recent developments in the area of e-learning reduce the limi-
tations of time and place (Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2003) and could therefore help to 
face these problems. 

Based on the experiences from the past and anticipated future changes in higher 
education in Europe, the University of Amsterdam, the Erasmus University Rotter-
dam and Maastricht University in collaboration with SURF-foundation, have decided 
to accept these challenges. The goal of this collaboration is to find successful educa-
tional formats focused on flexible remedial teaching in case of a high level of hetero-
geneity of student intake (Brouwer et al., 2004). 

The goals of this paper can be split up into three interconnected parts. First, how 
can students assess their current level of mastery before joining a (bachelor) pro-
gram? Second, if the level of mastery of individual students appears to be low, how 
can online summer courses help to tackle these potential deficiencies? And finally, 
how can online summer courses be designed to enhance motivation and increase 
completion rates of students? In this paper, the aspects of successful online remedial 
teaching are described in a model for online remedial teaching. Afterwards, one of the 
online summer courses offered at Maastricht University will be used as case-study to 
show how the online remedial teaching model can be implemented in practice. 

2   The online remedial teaching model 

According to Bryant et al. (2005), there are many definitions about online and/or 
distance education. Distance education encompasses two important elements, namely 
distance teaching and distance learning. Distance teaching regards mainly the way in 
which instruction is provided, whereas distance learning concerns optimizing student 
learning behaviour (Keegan, 2002). Various definitions are used for online education.  
Although in most of the definitions terms like web-enabled and online point at the 
way instruction is provided, it does not automatically lead to distance education (Bry-
ant et al., 2005). However, in this article the term online (education) is used instead of 
distance education as the element of distance education is only related to the short 
time period before students start (physically) at a the regular curriculum. 

Van Leijen et al. (2004) conducted research in various remedial teaching programs 
in the Netherlands. A program offered during the summer period induces an incentive 
problem as most graduated high school students have a strong preference to do other 
things besides studying. Hence, the challenge arises to construct a programme that 
achieves a balance between study time and time for summer activities in such a way 
that it provides sufficient motivation to keep students engaged in the course. There-
fore, an institute planning to design and implement an online remedial summer course 
should consider the following aspects: 
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1. Accessible & Available 24/7 online: Use of internet helps to overcome the 
barriers of time and place, and thus enables participants to work anywhere 
they like and at times that suit them most (Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2003). 

2. Adaptive: Each student is in a sense unique. Hence, the programme should 
ideally allow for an individualized learning path based on prior knowledge, 
learning style and preferences of the student (Falmange et al., 2004, Abdul-
lah, 2003). 

3. Rapid feedback: Besides the fact that it is pedagogically better to provide 
rapid feedback on performance (Draaijer, 2004), it is also important because 
the period before the course starts is short and often fully planned with other 
activities. Furthermore, rapid feedback stimulates interaction in an online 
course (Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2003). 

4. Interactive: “A fundamental component of distance education is the commu-
nication medium” (Bryant et al., 2003, p. 257). Being solely available online, 
the course and learning environment should stimulate interpersonal contact 
in order to motivate participants to remain engaged (Ronteltap & Van der 
Veen, 2002).  

5. Flexible learning methods and assessment: Given the fact that learning and 
assessment methods are subject to change, the program should be flexible 
enough (Segers, 2004). 

3   Prior knowledge tests and Online Summer Courses in Practice 

As most students in the bachelor curriculum of the Faculty of Economics and Busi-
ness Administration at Maastricht University have (some) problems with Mathemat-
ics, the first prior knowledge tests and online summer courses were specifically de-
veloped for tackling these problems. 

Prospective students of the bachelor studies ‘International Economics’ and ‘Inter-
national Business’ at Maastricht University were given the opportunity to make an 
online entry (diagnostic) test in order to assess their prior knowledge of mathematics. 
The online test was available and accessible 24/7 on the Internet. The test was com-
posed of exercises in open-question type form (Tempelaar & de Gruijter, 2004, 
Sclater & Howie, 2003). Anyone who filled in the online entry test received elaborate 
feedback via E-mail from an expert. Overall, the test was viewed 524 times and 230 
students made a serious effort to complete the whole test. 

Of the 230 students who participated in the entry test, 44% (101) registered for one 
of the bachelor programs at the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration. 
Of these 101 students, 55 were willing to invest 60 to 80 hours to remediate his/her 
deficiency. Those 55 constituted one group of participants of the summer course. A 
second group of participants of the summer course constituted of prospective students 
of the Master of Science in Social Protection Financing of the Maastricht Graduate 
School of Governance. These 18 students were required to take the summer course in 
order to be allowed in the master program. 

The online summer course is based on the server-based tool ALEKS. Students can 
approach ALEKS through internet; the summer course was delivered in a pure dis-
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tance format, without any physical contact with lecturers or peers. Lecturers had a 
limited role: they were available by mail for organizational, tool-related and mathe-
matical issues. The majority of questions sent in appeared to be of the first two cate-
gories; the coverage of content material in ALEKS proved to be satisfactory for most 
students. Participation by BA prospective students was completely voluntary and in 
no way related to the official admission procedure of the university. The only reward 
was a (unrecognized) certificate at a graduation ceremony. Moreover, participation in 
the summer course was free of charge and costs of the course were funded by Maas-
tricht University and SURF-foundation. For the MA prospective students, participa-
tion was required. 

 

4   ALEKS 

4.1   General Information 

The ALEKS system combines adaptive, diagnostic testing with an electronic learning 
& practice tutorial in several domains relevant for higher education. In addition, it 
provides lecturers an instructor module where students' progress can be monitored, 
educational standards can be adapted to a particular college, or course, and other 
administrative tasks can be carried out. ALEKS is a commercial software product. 

4.2   Assessment 

The ALEKS assessment module starts with an entry assessment in order to evaluate 
precisely a student's knowledge state for the given domain (eg. College Algebra). 
Following this assessment, ALEKS delivers a graphic report analyzing the student's 
knowledge within all curricular areas for the relevant course, based on specified stan-
dards. The report also recommends concepts on which the student can begin working; 
by clicking on any of these concepts or items the student gains immediate access to 
the learning module.  
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Fig. 1. Sample of an assessment item 
 
Some key features of the assessment module are:  

o All problems require that the student produce authentic input (that is, there 
are no multiple-choice questions).  

o All problems are algorithmically generated.  
o Assessment questions are generated from a carefully-designed repertoire of 

items ensuring comprehensive coverage of the domain.  
o The assessment is adaptive: the choice of each new question is based on the 

aggregate of responses to all previous questions. As a result, the student's 
knowledge state can be found by asking only a small subset of the possible 
questions (typically 15-25).  

o Assessment results are always framed relative to specified educational stan-
dards. The system allows instructors to customize the standards used by their 
courses with a syllabus editor (part of the instructor module). Both the as-
sessment and learning modules are automatically adapted to the chosen stan-
dards. 

4.3   Report 

The report provides a detailed, graphic representation of the student's knowledge state 
by means of pie-charts divided into slices, each of which corresponds to an area of 
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the syllabus. In the ALEKS system, the student's progress is shown by the proportion 
of the slice that is filled in by solid color: if the slice is entirely filled in, the student 
has mastered that area, if it is two-thirds filled in, the student has mastered two thirds 
of the material, and so forth. Also, as the mouse is held over a given slice, a list is 
displayed of items within that area that the student is currently "ready to learn," as 
determined by the assessment. Clicking on any of these items gives access to the 
learning mode (beginning with the item chosen).  

4.4   Learning Mode 

At the conclusion of the assessment ALEKS determines the concepts that the student 
is currently ready to learn, based on that student's current knowledge state. These new 
concepts are listed in the report, and the learning mode is initiated by clicking on any 
highlighted phrase representing a concept in the list. The focus of the learning mode 
is a sequence of problems to be solved by the student, representing a series of con-
cepts to be mastered. The facilities offered by the learning mode are as follows: 

o Practice (that is, the problems themselves);  
o Explanations of concepts and procedures;  
o Dictionary of technical terms;  
o Calculator (adapted to the topic studied, e.g. in statistical items, a special 

"statistics calculator" is provided). 
For example, a student working on a particular problem may "ask for" an explana-

tion of that problem (by clicking on the button marked "Explain"). The explanation 
typically provides a short solution of the problem, with commentary.  

 
Fig. 2. Sample of a learning report 
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After reading the explanation(s), the student may return to "Practice" (by clicking 
on the button marked "Practice"), where she or he will be presented with another 
problem exemplifying the item or concept just illustrated. If the student is successful 
in solving the problem, the system will offer (usually) two or three more instances of 
the same item to make sure the student has mastered it. 

In the text of problems and explanations, certain technical terms such as "addi-
tion", "factor" and "square root" are highlighted. Clicking on any highlighted word or 
phrase will open the dictionary to a definition of the corresponding concept. The 
dictionary can also be used independently of the current problem to look up any term 
the student may be curious about.  

A graphing calculator is available for computing and displaying geometrical fig-
ures in analytical geometry and calculus. Other, related features of the learning mode 
are Feedback, Progress monitoring, and Practice. Whenever the student attempts to 
solve a problem in the learning mode, the system responds to the input by saying 
whether or not the answer is correct and, if it is incorrect, what the student's error 
might have been.  

More generally, ALEKS follows the student's progress during each learning se-
quence, and will at times offer advice. For example, if a student has read the explana-
tion of a problem a couple of times and yet continues to provide incorrect responses, 
ALEKS may suggest -- depending on the circumstances -- that the student looks up 
the definition of a certain word in the dictionary. ALEKS may also propose that the 
student temporarily abandon the problem at hand and work instead on a related but 
easier problem. The capacities of the ALEKS system to monitor and guide student 
learning is flexible and multi-faceted.  

When a student has demonstrated mastery of a particular item by repeatedly solv-
ing problems based on it, ALEKS will encourage the student to proceed to a new 
item. 

4.5   Instructor Module 

The instructor module enables lecturers to monitor student progress and achievement; 
to view and change the standards applied in the generation of assessment reports; and 
to carry out other administrative tasks. In detail, the lecturer can: 

o View and print reports for individual students;  
o View and print a list of students, with a summary of information for each 

student including assessment results, progress in the learning mode, and total 
time spent in the system;  

o View and print synthetic reports for entire courses, giving an overview of the 
class's strengths and weaknesses;  

o View the standards used by default for a course, with the option of editing 
standards pertaining to that course only;  

o Edit student registration data or retrieve forgotten passwords. 
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5   Structure of online summer courses, motivation and impact on 
regular courses 

The most natural way to assess the success of the Summer course is provided by an 
analysis of the outcomes of the first regular course: Quantitative Methods 1, or QM1. 
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Fig. 3. Course performance of QM1, decomposed according Summer course participation 
 
      The QM1 course is composed of Mathematics, Statistics, and a third but minor 
part introducing applied computer science. Succession rates amongst Summer course 
participants are high, and differ significantly from those amongst the non-
participants. Of the 29 students who successfully completed the Summer course, 81% 
pass the QM1 course. For the 26 participants who did not manage to fully complete 
the Summer course, passing rate is 71%. For the large group of 799 non-participants, 
passing rate is only 55%; see Figure 3 for a summary of these data. Although students 
participating but not succeeding the Summer course do remarkably well, those figures 
are to some extent non-representative, since the proportion of students in this group 
actually participating in the final exam of QM1, is much lower than in the other two 
groups: only 7 out of 10 students show up. The combination of exam participation 
and passing the exam generates the last piece of data: ‘Going and Passing the Exam’. 
Participating and passing the Summer course appears so to be a strong predictor of 
the participating and passing the QM1 course. 
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Fig. 4. QM1 grades in the final exam, decomposed according Summer course participation and 
prior Math education 
 

Another expression of the success of the Summer course is found in the confron-
tation of QM1 course performance of students with different prior Math education, 
and their participation in the Summer course. As Figure 4 indicates, the heterogeneity 
in prior education is large: Dutch students can have taken three different types of 
math prior education, either of minor type (VWO A1,2), or of major type (VWO B1 
or VWO B1, 2). German students, constituting about two-third of our student popula-
tion, either have math taken at GK or ‘Grundkurse’ level, a minor program, or at LK 
or ‘Leistungskurse’ level, a major program. Further relative small groups are students 
with an International Baccalaureate (IntBac), and foreign students outside the Nether-
lands and Germany having taken a national secondary education degree with math 
either at major or minor level (IntMathMaj and IntMathMin, respectively). Students 
in our Summer course were all German students (only foreign students were invited, 
since these students were expected to have the greatest transfer problems), primarily 
of GK level (30 students), with a small minority of LK level (8 students). The LK 
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students did not improve their passing rates relative to the students who did not par-
ticipate in the Summer course (84% for both groups); however, the GK level students 
did make an important jump in passing rate: from 51% to 88%. Or alternatively, ex-
pressed in terms of the grade in the final exam (with 5.5 being the floor to get a pass-
ing outcome), Figure 4 indicates that students who successfully participated in the 
Summer course, increased their average grade from about GK level (5.5) to a level 
(7.3) similar to that of students with a math major in prior education. 

The finding that participants of the Summer course outperform non-participants is 
in itself no proof of the successfulness of the Summer course: there might be a selec-
tion bias. If the Summer course attracts a non-representative group of students, such 
as students being more than average motivated, the effect of participation in the 
Summer course might be explained by having the best motivated students in this 
group. To investigate the extent in which the increased success rate in the exam can 
be attributed to a selection bias component at the one side, and a real learning effect 
of the Summer course at the other side, the partial math and statistics scores in the 
final QM1 exam of Summer course participants and non-participants are confronted. 
Figure 5 provides a graphical depiction of these data. Summer course participants 
indeed do better than non-participants in both math and statistics, but their advantage 
in math is much larger than their advantage in statistics. In fact, the only statistically 
significant difference in partial exam scores is the math score of student passing the 
Summer course, and the math score of non-participants. So if any selection bias is 
present, the effect it causes is small, statistically insignificant and surpassed in size by 
a true learning effect. 

A second check on the presence of a selection bias caused by motivational differ-
ences is provided by ALEKS study time data of students working in the ALEKS 
business Statistics module during the course QM1. Whereas a small group of students 
used the ALEKS College Algebra module during the Summer Course on voluntary 
basis, all students used the ALEKS Business Statistics module in the QM1 course in 
order to practice and prepare for their statistics quizzes. Study time (logon time) in 
ALEKS Business Statistics might therefore be regarded as a good proxy for student 
motivation. Figure 6 contains the study time data for students with different prior 
education levels, and Summer course participants. 
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 Fig. 5. Partial scores in QM1 final exam, decomposed according Summer course participation 
 
If anything, Summercourse participants study less than students in their reference 

group, the students with a GK prior education. Most striking is the large difference in 
study time between Dutch and foreign students.  
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 Fig. 6. ALEKS Business Statistics study hours, decomposed according Summer course par-
ticipation and prior Math education 
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Therefore, neither partial scores, nor study time, suggest the existence of a strong 
selection effect, thus suggesting that the increased course performances of Summer 
course participants can be attributed to a true learning effect.  

In total 72 students filled in the evaluation at the end of the course; see Table 1. On 
a scale from 1 to 10, students were very positive about both the functioning of the 
tool (8.6) as well as the online summer course as such (8.8). More specifically, on a 
Likert scale from 1-5, students felt that the course had offered them a lot (4.6) and 
enabled them to remediate their knowledge to such an extent that they feel ready to 
start in Maastricht (3.7).  Remarkably, the evaluations of students failing the summer 
course are similar to those passing the summer course. 

Table 1. Evaluation of Online Summer course Mathematics 

This Summer course offered me a lot 4.6 
The contents of the Summer course were inspiring 4.2 
The format of the Summer course was good 4.4 
The Summer course was well organized 4.6 
The quality of the material in ALEKS is good 4.3 
The material in ALEKS motivated me to keep up with the subject matter 4.0 
Learning in an e-learning environment as ALEKS is not different from 

learning from a hard-copy book 
2.6 

It was fun that I could attend this Summer course via the internet 4.4 
I gained enough knowledge and skills in mathematics to start with my 

study in Maastricht 
3.7 

It was easy to motivate myself to finish this Summer course 3.8 
It was good that I could work on the subject matter at my own pace 4.6 
I think that I have learned more by individually attending this course 

than I would have learned if I had to collaborate 
3.7 

Questions via e-mail were answered well by the teacher 3.7 
Give an overall grade for the quality of support you were given by 

ALEKS in this Summer course (1 = very bad - 10 = very good) 
8.6 
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6   Conclusion and Discussion 

In this paper, the question how prior knowledge tests and online remedial teaching 
courses can contribute to mitigating the problems of heterogeneous enrolment of 
students was dealt with. First of all, an online remedial teaching model was 
developed. The five success factors, which an online remedial course developer 
should take into account, are 24/7 access and availability on Internet, adaptiveness, 
rapid feedback, interactive, and flexible learning methods and assessment. Next, the 
online remedial teaching model was implemented in practice at the online summer 
course of Mathematics at Maastricht University. Both learning outcomes, as 
evidenced in regular course performances and evaluations at the end of the course 
were very positive. On average, students were highly motivated to remediate their 
knowledge gaps and they worked approximately 70 hours for the entire course. 
Furthermore, students indicated that they now have more confidence of making a 
good start at the institute. Exactly half of the group of students that started with the 
course eventually received a certificate. 

The case-study of the online summer course Mathematics and the experiences 
from other courses offered by the three institutions taking part in the project “Web-
spijkeren” indicate that it is possible to construct an online course that continuously 
motivates students and thereby increasing passing rates. The online course was build 
with existing ICT-structures that are also available at other institutions. If an institute 
provides accurate means and expertise for establishing an online summer course pro-
gram, it should be possible to mitigate the problems with increased heterogeneity of 
enrolments of students. 

Further research is necessary to prove whether online summer courses have a tem-
poral or structural effect on the (prior) knowledge level of students. In addition, it 
remains to be investigated whether the participants, in comparison to those who did 
not take part at the summer course, perform better in the respective courses in the 
curriculum. Further research efforts are focused on the relationship between student 
characteristics and performance in the summer course, such as students’ preferred 
learning styles, their metacognitive abilities, and their level of achievement motiva-
tion. 
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Diagnostic Testing with Maple T.A.

André Heck and Leendert van Gastel

Universiteit van Amsterdam, AMSTEL Institute,
Kruislaan 404, 1098 SM Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract. At the University of Amsterdam we use the Maple T.A. sys-
tem for diagnostic testing of incoming mathematics and science students.
Purpose of the tests is to identify students at risk of failing their math-
ematics and science courses in the first year and to provide students
insight in their starting level of mathematical knowledge and skills. In
this paper we describe our experiences with Maple T.A.

1 Background

In the Netherlands, the transition from secondary school to higher education is
currently the centre of interest. Universities struggle with heterogeneous groups
of students that have a disjointed body of knowledge and skills, and that are not
well-prepared for the more abstract level of studies at university. Technical uni-
versities experience that incoming students lack basic mathematical knowledge
and skills. They sound the alarm in national newspapers and they send a letter
of advice to the Minister of Education. In reaction to the complaints from higher
education and in view of the upcoming change of the examination programme,
the Minister of Education questions one of the latest reforms in the education
system, viz., the ‘Studiehuis’ (study house), in which pupils are expected to learn
how to learn, are self-responsible for their learning, and work independently.

With regards to the transition from school mathematics to university mathe-
matics, the current complaints of educators at Dutch universities about the level
of mathematical knowledge and skills of incoming students are much the same
as theose mentioned ten years ago by the London Mathematics Society in the
report Tackling the Mathematics Problem [1]:

1. Students lack fluency and reliability in numerical and algebraic manipulation
and simplification;

2. There is a marked decline in students’ analytical powers when faced with
simple two-step or multi-step problems;

3. Most students entering higher education no longer understand that math-
ematics is a precise discipline in which exact, reliable calculation, logical
exposition and proof play essential roles.

Similar trends have been found across many European countries and many ap-
proaches to deal with the declining standard of mathematical knowledge and
skills of new entrants to mathematics, science, economy, and engineering de-
partment have been proposed and implemented (see e.g. [2, 3]). The following
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two recommendations are made in [4]: (i) use diagnostic tests to measure the
mathematical competence of students upon arrival at university and (ii) provide
prompt and effective support to students whose mathematical background is
found wanting by the tests.

At the University of Amsterdam, an approach is being developed to cope
with the mathematics problem at the threshold of the university. The approach
is based on the trust that incoming students are in principle quite capable of
overcoming the initial difficulties and can attain the desired level in a rather short
term. Because of the heterogeneity, it is very important that both students and
teachers are informed about the individual level and progress of each student.
So initial and continuous assessments are an important part of the approach.
For mastering the mathematical abilities, many exercise questions are envisaged
together with a condensed mathematics text. A trajectory will be designed that
is based on these assessments and the mastery learning of the mathematical
abilities by doing many exercises. In 2005 we tried out the following four-step
approach with all hundred students entering the study of chemistry, physics,
astronomy, mathematics, and bio-exact sciences.

Step 1. Immediately upon arrival at the Faculty of Science, all freshmen take
the one-hour diagnostic test that can be found in the appendix.

Step 2. During the first four weeks of the Calculus 1 course that all students
take, they have weekly a session of two hours to practise basic mathematics.

Step 3. In the fifth week of the study year we let the students make the second
diagnostic mathematics test. This digital test is made similar to the first test by
randomisation of each question. Through this pretest-posttest design, students
and staff can see the progress made in the meantime.

Step 4. Tutors take care of remedial teaching of mathematics using the re-
cently published exercise book [5] and freshmen work in small self-help groups
on mathematics problems under guidance of a student tutor.

An important requirement for the approach is that not much staff will be
available in the long term. There are no structural funds available for this goal.
So the challenge is to design a trajectory that involves only a modest staff de-
ployment. For this reason, a pilot is undertaken with automated assessment in
mathematics using the commercial package Maple T.A. [6]. This system uses
the computer algebra package Maple [7] to generate and mark thousands of
mathematical problem exercises from generic templates and it can deliver these
exercises in various forms to students, ranging from diagnostic assessments, self-
tests, and practice sessions to placement tests and summative assessments.

The development of this approach is part of two projects with other higher
education institutions in the Netherlands. The project Web-spijkeren [8] has as a
goal to develop didactical scenarios and assessment instrumentation for freshmen
with heterogeneous mathematics levels. The project MathMatch [9] develops
course materials and a database with mathematical questions for mathematics,
science, and technology studies.

Our work is still in its early stages. This paper describes the instrumentation
used and the results of the first try-out.
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2 Overview of Maple T.A. with Blackboard Support

In this section we detail the computer algebra based assessment system Maple
T.A. for Blackboard [6]. This system can be shortly described as a Blackboard-
integrated system for creating tests, assignments and exercises, allowing auto-
matic assessment of student responses and the creation of model solutions via
the computer algebra package Maple. The integration with Blackboard concerns
the user administration (authentication and grade book).

While some systems for computer algebra based testing and assessment al-
ready exist or are under development (for example, AiM [10], Stack [11], and
WebALT [12]), the main reasons for us to choose the commercial system
Maple T.A. for Blackboard are that it

– is developed far enough to have a rich set of question and assignment types;
– is based on two components, viz., Maple [7] and EDU Campus [13], which

have been proved successful in educational practice;
– can be used with large groups of students without a high load on the com-

puter environment;
– is integrated with the virtual learning environment currently in use at our

university;
– offers licensed use of a familiar computer algebra system in an assessment

environment.

In the following subsections we discuss the process of creating randomised
questions, marking answers, and providing model solutions in Maple T.A., and
the built-in facilities for students and teachers.

2.1 Authoring Questions

Initially, it is necessary to create a bank of questions that can be used in assign-
ments. Maple T.A. questions are stored internally in Brownstone’s EDU code,
which is a scripting language. There exist four ways of authoring questions:

1. editing a plain-text script file in EDU code;
2. via the Question Bank Editor;
3. using the LATEX to EDU conversion facility;
4. by way of a Maple 10 document.

Each method has its pros and cons. The first method of coding in EDU format
can be done both on-line and off-line and provides the author maximum flexi-
bility, but it is undocumented and very error prone. Use of the question bank
editor can only be done while being connected to the internet. It makes heavy
use of caching intermediate work and therefore the danger of loosing work and
item banks is rather large. The Maple 10 document does not support all ques-
tion types. We prefer the LATEX authoring mode because it supports advanced
question types, it allows off-line editing, and it supports re-use of many course
materials already written in this typesetting language. It lowers the learning
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curve of many a university teacher who wants to use the assessment system.
One only has to convert via a web-facility the LATEX code into EDU format. It
is a pity that this is not made available as an off-line facility to come along with
the Maple T.A. software.

Many of the question types available in Maple T.A. will be familiar to users of
existing computer-aided assessment systems. Common examples of closed ques-
tion types are multiple choice, multiple selection, true/false, ordering, clickable
image, and matching questions. For these types answers are predefined, and can
be marked automatically without difficulty. Common examples of open ques-
tion types are fill-in-the-blanks (text or numerical value), essay, and graphical
sketch problems. For these free-response questions it is more difficult to mark
automatically.

But specific to Maple T.A. is the availability of mathematical free-response
question types: (restricted) formula, multi-formula, and Maple-graded questions.
The latter type is the one that we will discuss more deeply in this paper because,
we believe that free-response questions are indispensable in evaluating mathe-
matical knowledge and skills. However, there is still a purpose for multiple choice
questions. For example, in Questions 22 and 25 of the pretest, the distractors
make students think about the subject. Besides, a larger variety of question
types in mathematical tests is attractive in itself. It is also a common misbe-
lief to think that only standard mathematical questions leading to a clear and
unique answer can be automatically assessed and that higher mathematical skills
are out of reach in this approach. We refer to [14] for examples in which a com-
puter algebra system is used to verify mathematical properties of given answers
(out of an infinite number of possible, correct answers) and to assess advanced
mathematical skills.

Henceforth we will use the following typical example to illustrate issues of
generating randomised questions and of marking and commenting on students’
responses. It is the LATEX code for a randomised version of Question 5 in the
pretest.

\begin{question}{Maple}

\name{powers} \type{formula}

\qutext{Simplify as much as possible: $$\frac{a^{\var{alpha}}

(\var{npow3}b)^{\frac{1}{4}}c^{\frac{\var{gamma1}}{2}}}

{\sqrt{a b c^{\var{gamma2}}\sqrt{\var{n}}}}\,.$$

assuming that $a$, $b$, $c$ are positive numbers.}

\maple*{expr := $RESPONSE;

symexpr := select(has, expr, {a,b,c});

numexpr := eval(expr,{a=1,b=1,c=1});

symtrue := select(has, $r, {a,b,c});

with(StringTools, CountCharacterOccurrences);

if simplify(symexpr-symtrue, symbolic)=0 and

CountCharacterOccurrences("$RESPONSE", "a")=1 and

CountCharacterOccurrences("$RESPONSE", "b")=1 and

CountCharacterOccurrences("$RESPONSE", "c")=1

then

if numexpr=sqrt($n) or numexpr=($n)^(1/2)
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then grade := 1.0

else grade := 0.5

end if;

else grade := 0.0

end if;

grade;}

\code{$n = switch(rint(3),2,3,5);

$npow3 = int($n^3);

$alpha = range(2,5);

$gamma1 = range(1,3,2);

$gamma2 = range(5,9,2);

$r = maple("simplify(a^($alpha)*(($npow3)*b)^(1/4)

*c^(($gamma1)/2)/sqrt(sqrt($n)*a*b*c^($gamma2)), symbolic)");

$dr = maple("printf(MathML:-ExportPresentation($r))");}

\comment{The correct answer is \var{dr}.\newline

You get this answer by rewriting the denominator as product

of powers with rational exponents, followed by simplification.}

\end{question}

From the above code listing it is clear that Maple is not only used to check
the student’s response, but also to calculate the answer itself, to provide feed-
back, and last but not least to create randomised questions. In other words,
the teacher does not calculate the correct answer, mark a student’s answer or
provide feedback: these are done by the computer algebra system.

In the first five lines of the \code part, several random variables are defined
in the EDU scripting language to create a mathematical formula

aα(n3b)
1
4 cγ1

√√
nabcγ2

,

where

n ∈ {2, 3, 5}, α ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, γ1 ∈ {1, 3}, γ2 ∈ {5, 7, 9} .

This means that we have in fact created here seventy-two exercises of similar
type. This randomisation of questions makes it possible to generate many tests
with questions of similar types, which is ideal for pretest and posttest designs.
But also in self-assessment it is very useful that students can redo questions of
similar type until they have reached the requested level of understanding.

The dollar variables defined in the \code part can be used in other parts
of the question. For example, when the question gets instantiated, then the
\var{alpha} in the question text (the argument of \qutext) is replaced by
the randomly generated value of the parameter $alpha. In the last two lines
of the \code fragment, Maple is used to compute the correct answer ($r) and
a MathML expression ($dr) for pretty display in the feedback, using standard
mathematical notation.
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2.2 Marking and Feedback

A computer algebra system is needed to verify automatically whether the answer
given by a student to a free-response mathematical question is algebraically
equivalent to the correct answer as predefined by the author (in most cases a
teacher). The simplest and much used Maple T.A. code for checking an answer
has the following form:

evalb( simplify( $RESPONSE - correct answer ) = 0 );

In other words, we subtract the author’s answer from the student’s answer,
simplify the intermediate expression, and test whether it is zero. The maple*
code in our sample question is more complicated for two reasons:

1. We do not simply accept any answer that is algebraically equivalent with
the predefined answer as fully correct.

2. We give partial credit when the symbolic part of the answer is correct, but
the numerical part is wrong.

Thus, we split the student’s answer in a numerical and symbolic part and we do
a simple check on the number of times that the symbols a, b, and c appear in
order to identify ‘wrong’ symbolic parts of the answer like c

1
2 γ1 · c− 1

2 γ2 . If the
symbolic part of the question is correct, but a wrong numerical factor is provided
in the answer, the student gets half of the possible score.

It is our experience that the more precise you want to be about the acceptable
form of an answer to a free-response question, the more difficult and error prone
the coding of a question becomes. Working for one hour on the creation of
a question is then not exceptional, even for an experienced author. Also some
experience and a painstaking accuracy are needed for selecting suitable ranges of
random variables that lead to questions of equal difficulty and not to impossible
or trivial problems.

The feedback to the student is in our sample question just the correct answer,
together with a short description of how the problem can be solved. There exist
a few options in Maple T.A. to give feedback that intelligently depends on the
answer given by the student. Multiple choice and multiple selection questions
allow a different comment for each option. In a free-response mathematical ques-
tion a given answer can be compared with some wrong answers that the teacher
expects, possibly based on his or her experience in class, and feedback can pro-
vided accordingly. A simple example of tailored feedback in a Maple-graded
question is the following question about integration, in which differentiation or
omission of the integration constant are likely mistakes:

\begin{question}{Maple}

\name{integration} \type{formula}

\qutext{Compute the anti-derivative of $x^{\var{n}}$.}

\maple*{type(simplify($RESPONSE-$a2), {constant,name});}

\code{$n = range(2,7);

$a1 = maple("diff(x^($n),x)");

$a2 = maple("integrate(x^($n),x)");}
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\comment{${switch(indexof($RESPONSE, dummy, $a1, $a2),

"If marked as incorrect, check your answer by differentiation.",

"You did differentiation, not integration!",

"Good, but think of integration constant next time.")}}

\end{question}

2.3 Facilities for Students and Teachers

Generating exercises and automatically assessing students responses in a math-
ematical way is important in a computer algebra based assessment system, but
there is more needed for successful implementation of computer-aided assess-
ment. As important are issues like the way students can enter mathematical
expressions and see what formulas they actually type, the delivery process of
tests and assessments, the administration of students results, the monitoring of
students’ work, and the integration with a virtual learning environment. In our
case, the learning environment is Blackboard 6 and we use Maple T.A. through
its Blackboard building block.

From students’ point of view, a Maple T.A.-based assignment is just as like
any other assignment in Blackboard: (s)he clicks on a hyperlink and the assign-
ment appears in a separate window. One or more questions are presented on
a single page, one page after another, and the student can try to answer the
question(s) in any order. The student enters a response to a question, presses
the button to go to the next exercise or selects the button to jump to another
question. When (s)he has finished work or time is up for the assignment, the
student pressed the ‘grade’ button. The student is warned about questions that
(s)he may have forgotten to answer and is given the opportunity to repair this
and submit the work again, or to force immediate marking. If the teacher has
not decided differently, the student can immediately know the (provisional) mark
obtained by looking it up in the Blackboard grade book and (s)he can imme-
diately obtain via the ‘Maple T.A. Tools’ a detailed report, in which responses
are compared with the teacher’s answer and in which, at the discretion of the
teacher, model solutions of the problems are presented.

The above process of doing a Maple T.A. assignment within the Blackboard
environment runs smoothly and needs not much training beforehand, except pos-
sibly the way of entering mathematical expressions and the process of submitting
work. Maple T.A. provides two ways to enter mathematical formulas, viz., the
‘Maple syntax’ mode and the ‘Symbol’ mode. The Maple syntax for entering
mathematical expressions is only natural for students after some Maple expe-
rience through lab work; they are helped enough by the possibility to preview
the formula entered in standard mathematical notation or by a reference chart
to quickly look up input details. For those who lack Maple experience, like our
students at the beginning of their study, the ‘Symbol’ mode offers a way out or a
helping hand. In this mode, a student uses the built-in 2d-math editor, which is
also present in Maple 10, to enter formulas in a manner that relates directly to
standard mathematical notation and that makes use of templates for common
formatting. Implicit multiplication ensures that 3x and x y are considered the
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same as 3*x and x*y, respectively. Common commands are automatically for-
matted: for example, ^ automatically moves the cursor to superscript position,
and / creates a division bar and moves the cursor to the denominator. Expres-
sion palettes with fill-in-the-blank templates for common mathematical objects
are available and can be defined by authors. The equation editor, which is a Java
applet that is automatically downloaded to the student’s computer the first time
it is requested, enables a student to enter responses easily and see whether they
look the same way as (s)he would write them down.

All administration is done via a web interface. Using this interface, an in-
structor can design assignments, generate aggregate statistics and grade reports
of students’ results, and monitor the progress made by individual students. A
teacher has at his or her disposal a variety of assignments types with different
policies to choose from: anonymous practice (no need for a login, no recording
of results), homework or quiz (login needed, recording of results), a proctored
exam (authorisation needed), mastery session (progress control), and study ses-
sion (flash card learning). Questions can be drawn from various question banks
and may be tested beforehand. Note that editing of questions can only be done
separately, with the help of the question bank editor or by editing a LATEX source
file of a question bank and re-converting it into EDU format. Questions in an
assignment may be randomly selected from a pool of questions and the selected
questions may be scrambled at the instructor’s will. The teacher can also set
several policies for an assignment such as visibility on the web, duration and
schedule of the assignment, passing score, availability of hints and links to ad-
ditional notes, the level and timing of feedback, and additional requirements for
doing the assignment.

The Blackboard grade book and the Maple T.A. grade book are synchronised.
When an instructor includes for the first time a Maple T.A. assignment in a
Blackboard course, then a Maple T.A. class is automatically created for this
course on the Maple T.A. server and the user accounts are forwarded from
Blackboard to Maple T.A. In this way, all users’ administration is taken care of.
The instructor does not have to worry about this or bother an administrator to
make student accounts available. In the Blackboard grade book, an instructor
can view and modify students’ grades, clear attempts, and view statistics for a
particular grade book item. Via the Maple T.A. grade book a teacher can get
detailed grade reports, obtain item statistics, have a look at work of individual
students and comment on it, change marks, and authorise a student to start a
fresh (proctored) test.

3 Our Experiences with Diagnostic Testing of Freshmen

In this section we discuss (i) the mathematical performance of the freshmen
in the pretest and posttest taken in the first weeks of the study year, (ii) the
students’ opinions about the computer algebra based diagnostic testing, and (iii)
our experiences with Maple T.A. for Blackboard.
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3.1 Students’ Results

The overall scores of the freshmen at in the pretest and posttest are shown in
the two histograms of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Histogram of students’ result in pretest (left) and posttest (right)

The progress of individual students between pretest and posttest is represented
in the scatter diagram of Fig. 2: each dot represents the score of a student at the
pretest and posttest.

Fig. 2. Scatter diagram of students’ scores in pretest and posttest

Needless to say that these low scores of beginning students worry university
educators. Even though some students make remarkable progress in four weeks
of remedial training, still only one-third of the student population entering the
exact sciences programme has reached a desirable mathematical level.
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3.2 Students’ Opinions about the Diagnostic Testing

Just after the posttest, the students were asked to give their opinions by means
of a survey. The response was sixty-five percent.

The students found that the goal of the diagnostic tests were sufficiently
clear (90%). The chosen approach was appreciated by 86%. They confirmed
that the tests helped to identify shortcomings in their mathematical abilities
(69%), and also that the tests contributed to making progress with mathematics
(68%). About 63% of the students found the tests stimulating to set to work. A
minority (42%) said that they obtained more insight in the difference between
school and university mathematics.

About the instrumentation, 61% of the students found that they could work
well with the Maple T.A. software. This is remarkable, since there was no training
beforehand. Students were permitted to use the graphing calculator and the
standard formula chart. A small majority of the students (63%) thought that this
influenced their score positively. It also means that a large number of students
do not feel dependent on the graphing calculator and the formula chart, while
teachers noticed during practice sessions that the students used them many
times, even in case when it seems inappropriate.

At the end of the survey there was an open field for suggestions and remarks.
About half of the students used this field. Nine students made it clear that they
preferred a test on paper instead of the computer; an important reason they
mentioned is that they could only fill in the end result and no intermediate steps.
Maybe they felt disadvantaged by not been given clearly the opportunity to earn
partial credit (although we did this in fact at a manual check of the grading). Six
students made a positive comment about the usefulness of the approach. Two
students made a remark about the planning of the pretest as it was planned just
before the very first week of the start of first courses. This happened to be the
period of the university introduction with all kind of activities and festivities.
Arguably, a pretest was not appreciated at that moment.

3.3 Experiences with Maple T.A. for Blackboard

Luckily we had decided in advance that in the pretest students would use print-
outs of the diagnostic test and that a student after solving a problem with
pencil-and-paper would fill out the answer in the Maple T.A. test form. We
planned this because we were not sure whether everything would run smoothly
from technical and organisational points of view. Indeed we suffered from prob-
lems with students not having a computer account or not having a Blackboard
account. Although we had anticipated this, creating accounts at the beginning
of the diagnostic turned out to be too hectic a job. More important was that
one-third of the students had unexpected login problems with the Maple T.A. as-
signment. These students, having access to the Blackboard course, should not
have to login for the diagnostic test anyway! But unforeseen name conflicts be-
tween user accounts with special characters and the Maple T.A. administration
of users caused these problems. Because one-third of the students were allowed
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to hand in the pencil-and-paper work alone, one-third of the students decided to
do the same. Consequently, only one-third of the students filled out the digital
test form. But this percentage gave enough insight in the process of computer
algebra based assessment and the points to take care of in the next diagnostic
testing. By the way, knowing the technical problem was enough to fix it for the
posttest by simply changing the settings of the Maple T.A. server.

Maple T.A. uses one file per student to keep the complete history of work.
The instructor cannot delete irrelevant test data and consequently most of the
aggregate statistics of the pretest and posttest generated by Maple T.A. was
useless.

Afterwards the instructor had great difficulty in editing the diagnostic tests
because many student were registered as still having active assignments. This
seemed to be caused by the following submission process: many students sub-
mitted the diagnostic tests for marking and received warning about questions
not answered or input problems. But many of them did not realise that they had
to press the grade button again to force submission for marking. They thought
that they has already submitted their work, saved and quit the test, and logged
off the computer. The only way to get rid of such active users was to identify
them manually and then force marking of their tests. Of course it is a wise de-
sign choice to ensure that an instructor cannot edit an assignment because some
student may still be busy with the assignment, but there are circumstances in
which an instructor knows better and wants to force removal or marking of active
assignments without much effort.

We found serious bugs in the software, which luckily did not affect much
the students’ results. We noticed while we were checking the computer marking
of given answers that adding extra spaces around the multiplication symbol
caused that correct answers were marked as incorrect in Symbol entry mode.
This kind of errors in marking could easily be identified by us and marks could
easily be changed. Another problem that luckily did not affect students results
was the following: in Symbol entry mode, the equation editor parses the given
formula into an expression with valid Maple-syntax. Unfortunately, it also applies
automatic simplification before checking the correctness of the answer. As a
consequence of this, a student could answer for example to the first question
of the pretest simply 1/(1/2+1/3+1/4) and still get full marks because Maple
already does the computation. Of course, no student came to this idea, but it
is a serious weakness of the system. You do not want a marking procedure that
depends on the selected input mode.

Despite the ten minutes introduction into the Maple T.A. students made fore-
seen errors in entering mathematical formulas. We noticed the use of uppercase
characters instead of lowercase symbols and sometimes an algebraic operator
was lacking, like in xy being entered instead of x y or x*y. Luckily, an instruc-
tor quickly notices these things when he or she scans the computer marking, but
it remains annoying.

The above remarks should not give the impression of failure of Maple T.A. un-
der practical circumstances with unexperienced students. It more reflects that
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Maple T.A. is a young product is not yet over its teething troubles, but still
needs more active development. Actually it worked very well in the posttest,
when we knew that we should pay more attention to the submission process. In
fact, the ‘Symbol entry mode’ allows usage of the assessment system with little
introduction to the users.

We did the diagnostic tests with fifty simultaneous users of the Maple T.A.
without any significant load on the server (dual processor machine at 3 GHz
speed with Linux OS). We expect that we can use the testing and assessment
system with large groups of students in the computer labs at one time, with-
out running into serious problems. The connection between Blackboard and
Maple T.A. system works well and makes life of an instructor easier.

4 Conclusion

The main question to address in the conclusion is whether computer algebra
based diagnostic testing of mathematical competencies of freshmen meets its
goals in a staff-extensive way. As can be seen from the substantial progress of
the students, the trajectory does lead to an overall considerable amelioration of
the mathematical abilities. The results of the pretest and posttest also indicate
clearly that much attention must be paid to bringing freshmen as soon as possible
to the required starting level of mathematical knowledge and skills in order to
avoid study delay or early drop-out.

On the whole, the students appreciated that they were confronted with the
mathematics abilities as desired by the universities, and were informed about
their own level. Although the first assessment was even before the first course day,
the students did not feel uncomfortable with the fact that they were assessed.
As can be seen from the questionnaire, they understood well the purpose of
the testing. We believe that for this the repeated information to students, tutor
students and staff is very important.

The Maple T.A. system is able to generate and assess questions from the
templates in the database. So the whole trajectory can be based on a single test
template: it is used for the entry assessment, the formative exercises and the di-
agnosis tests. This is a very strong advantage of the approach with a tremendous
potential for saving time of staff. However, this version of Maple T.A. showed
some peculiarities in the submission process and in the automatic assessment by
Maple of formula based items. These forced us to check manually the student
results, so in this pilot the time efficiency requirement was not met. Neverthe-
less, we believe that once the peculiarities of the system are removed, also the
condition of staff-extensiveness is satisfied.

Appendix: First Diagnostic Test

1. Simplify as much as possible:
1

1
2 + 1

3 + 1
4

.
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2. Simplify as much as possible:
(

6
5

)−3

×
(

3
10

)2

.

3. For kinetic energy E of a particle with mass m and velocity v holds:
E = 1

2mv2. For the momentum p holds: p = mv. Write the formula of
kinetic energy as an expression in m and p.

4. Rewrite the formula of lenses
1
f

=
1
b

+
1
v

in the simplest form: f = . . .

5. Simplify as much as possible:
a2(8b)

1
4 c

1
2√

abc3
√

2
, assuming that a, b and c are pos-

itive numbers.
6. Expand brackets and simplify: (2a + 3b)(3a− 2b).
7. Expand brackets and simplify: (2x− y + z)2 − z2.

8. Simplify as much as possible:
9r2 − 4s2

3r + 2s
.

9. Determine the exact value of the sum:
10∑

k=−10

k

10. Given is a positive number a. Compute the exact value of the limit:

lim
n→∞

n2 − 2n

an2 + en
.

11. Given is the system of two equations in two unknowns x and y and two

constants a and b:
{

2x + 3y = a
4x + 6y = b

Mark for each of the conclusions below whether it is true or false:

(a) For some values of a and b the system has no solutions.
(b) For some values of a and b the system has exactly one solution.
(c) For some values of a and b the system has an infinite number of solutions.

12. Given is the point P with coordinates (1, 2). We translate the coordinate

system over the vector
(−1

3

)
and leave the point P at its current position.

What are the coordinates of P in the new coordinate system?
13. Which of the following graphs belong(s) to the curve described by the equa-

tion x2 + 4y2 = 1?

–2

–1

0

1

2

–2 –1 1 2

(i)

–1
–0.8
–0.6
–0.4
–0.2

0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1

–2 1 2

(ii)
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–2

–1

0

1

2

–2 –1 1 2

(iii)

–4

–3

–2

–1
0

1

2

3

4

–1 –0.6 0.2 0.6 1

(iv)

14. For x > −2 is the function f(x) =
√

1 +
x

2
. The formula of the inverse

function is then: f−1(x) = . . .

15. We assume that the standard limit lim
x→0

sin(x)
x

= 1 is known.

Given is a number a 6= 0. Determine the exact value of the limit: lim
x→0

sin(ax)
tan 2x

.

16. Determine the quadratic function f(x) with stationary point (1,−4) and a
zero in x = 2.

17. Determine the exact values of all solutions of the equation: x3 +14x2 = 72x .

18. Determine the exact values of all real solutions of the equation:
e2x − 2ex − 3 = 0 .

19. Simplify as much as possible:
4x − 1
2x − 1

.

20. Differentiate with respect to t and simplify your answer as much as possible:
ln(1− t2) + t2 .

21. Differentiate with respect to x and simplify your answer as much as possible:
x2 − 4
x− 2

.

22. Given are a function f(x) with f ′(1) = 3.8 and the function
g(x) = f(2x− 1). What is g′(1).
Select one of the following responses.
© 1.9 © 2.8 © 3.8 © 4.8 © 7.6
© For this you must know the formula of f(x).

23. Below are drawn in random order the graphs of the function f(x), its deriva-
tive f ′(x) and the second derivative f ′′(x). Identify them.

O

-2 -1 1 2
x

yI

O

-2 -1 1 2
x

yII

O

-2 -1 1 2
x

yIII

24. Determine the exact value of
∫ 2

1

(x3 +
√

x) dx.
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25. Given is a function f(t) with
∫ 3

1

f(t) dt = 2.4. What is
∫ 5

3

f(t− 2) dt?

Select one of the following responses.
© 0.4 © 2.4 © 4.4 © For this you must know the formula of f(x).
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Abstract. E-learning tools for mathematical problem solving such as
solving linear equations should be interactive. As with pen and paper, a
student constructs a solution stepwise. E-learning tools provide the ca-
pability to give feedback to a student at each step. Feedback is essential
for effective learning and hence crucial for interactive e-learning tools.
This paper describes a framework for providing feedback in interactive
e-learning tools. The framework is particularly useful for domains with
hierarchically structured terms, a set of rewrite rules to rewrite the terms
from the domain into other terms, and a well-described goal. The frame-
work is used to give feedback about syntactical errors, about several
kinds of semantic errors, and about progression towards a solution. The
framework explicitly uses the structure in the data to produce feedback.
We discuss an e-learning tool for solving linear equations in which the
framework for feedback is used. The techniques for providing feedback
are taken from compiler technology and rewriting theory.

1 Introduction

Mathematics is constructive in nature: mathematics students learn to construct
solutions to mathematical problems. Solving mathematical problems is often
done with pen and paper, but e-learning tools offer great possibilities. Interactive
e-learning tools that support learning mathematics should provide the capability
to give feedback to a student at each step. To illustrate our approach, we will
use an e-learning tool for solving a system of linear equations. We call this tool
the Equation Solver. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of our tool.

The Equation Solver consists of three text fields. The top text field is the
working area, in which a student can edit a system of equations stepwise to a
solution. The current system of equations is
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Fig. 1. The Equation Solver
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2*x = 3+2*3*x-z-5
y = 3*x-z-5
2*z = 3*x

The second text field displays the history of equations. Apparently the previous
system of equations was

2*x = 3+2*y
y = 3*x-z-5
2*z = 3*x

and the student replaced y by 3*x-z-5, forgetting to parenthesize the result.
The third text field displays the feedback. In the figure it explains why the last
step is incorrect.

The Equation Solver presents a system of equations to a student, for example

2*x = 3+2*y
y+5 = 3*x-z
2*z = 3*x

and the student has to rewrite these equations into a form with a variable to the
left of the equals symbol, and a constant to the right of the equals symbol, for
example x = 7;y = 11/2;z = 21/2. The student presses the Submit button
to submit an edited system of equations, and the Undo button to undo the
last step (or any amount of steps). If a student wants help, he or she presses
the Hint button to get a suggestion about how to proceed. Finally, the Equation
Solver gives information about progress towards a solution by showing how many
variables have been solved, and several other kinds of information.

The Equation Solver gives feedback about two kinds of mistakes:

– syntactical mistakes, for example when a student writes y+5 = 3*x- instead
of y+5 = 3*x-z,

– semantical mistakes, usually mistakes in applying a step towards a solution,
for example when a student rewrites y = 3+1 by y = 5,

and it gives feedback about (lack of) progression towards a solution.
The Equation Solver consists of a solver, which performs symbolic calcula-

tions, an analyser, which analyses the submitted equations of a student based
on a set of rewrite rules for the domain of a system of equations, and several
indicators, which indicate the progression of a (series of) rewrite step(s).

Note that we try to mimic the pen-and-paper situation as closely as possible,
by letting students enter and rewrite equations in a text field. An other approach
is to offer the possible rewrite steps to the student, and let the student select a
rewrite step, which is then applied to the system of equations by the Equation
Solver, as propagated by Beeson [1] in MathXpert. In such a situation, it is
impossible to make a syntactical mistake, or to rewrite an equation incorrectly.
The former approach has the advantage that a student also learns to enter correct
equations, and to choose and apply rewrite steps correctly. Furthermore, it is
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closer to the pen-and-paper situation. The latter approach has the advantage
that a student can concentrate solely on solving a system of equations. The only
feedback that needs to be provided in the latter approach is feedback about
progression. Although we do not support the latter approach, it is orthogonal to
our approach, and easily added to our tool.

This paper discusses a framework for providing feedback, in which feedback
about syntactical mistakes, semantical mistakes, and (lack of) progression in the
solving process is produced. The framework assumes a structured domain (like
linear equations), for which a set of rewrite rules (or transformations) is defined
(like x+0 = x for all x), a goal is specified (like rewrite all equations to a form
where there is a single variable to the left, and a constant to the right of the
equality symbol), and one or more measures can be defined with which we can
(possibly partly) determine the distance to the goal.

The main results of our work are:

– We show how results from theoretical Computer Science, in particular from
the term-rewriting and compiler technology (and in particular parsing) fields,
can be used to develop tools that provide semantically rich feedback to stu-
dents.

– We show how using structural information in data for feedback improves the
feedback a tool can give.

We think our framework is useful for several purposes. Developing a tool in our
framework forces the developer (a teacher) to be explicit about all aspects of a
particular domain, and it helps developers of e-learning tools to set up a well-
structured feedback component that gives better feedback than existing tools.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the framework for
feedback. Section 3 briefly discusses our approach to syntactic feedback. Section
4 discusses how we provide feedback on individual rewriting steps towards a
solution. Section 5 discusses the indicators we have defined and how we help
students that seem to be stuck. In Section 6 we draw our conclusions, describe
related work, and list planned future work.

2 The feedback framework

Our framework for providing feedback assumes we have the following compo-
nents:

1. A domain with a semantics.
2. A set of rewrite rules for the domain.
3. A goal that can be reached by applying the rewrite rules in a certain order.
4. A set of progression indicators to determine the distance between the goal

and the current situation.

Our framework provides feedback about syntactic errors, semantic errors
(incorrectly applied rewrite rules), and about progression, using the progression
indicators.
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To illustrate our framework, we will use the Equation Solver introduced in the
Introduction. Solving a system of n linear equations with n variables x1, . . . , xn

amounts to finding constants c1, . . . , cn such that x1 = c1, . . . , xn = cn is a
solution to the system of equations.

We describe the components of our framework for the Equation Solver.

Domain and semantics of the Equation Solver. The domain of the Equation
Solver consists of a system of linear equations. We use Haskell [9] types to de-
scribe this domain. The top-level type is a list of equations:

type Equations = [Equation]

Each equation consists of a left and a right hand expression separated by a ’=’
(in Haskell denoted by the infix constructor :=:) symbol.

data Equation = Expr :=: Expr

An expression is either zero, a constant, a variable, or two expressions separated
by an operator ’+’, ’-’, ’*’, or ’/’.

data Expr = Zero
| Con Rational
| Var String
| Expr :+: Expr
| Expr :-: Expr
| Expr :*: Expr
| Expr :/: Expr

The semantics describes how the domain should be interpreted. For the Equation
Solver, the semantics is the solution to the system of linear equations.

Rewrite rules for the Equation Solver. A domain has a set of rewrite rules with
which terms in the domain can be rewritten.

A rewrite rule rewrites a term of a particular domain to another term of
that domain. For example, we have the following rewrite rule for expressions:
(a + b)c → ac + bc, which says that we can rewrite the expression (a + b)c to
the expression ac + bc (distribute multiplication over addition) in any context
in which this expression appears. For a general introduction to rewrite systems,
see Dershowitz et al. [4].

Using rewrite rules, we rewrite terms in the domain to some desired form.
For the Equation Solver, the goal is to rewrite the given system of equations to
a solution. We now informally present the rewrite rules for the domain of the
Equation Solver.

We follow the data representation of the domain and distinguish between
rules on the level of a system of linear equations, an equation, and an expression.
In these rules a, b, and c are rational numbers, x, y, and z are variables, and e
is an expression.
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For a system of linear equations we have a single rewrite rule: substitution. If
we have an equation x = e1, we may replace occurrences of x in another equation
by e1. Informally:

[x = e1, . . . x . . . = e2, . . .] → [x = e1, . . . e1 . . . = e2, . . .]

For an equation we have four rewrite rules:

e1 = e2 → e1 ⊕ e = e2 ⊕ e

where ⊕ may be any of +, −, ∗, or /.
For an expression we have a large number of rewrite rules. First, constants

may be added, multiplied, etc:

a⊕ b → c,

where c is the rational number sum of a and b if ⊕ is +, and similarly for −,
∗, and /. Coefficients of the same variable are summed using the inverse rule of
distributing multiplication over addition.

a ∗ x + b ∗ x → (a + b) ∗ x

Furthermore, multiplication (division) distributes over addition (subtrac-
tion):

(e1 ⊕ e2)⊗ e3 → e1 ⊗ e3 ⊕ e2 ⊗ e3,

where ⊕ may be + or −, and ⊗ may be ∗ or /.
As argued by Beeson [1], many mathematical operations cannot be expressed

by rewrite rules, because they take an arbitrary number of arguments and be-
cause other arguments can come in between. Moreover, associativity and com-
mutativity cause problems in rewrite rules. Hence, applying rewrite rules or
recognising applications of rewrite rules in user-supplied equations is not a triv-
ial application of pattern matching, but requires more sophisticated programs.

A normal form of a term in the domain of a term-rewriting system is a term
which cannot be rewritten anymore. The solution of a system of linear equations
is a kind of normal form of a system of linear equations, but since we can always
add terms to a term, our system does not have normal forms. A term-rewriting
system terminates if for every term t, we can only rewrite t a finite number of
steps. Since we can distribute multiplication over addition and vice versa, our
term-rewriting system is clearly not terminating. A term t′ is reachable from
a term t, if there exists a sequence of term-rewriting steps with which we can
rewrite t into t′. Clearly, given a solvable system of linear equations, the solution
of this system is reachable. In a situation in which terms have normal forms, and
the rewriting system is terminating it is much easier to give useful feedback, but
for most domains about which we want to give feedback these properties do not
hold.
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The goal of the Equation Solver. The goal of the Equation Solver is to find con-
stants c1, . . . , cn such that x1 = c1, . . . xn = cn is a solution to the system of
equations. We assume that all systems of equations set as exercises by the Equa-
tion Solver are solvable, a property that is easily verified. The goal is reachable
by applying the rewrite rules to the system of equations in a certain order.

Progress indicators for the Equation Solver. To inform a student about the
progress in solving a problem, we have defined indicators. An indicator is a
measure which (partly) describes the distance from the current system of equa-
tions to the solution (the goal). There are several ways to indicate the distance
between the currents system of equations and the solution. A possibility is to
determine the minimum number of rewriting steps needed to rewrite the current
system of equations to the solution. In this paper we investigate indicators that
follow the structure of the data. Thus we can provide more specific feedback than
just about the distance to the final solution. We have indicators that indicate
progress on the level of a system of equations, on the level of a single equation,
and on the level of an expression.

In the next sections, we describe how we provide feedback about syntactical
errors, semantical errors, and about progression using this frame work.

3 Syntax analysis

A student enters an expression in a text field in the Equation Solver. We have
to parse this expression in order to analyse it. We use error recovery parser
combinators [12] to collect as many errors as possible (not just the first), and
to suggest possible solutions to the errors we encounter. For example, when a
student enters 2*x = 3+2*y;y+5 = 3*x-;2*z = 3*x, the tool reports an error,
and says it expects a lower case identifier or an integer in the equation y+5 =
3*x-. Furthermore, it proceeds with parsing 2*z = 3*x, assuming the expression
y+5 = 3*x-<identifier> has been entered. The parser combinators are very
similar to the context-free grammar for the domain of equations. We have tuned
the parser such that common errors, such as writing 2y for 2*y, are automatically
repaired (and reported).

After parsing we perform several syntactic checks, such that the set of vari-
ables that occurs in the system of equations hasn’t changed, and that all equa-
tions are still linear equations, and not for example quadratic equations, which
would happen if the student would multiply both sides of the equation 2*z =
3*x by x. If such an error occurs, it is reported.

4 Rewriting terms

When a student submits a system of equations to the Equation Solver, the
analyser checks if something has changed. If something has changed, the solver
checks that the submitted system of equations has the same solution as the
original system, and the analyser tries to infer the rewrite rule applied by the
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student. If the solution of the system has not changed, it is not necessary to
determine the rewrite rule that has been applied, but it might still be useful for
the student to see the name of the applied rule. If the solution has changed, the
student has made an error, and it is important to try to report the likely cause
of the error.

An important assumption (restriction) we apply here is that we assume a
student applies only one rewrite rule per submitted system of equations. In
practice, this will not always be the case, but the added complexity of recognising
multiple rewrite rules is left to future work.

In the rest of this section, we discuss the feedback produced by the Equa-
tion Solver by means of examples on each of the three levels of our domain.
To determine which rule a student intended to apply, we follow a hierarchical
approach.

Determining a rewrite on the system of equations level. The analyser starts with
trying to find out if the student intended to apply a rule on the level of the system
of equations: the substitution rule. The analyser can determine whether or not
the substitution rule has been applied by collecting the variables that appear in
the different equations. If one variable has disappeared from the set of variables
that appear in an equation a substitution step has been applied. Here we assume
that an expression such as x− x is internally represented as 0, so that replacing
x − x by 0 does not lead to the false conclusion that substitution has been
applied. The internal representation is some normal form of the expressions and
equations, where occurrences of the same variable are combined. The normalised
form of an expression is an expression of the form a1∗x1+...+anxn+c, where each
variable occurs once, and all constants have been added in a single constant c.
The Equation Solver determines which variable has disappeared, and checks that
applying the substitution using that variable leads to the submitted expression.
If this is not the case, the Equation Solver reports an error, and shows the
correct equation that results from the substitution. For example, if the system
of equations 2*x+2*y = 6;y = 4-2*x is rewritten to 2*x+2*(4+2*x) = 6; y =
4-2*x, the analyser produces the following error message:

Error: Since variable y has disappeared from the equation

2*x+2*(4+2*x) = 6

we assume you have tried to apply the substitution rule.
Correctly applying the substitution rule for y results in

2*x+2*(4-2*x) = 6

Is this what you meant?

There are several things to note about this message: it is only about the equation
that contains an error, it tells why it thinks a certain rewrite rule has been
applied, and it shows how the correct application of that rule looks.
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Determining a rewrite on the equation level. If the analyser has detected a
change in the system of equations and in no equation the set of variables that
occur has changed, the analyser tries to find out if there exists an equation that
has been rewritten. An equation has been rewritten if both the left-hand side
and the right-hand side expression of an equation have changed. On the level
of an equation, four rewrite rules may be applied: e1 = e2 → e1 ⊕ e = e2 ⊕ e,
where ⊕ may be any of +, −, ∗, or /. The analyser determines whether or
not these rules have been applied by comparing the new equation with the old
equation. For example, if the previous system is 2*x+2*y = 5; x-y = 2 and the
submitted system is 2*x+2*y = 5; x-y+y = 2+y, the analyser concludes that
the rule: e1 = e2 → e1 + e = e2 + e has been applied on the second equation
of the system. In general, the analyser can infer an application of the addition
(and subtraction) rule on the level of an equation by calculating the value of
the expression (l-l’)-(r-r’), where l = r is the equation in the previous
system, and l’ = r’ is the submitted equation. If this value equals 0, then
it is likely that the student has performed an addition (or subtraction) step
with value l-l’ on both sides of the equation. If the value equals a constant
unequal 0 or a variable (possibly multiplied by a constant), then it is likely that
a student has performed an addition step, but has made an error in doing so.
This error is reported. Finally, if the value is not a constant or a variable, it is
likely that the student has performed a multiplication (or division). To determine
if a multiplication step has been performed, the analyser calculates the value of
(l/l’) - (r/r’). If this value equals 0, then it is likely that the student has
performed a multiplication (or division) step with value l/l’ on both sides of
the equation. If the value equals a constant, then it is likely that a student has
performed a multiplication step, but has made an error in doing so. This error
is reported. Finally, if the value is not a constant, something serious is wrong.

Determining a rewrite on the expression level. If no rewrite on the level of a
system of equations or on the level of an equation has taken place, the analyser
tries to determine if a rewrite on the level of an expression has taken place. It is
easy to determine which expression in the system of equations has been changed.

For example, suppose the previous system is 2*(2+y)+2*y = 5; x = 2+y
and the submitted system 2*2+2*y+2*y = 5; x = 2+y. The analyser infers that
the left-hand side expression of the first equation has changed. The analyser
checks that the normalised form of the new expression and the previous ex-
pression are the same. Furthermore, the analyser tries to infer which expression
rewrite rule has been applied. It does this by determining the expression dif-
ference between the old expression and the new expression. The expression dif-
ference of two expressions consists of the subexpressions that have disappeared
from the old expression in the new expression, and the subexpressions that have
appeared in the new expression. In the above example, the expression difference
is 2*(2+y) (disappeared) and 2*2+2*y (appeared). These expressions match the
rewrite rule for distributing multiplication over addition. If the normalised form
of the new expression and the old expression are different, an error is reported,
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and the analyser shows all possible correct rewrites of the subexpression that
has disappeared from the expression.

The hierarchical approach to determining which rewrite rule has been applied
allows us to pinpoint precisely, in many cases, which mistake (likely) has been
made.

5 Progression and hints

An indicator gives a distance from the current system of equations to the so-
lution (the goal). It is used to inform a student about progression towards a
solution. Before calculating the value of the different indicators, the Equation
Solver detects whether or not a student has completed the problem. In that
case, the system of equations has the form of x1 = c1, . . . , xn = cn. This is easily
detected.

We have defined a number of indicators in the Equation Solver.
The first indicator calculates the number of variables for which a student has

found a solution. If this number increases the student makes progression.
If the number of variables for which the student has found a solution has not

increased, the Equation Solver uses the second indicator, which calculates the
number of occurrences of variables in a system of equations. Progression is made
if this number decreases. For example, in the system 4 + 2*y + 2*x = 5; x =
2 + y there are four occurrences of variables. Substituting 2+y for x in the first
equation reduces the value of this indicator by one. Sometimes the value of this
indicator increases due to a substitution, so we do not enforce that the value of
this indicator decreases or stays the same at each step.

If the previous indicators do not notice a change, we check if the expression
size of the left-hand side expression of an equation has decreased. Since in our
solution we want the left-hand side expression of an equation to be a single vari-
able, a reduction in the size of the left-hand side expression (without removing
all variables, since in the end a single variable should remain) indicates progres-
sion. For example, rewriting the expression y+3-1 to y+2 reduces the size of the
expression from 5 to 3 (where operators, constants, and variables all count for
1).

The indicators are independent of the rewrite rules in the Equation Solver. So
if a student performs a transformation on the system of equations that doesn’t
change the semantics of the system of equations, but for which the analyser
cannot find a corresponding rewrite rule, the indicators can still inform the
student about his or her progress.

If a student is stuck, he or she can press the hint button. The Equation
Solver will then give a next step, or a hint to help the student to produce a
next step. The next step depends on the solving strategy used. We have only
implemented the Gaussian solving method in the Equation Solver. The Equation
Solver produces a next step or a hint based on the previous system of equations
submitted by the student, the set of rewrite rules and the solving strategy. For
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example, if the previous system submitted by the student is 4+2*y+2*x = 5; x
= 2+y, the system will suggest:

Try to substitute 2+y for x in the first equation.

We intend to offer various levels of help. In the above situation we can think of
the following, increasingly detailed, messages:

Try to apply the substitution rule.

Try to substitute 2+y for x in the first equation.

Substitute 2+y for x in the first equation, resulting in
4 + 2*y + 2*(2+y) = 5
x = 2 + y

6 Discussion

Conclusions. We have introduced a framework for providing feedback in an e-
learning tool for a structured domain. Using the structure in the domain, we
can provide more detailed feedback. The framework consists of a domain with a
certain semantics, a set of rewrite rules for the domain, a goal that can be reached
by applying the rewrite rules in a certain order, and finally a set of indicators to
determine the distance between the desired solution and the current situation.
We have used our framework in a prototype e-learning tool for solving a system
of linear equations. All of our ideas have been implemented, but we have yet to
add the bells and whistles to turn the Equation Solver into a mature tool.

Feedback is crucial in education and is used in many learning paradigms.
It is an essential element needed for effective learning. Nevertheless, electronic
learning environment courses frequently lack effective feedback [7]. Almost all
feedback is related to question-answer situations, is hard coded, and does not
use a structural approach. In general, this situation also holds for the field of
learning mathematics. If feedback is a crucial element in education and electronic
environments increasingly support mathematics education, this gap needs to be
filled.

We think our framework will be useful for students, teachers, and e-learning
tool developers that build interactive tools in which students have to construct
solutions stepwise. It forces a teacher to be explicit about all terms and the se-
mantics of a particular domain, the goal that has to be reached, how progression
of the solving process can be measured, and which rewrite rules may be used. It
helps the (software) developer to build the feedback component in a structural
way. The steps a student can take in such a tool are not limited by a predefined
set of rewrite rules provided by the tool, but can be any combination of correct
steps, or erroneous steps. The tool tries to recover the rewrite steps taken by the
student in order to provide detailed feedback about possible errors. If the tool
cannot recover the rewrite rules, the indicators can still help a student in deter-
mining whether or not he or she is on the right track. This is important because
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it is hard if not impossible to always determine which sequence of rewrite rules
has been applied by a student.

We have said little about the form and content of the feedback messages. We
have shown two messages: one error and one advice message. The error message
not only tells that an error has been made, but also which equation contains the
error and additional information based on the rewrite analysis. This additional
information is important because information about the nature of the error and
the way it can be corrected is much more effective for learning than simply
being informed that an error has been made without any further guidance [6].
This is especially important when students are working in a ’pen-and-paper’ like
environment, instead of an environment where rewrite rules can be selected from
a menu.

Our Equation Solver satisfies most of Beesons [1] eight criteria that must be
met if we are to provide successful computer support for education in algebra,
trig, and calculus. The first two are cognitive fidelity, which means that the
software solves the problem in the same way as the student should solve it, and
the glass box principle, which means that a student can see how the computer
solves the problem. To produce feedback and advice about which step to take
next, the Equation Solver uses a well-known set of rewrite rules and a solving
strategy. The feedback and advice are based on the application of a single rule.
Applying multiple rules in a single rewrite step is not supported yet, in the sense
that it is allowed, but no feedback is given if an error is made, other than the
fact that an error has been made. It follows that our Equation Solver does not
completely meet the customised to the level of the user criterion. Indicators still
help advanced users that apply multiple rules in one step though. The fourth
criterion is the correctness principle, which mean that a student cannot perform
incorrect operations. The Equation Solver calculates after each submission the
solution of the system of linear equations. If the solution is changed, the analyser
will inform the student and, if possible, point out the erroneously applied rule.
However, the student can still enter an incorrect equation. We think this has
an added advantage: the student becomes aware of the syntax of systems of
equations, and learns how to apply rewrite rules. The fifth criterion, user in
control, means that the student decides what steps should be taken and the
computer can help a student when he or she is stuck. As mentioned in the
introduction, we try to stay as close as possible to the pen-and-paper situation.
Instead of selecting rewrite steps from a menu, a student rewrites equations
in a text field. When a student is stuck he/she press on the help button and
a next step is produced. This also shows that the computer can take over if
the user is lost criterion is satisfied. We think our Equation Solver is easy to
use: no unnecessary typing is required, an infinite Undo is provided, and no
unnecessary distractions have been added to the Equation Solver. Finally, the
Equation Solver goes beyond the answer-only approach and is thus usable with a
standard curriculum: it supports a standard curriculum in mathematics, which
emphasizes step-by-step solutions.
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We have implemented the Equation Solver in Haskell using standard tools
from compiler technology, such as parser combinators, and pretty-printing com-
binators, and using the standard compiler architecture, consisting of a parsing
phase, an analysis phase, and a code-generation phase. In our case the code-
generation phase is the feedback-generation phase. We intend to make our tool
publicly available in the future. The latest version of the tool can be obtained
via email from the authors.

Related work. We have found little literature on structured feedback in e-learning
tools, and the way feedback is produced. Most intelligent tutoring systems that
have a feedback component use techniques from Artificial Intelligence to report
feedback. We think that using the structure in the data and the rewrite rules,
we can give more precise and detailed feedback. Of course, there will still be
situations where our feedback is insufficient: the amount of possible errors is
infinite.

Other tools for solving systems of linear equations pay little or no attention to
feedback. For example, the Linear System solver (using determinant) [2] returns
‘ERROR in perl script on line 23: Illegal division by zero at (eval 129) line
37’, if an unsolvable system of equations is entered. Commercial tools such as
Algebrator [11] and MathXpert [1] do give feedback on the syntactical level,
and hints about making progression, but do not use a structural approach to
providing feedback about rewriting steps entered by the student

In [3] an implementation of a generic exercise for computing the derivative of
elementary functions is presented. The system uses rewrite rules called domain
rules and decomposes the original problem into sub-problems obtaining a multi-
step exercise based on a solution graph. An interactive exercise is than seen as a
collection of problems together with the order in which they are solved. Accord-
ing to the students answer and a predefined strategy, a next step is selected. The
correctness of a students answer is evaluated by a computer algebra system. In
this way, a student is guided in solving the initial exercise. A similar approach
is taken by Goguadze et al. in ActiveMath [5]. Our approach is not based on a
solution graph, but uses indicators to inform the student about progression of
the solving process and a rewrite analysis module to determine which rewrite
rule has been (correctly or incorrectly) applied. As a result, the steps a student
can take are not limited by a predefined set of rewrite rules or solving strategy,
but can be any combination of correct or erroneous rewrite steps. If a step is
erroneous, the tool of course complains, but it also tries to give a helpful error
message to the student. If the tool cannot recover which rewrite rules have been
used, the indicators can still help a student in determining whether or not he or
she is on the right track.

Future work. The work reported on in this paper is part of our work about
feedback, see [8] for a general description of our research. In the future we want
to work on several things:
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– We want to investigate if we can recognise the application of more than
one rewrite rule when comparing a submitted system of equations with the
previous system. This probably requires some advanced reachability analysis.

– We want to apply our framework in more domains taken from mathematics.
– We want to allow for nice presentations in our tool, so that for example

(3/2)*x can be displayed as 3x
2 . The Proxima editor [10], or Amaya [13],

might be useful here.
– We want to do more research on types of feedback and the way these can

be incorporated in the framework. For example, feedback about the goal
structure leads to better performance than feedback about the reasons for
the error [6]. Goal related feedback allows students to correct the incorrect
actions more often than other types of feedback. Our framework explicitly in-
corporates the goal and the indicators relate the current system of equations
with the goal.

– We want to perform experiments with our tool, in order to obtain experience
with different levels of detail in feedback and progression indicators.

– We want to apply our framework on a rather different domain such as UML
diagrams: can we apply the framework to provide feedback in an e-learning
tool that supports the construction of UML diagrams?

Applying our framework to other mathematical domains, and to more or less
structured domains outside mathematics will help us in evaluating the applica-
bility of our ideas.

On a different note: we would like to analyse the behaviour of a student using
the Equation Solver to generate new problems, in which rules a student has not
applied yet have to be used, or in which the student has to practice rules in
applying which he or she made errors solving the last problem.

Acknowledgements. Bert Zwaneveld gave feedback on drafts of this paper.
Evert van de Vrie pointed us to the right information. Doaitse Swierstra and
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Abstract. This paper concerns the implementation of a computer aided
assessment system for mathematics known as STACK. STACK makes use
of the computer algebra system Maxima for a variety of tasks, the most
important of which is establishing mathematical properties of student’s
answers. We discuss STACK with a focus on the data structure used to
represent questions, and how teachers write questions of their own.

1 Introduction

This paper concerns the implementation of a computer aided assessment (CAA)
system for mathematics known as STACK: a System for Teaching and Assess-
ment using a Computer algebra Kernel. In this paper we pay particular attention
to the needs of the teacher in authoring questions of their own.

As the names implies, STACK relies on a computer algebra system (CAS)
at its heart to support a variety of tasks. The application of CAS to support an
online assessment system is quite different from the roles to which a CAS is tra-
ditionally put. These include a reduction in the computational load, automation
of graphical representations, and the ability to perform rapid re-calculation to fa-
cilitate explorations. As an illustration, consider the situation in which a student
enters his or her response to a mathematical question into a CAA system. The
system then uses a CAS to subtract the student’s response from the teacher’s
response and to simplify the resulting expression algebraically. If the result is
zero an algebraic equivalence between the student’s answer and the teacher’s
answer has been established. Note that the CAA system evaluates the student’s
answer which contains mathematical content, rather than allow selection from a
list of teacher provided answers, such as in multiple choice or multiple response
questions. The system then takes appropriate action, such as providing feedback,
assigning a mark and storing these outcomes in a database. Of course, establish-
ing algebraic equivalence is only a prototype test and other more sophisticated
response processing can be achieved with the support of a CAS.
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2 Design goals

The primary design goal was to support the evaluation of student provided
answers entered as algebraic expressions, for use in the teaching and learning of
mathematics in higher education. Many existing generic CAA systems provide
only question types in which teacher provided answers are selected by students.
This occurs in multiple choice questions (MCQ) or similar (multiple response
etc). While a well constructed multiple choice question presents a list of plausible
distracters, which ideally will be constructed from knowledge and understanding
of common student errors, the teacher is essentially forced to ‘give the game
away’ by presenting these choices up front. There is also the possibility that
the student will remember the distracter and not the correct answer, therby the
testing process could well lead to incorrect learning. In any case, the purpose of
many questions is grotesquely distorted by using a MCQ.

For example, solving an equation from scratch is significantly different than
checking whether each potential response is indeed a solution. Another prob-
lem particular to mathematics is where the difficulty of a reversible process is
markedly altered in different directions. For example, expansion versus factoriza-
tion of algebraic expressions, or integration versus differentiation. The strategic
student does not answer the question as set, but checks each answer in reverse.
We preferred a system which evaluates student provided answers.

A parallel and equally significant goal, and one upon which we choose to dwell
here, was to provide a means for teachers to mark up their own questions and
learning materials as CAA. While students are the traditional focus of research
into learning and teaching, the needs of teachers as learners of the art of CAA
are rarely, if ever, considered explicitly. An underlying assumption seems to be
that teachers are experts in both the theory and practice. While this may be a
safe assumption for the enthusiasts who have traditionally pioneered CAA use,
this cannot be sustained as CAA use continues to gain momentum and become
mainstream. Furthermore, it may be possible to master the technical details of
traditional multiple choice based systems in a short training period, but this
is certainly not the case of a CAS: a highly technical and specialized piece of
software. Previous systems, in particular the AiM system of [14], forced the
question author to become a computer programmer, in effect writing substantial
pieces of code to generate the required response processing commands for each
question.

While the attention of the CAA community is predominantly, and quite
rightly, focused on the needs of the students, our experiences in running CAA
staff development sessions for colleagues in Higher Education Mathematics De-
partments suggests that teachers are often neglected learners. In order for a
CAA system to be desirable for adoption by teachers there needs to be imme-
diate progress in getting their questions online, and a steady and incremental
learning curve as increasing sophistication is sought by the teacher as confidence
and familiarity grows. Furthermore, the system should be adaptable by staff in a
variety of ways to suit their student groups. In this way they have more control
over their teaching, are more likely to consider carefully what CAA can and can-
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not support, and hence in a better position to adopt effective pedagogic practice
that would be the case with an off-the-shelf CAA system. Certainly in higher
education there is an explicit desire for intellectual ownership over the learning
materials used. Experience suggests that the majority of staff consider using
a particular system only if their own questions can be developed, or existing
questions easily modified.

One of the design goals of STACK was to provide mathematical sophistication
in an environment of gradually increasing complexity. Routine tasks should be
simple, while the maximum flexibility should be available to the expert.

3 Background

Systems in which the processing of student’s answers is supported by computer
algebra has gradually gained ground in higher education over the last five years.
Perhaps the first system to make CAS a central feature was the AiM system,
described by [5], with subsequent technical developments described in [14]. This
system operates using Maple, as does the Wallis system of [6]. Other systems have
access to a different CAS, such as CalMath which uses Mathematica, CABLE,
see [8], which uses Axiom and the STACK system which uses the CAS Maxima.
From private correspondence, the authors are also aware of systems which use
Derive in a similar way.

Actually a notion such as “simplification” is not universal across different
CAS implementations and there is a surprising variety amongst CAS’s; the dif-
ferences between which have been discussed elsewhere, for example [4], or [16].
These comparisons, however, are from the point of view of the research mathe-
matician. The functionality required for the application of CAA is quite different
from the needs of the research mathematician or the role of “super-calculator”
to which CAS has traditionally been put when used with students. AiM, Wallis,
CABLE and the other systems using CAS for CAA, including STACK, all accept
the design decisions of their chosen CAS. Clearly, accepting design decisions ‘as
is’ is somewhat unsatisfactory, but specifying the characteristics desirable in a
CAS for our application lies outside the scope of this paper. Indeed, this is a
substantial and separate topic and is an area of current research. Note that we
are still using an objective test, since the notion of algebraic equivalence is well
defined within each CAS.

In practice teachers use current deficiencies as “learning opportunities”, much
the same way as when discussing unexpected output from a CAS during class-
room use. For example, students often express confusion at the ‘loss’ of the minus
sign when cos(−x) is automatically simplified by the CAS to cos(x).

It should be noted that a CAS is not required for response processing of a
student’s answer and there are many examples of CAA and computer based
learning systems in which a student is required to enter an answer. However,
the authors of such CAA systems often replicate libraries of CAS-like functions.
Examples of such systems are the CALM system of [1] and the Metric system
of [9]. Aspects of this paper are just as relevant to these systems.
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In evaluating student provided answers an understanding of students’ mis-
takes is still important, since it is possible to compare a student’s response with
that arising from a known common mistake. However, there is no requirement
to construct a particular number of such artificial mistakes for each question, or
that these be displayed up front to the student.

In this new setting the student–machine interface takes on a new importance.
The student must now communicate their answer unambiguously to the com-
puter. Computer algebra systems already have a linear syntax, and one approach
is to adopt this for students. A graphical input tool or pen-based entry system
(see for example [3]) could also be used. Traditionally in an interactive CAS
session the student can edit and alter their input at will, correcting inevitable
mistakes and, where needed, consulting staff or online help files. We are design-
ing a computer aided assessment system where the stakes are higher: the student
is being evaluated on their input. We certainly do not wish to mix an evaluation
of their ability to express themselves using the correct syntax with their ability
to actually solve the problem in hand. If so, the user risks being penalized on a
technicality which has important implications for high stakes assessment. Entry
of answers by students is a quite separate topic from that of question authoring
dealt with here, and has been addressed in, for example [10].

The immediacy of feedback is seen as one of the most important benefits of
CAA. STACK separates two kinds of feedback. The first is associated with the
syntax of the student’s answer, the second to its interpretation semantics. To
provide a consistent interface, feedback based on the syntax should not depend
on the context in which a question is taken. So feedback about syntax errors is
the same in a formative learning context as a summative test. Feedback based
on the semantics of the answer should be at the discretion of the teacher.

To separate the syntax check from the request to mark a response STACK
adopts the validate/mark feedback model used successfully by the AiM system of
[5]. In this, the student enters their answer as a typed linear expression and then
requests for this to be either validated or marked. The validate request checks
the expression is syntactically correct and if so gives the feedback “your last
answer was interpreted as · · ·”. The system then displays the student’s answer
in a traditional two dimensional form, as it might be printed on a page.

It should be noted that the CAS interprets the student’s expression and
represents it internally so that various “simplifications” take place, including
gathering of like terms and ordering in polynomials. Hence, the resulting dis-
played expression may differ from that actually entered by the student which
causes some difficulties when assessing very elementary mathematics. This is
perhaps the most significant drawback of using a pre-existing CAS, over a suite
of bespoke functions for this application.

Being able to implement semantic-based feedback is predicated on the ability
to automatically establish mathematical properties of an expression. Our pro-
totype ‘Answer Test’ was establishing the property of algebraic equivalence of
the student’s response with the answer of the teacher. However, other properties
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are also important in learning and teaching, including the algebraic form of an
expression (e. g. factored, expanded, partial fraction).

An example of a more sophisticated answer test is required to process the
responses to the following question, which occurs in the context of a first year
calculus class. “Give an example of a function with a stationary point at x = 1.”
To mark this, the CAS differentiates the student’s answer with respect to x and
substitutes x = 1. If the result simplifies to zero the student’s answer is correct.
This is a symbolic and mathematical manipulation of a student’s answer. Note,
that the term “stationary point” was defined explicitly and carefully in the notes,
although this term is not universal. As one student comments after using AiM
for a related question:

Recognising [...] the functions produced in question 2 was impressive, as
there are a lot of functions [...] and it would be difficult to simply input
all possibilities to be recognised as answers.

The pedagogic potential for this style of question is well documented in the
educational literature, for example [15] or [7]. The practicalities of using CAS to
assess them is considered in [13].

4 Implementation

Fundamental to the implementation is the data structure that encapsulates our
question type. To illustrate this, and hence the functionality of STACK more
directly, we use the following question which is ubiquitous in first year calculus
courses:

Integrate p with respect to x. (1)

CAS allows mathematical expressions to be generated in a carefully structured
but pseudo-random way from a specific seed value. STACK then creates the
HTML that the browser uses to display the question. This can be used to provide
each student with a similar, but distinct question version. Of course attention
must still be paid to the choice of random parameters to prevent the generation
of impossible or trivial questions. In turn, random versions of an individual
question will be created to fit within a carefully designed and structured scheme
of work by taking a specific value for p. For example, we might choose a question
space consisting of p := nxm where n ∈ {2, ..., 9} and m ∈ {3, 4, 5}. We begin
by briefly examining how a student would use STACK.

4.1 The students’ view

The student interface with STACK is a simple quiz structure which presents
a list of questions on a single page, or one at a time, at the discretion of the
student, thereby allowing questions to be tried in any order. Repeated attempts
are encouraged and the quizzes may have have a “due date”. We concentrate on
interactions with a single question, rather than with the content management
system.
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Fig. 1. An example STACK question

The student enters a response to the question in the form provided on the web
page, and selects a button to indicate whether the answer is to be “validated” or
“marked”. The validate step essentially performs a syntax check to establish that
the expression is syntactically correct and displays the student’s one dimensional
typed expression in a two dimensional display format that is easier to read and
more in keeping with traditional printed mathematics. Feedback in the form of a
displayed version of the student’s answer, or related to problems with the syntax,
is provided at this stage.

The mark step performs a validation and then also the semantic evaluation to
actually establish the mathematical properties of the student’s answer. A student
selecting this step is indicating he or she wishes to have the answer assessed. If
invalid, feedback is provided to guide the student. If the attempt is valid a
displayed version of the student’s answer is shown together with any semantic
feedback designed by the teacher. A mark for this attempt is also assigned.
The student’s raw answer, action requested and all outcomes are stored in the
database during both steps. The student is usually able to make an unlimited
number of attempts at each question. How marks for repeated attempts are
calculated is at the discretion of the teacher.

4.2 STACK’s learning objects

We shall now examine in more detail the implementation of question (1). As
with any CAA learning object it naturally includes more than just the “ques-
tion” posed to the student. The minimum information which needs to be entered
to create a viable question is the Question Stem, the Teacher’s Answer and which
Answer Test is to be applied. For many simple questions this markup process
is entirely straight forward. Of course, once this has been mastered teachers
soon seek to include randomly generated parameters, more sophisticated re-
sponse processing and consequent outcomes, including feedback. We use the
word “question” to be synonymous with the entire data structure. The practi-
cal developments of STACK connect abstract mathematical questions intimately
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to the data structure representing their implementation. Hence, it seems most
expedient to detail the more important data structure fields explicitly in this
section to illustrate the authoring of question (1).

Question Variables are an optional list of the form key := value. In our
example we have the assignments

n := 2+rand(8); m := 3+rand(3); p := n*x^m

When a version of the question is created this list is passed to the CAS and
evaluated in order. Internally, both displayed and content forms are generated
for each key. These variables are available to all parts of the question, including
the text fields (into which the displayed form may be inserted) and the response
processing (which makes use of a content form). Question Variables can be used
to generate the question, the answer, incorrect responses worthy of partial credit
and steps in a worked solution.

Clearly the question author will need to know some CAS commands, but in
practice the number of algebra, calculus and other commands is rather modest.
To provide flexibility, the teacher can access most of the underlying CAS func-
tions, though it should be noted that this field is optional and can be ignored in
simpler questions.

Question Stem is the actual “question” posed to the student and is one of
only two compulsory fields which the teacher must enter for a valid question
object.

Teacher’s Answer is the “correct answer”, as the name implies, and is the
only other compulsory field which the teacher must enter. This may include
CAS instructions using any of the Question Variables. In our case we need to
perform the integration so we have a number of choices for the answer. The first
consists of n/(m+1)*x^(m+1)+c in which we perform the integration ourselves.
The second is simply int(p,x)+c which takes advantage of the CAS’s integration
command. The content form of the instantiated versions of the variables are used
to calculate the actual value of the answer in each case. Notice we have chosen
to use the letter c as a constant of integration.

Student’s Answer Key denotes the name of the variable to which the student’s
answer is assigned. This variable name may be used in the response processing
algorithm to manipulate the student’s answer and process it using the CAS, it
is a compulsory field but automatically assigned a default value.

Feedback Variables (optional) are similar to Question Variables but may de-
pend on Question Variables and/or the Student’s Answer Key. The values of
these variables are calculated after each valid response of the student, using
the instantiated versions of the Question Variables, and are used exclusively for
response processing, and generation of feedback.

Worked Solution is optional and is treated internally in exactly the same
way as the Question Stem. This may contain the full solution to the question,
although how and when this is displayed to the student depends on the context
in which the question is set. Typically it would be available after a quiz due
date. It may not depend on any of the students’ attempts.
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Question Note is used by the teacher to leave an intelligent “note to self”
about the specific values of Question Variables a student has been given. It is
optional but very useful for statistical grouping of identical question versions,
providing hints or analysing incorrect answers. A question note in our example
might simply be @p@.

Questions also include various metadata fields, selected from Dublin Core.

4.3 CAS usage

The design of STACK attempts to minimize the requirement that the question
author become a programmer in the CAS language. A question author will cer-
tainly need facility with some commands in the CAS language. We did not want
to require knowledge of loops, conditional statements and branching. Other ex-
isting systems do require the question author to become a programmer or even
system developer and experience suggests this is a significant barrier for teach-
ers. For example, as AiM is written almost entirely using Maple’s programming
language, the question author needs to write fragments of Maple code for any-
thing other than a simple algebraic equivalence check. Examples of such code is
given in [12].

To facilitate interoperability of questions between CAA systems, we used as
little CAS-specific code as possible, reserving it for the mathematical tasks for
which it was designed. Ultimately we determined that all functions requiring
CAS support reduce to two operations. The first is the evaluation of a list of
assignments of the form key := value, for example in creating versions of the
Question Variables. The second involves applying a named ‘Answer Test’. This
takes either one or two expressions and seeks to establish some property. We
nominally think of the first of which as being the student’s answer, the second
(if used) as being the teacher’s. However, the two expressions could be a CAS
manipulation involving the student’s answer or another expression connected to
the question. The teacher’s answer could be an incorrect expression derived from
a common mistake. The result of applying an Answer Test is a data structure
comprising:

1. A boolean value, denoting whether the property has been established.
2. Feedback for the student, both numeric and textual.
3. An answer note, used for statistical analysis.

The following are examples of Answer Tests.
Algebraic Equivalence performs full algebraic simplification of the difference

between the two expressions and compares the result to zero. Hence this test
indicates, as far as is possible within the computer algebra system, whether two
expressions are considered to be algebraically equivalent. This is the default test
and it copes with a variety of expressions including sets, lists, matrices, equations
and single inequalities.

Factored Form is a test which considers the syntactic form of an answer. This
test establishes that the expression is factored over the rational field. Note that
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establishing that an expression “is factored” is significantly more subtle than a
simple comparison with the result of applying the CAS’s factor command to
the Teacher’s Answer. Related tests establish that an expression is expanded or
in partial fraction form.

Calculus Tests are provided for convenience with certain commonly occurring
questions. These check for generic mistakes such as missing constants of integra-
tion, or the wrong process used (integration vs differentiation). Such tests can
be supplemented by checking for errors specific to the given question.

Numerical Tests are designed to work with floating point numbers.
Each Answer Test is equipped with a test suite to illustrate the exact be-

haviour of the test through carefully selected examples. These cover the typical,
boundary and “difficult” cases with which the test must cope. This is available
to the teacher through the online documentation. STACK allows new tests to be
created in a reasonably straight forward way, although this requires knowledge
of system development.

4.4 Tension between flexibility and consistency

There is a tension between flexibility and the simplicity of the question author-
ing process. At one extreme it should be possible in each question to alter every
system feature. At the other, questions need to be authored with a maximum
efficiency. The question author should enter only the minimum information,
default values should be assumed where left unspecified. Our solution is a cas-
cading options structure. Options assume a default value at the system level
which can be overridden at the subject level, then quiz level, or again at the
question level. Although we have implemented a three level “subject”, “quiz”,
“question” hierarchy, the cascading options structure is flexible enough to cope
with any navigation system which is essentially a tree structure. When authoring
a question or quiz, teachers can use the default values to create new questions
and quizzes quickly and consistently. Allowing teachers to change option values
at a subject or quiz level provides maximum flexibility and control. Hence, the
options force a particular question to behave in quite different ways depending
on the values set in the context in which a student sees it. Options include the
following.

The input method can be selected from combinations of a strict CAS syntax,
more liberal syntax (e. g. [10]) or a graphical input tool. A syntax hint can also
be given which allows the teacher to provide part of the answer. For example
x^2+?*x+1 or matrix([?,?],[?,?]).

Display can be controlled through an option, allowing for later integration
of MathML, with fine tuning of whether

√
−1 is an i or j. The langauge can be

specified, although STACK has only been partially translated into Spanish and
Dutch, the mechanism for this is fully in place.

Various options exist to control response processing, including the number
of marks available for a question and how marks are calculated for repeated
attempts.

Options can be added by the developers in response to the needs of users.
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4.5 Response processing

Response processing is the means by which the student’s answer is evaluated and
outcomes such as feedback assigned. Whilst we have a two phase mark/validate
protocol we reserve the phrase response processing for the semantic evaluation
only.

The simplest response processing scheme compares the student’s answer to
the teacher’s answer using a single Answer Test (e.g. algebraic equivalence). The
outcomes are simply a numerical mark, together with generic feedback such as
“correct answer, well done”, which is a STACK option. This allows the teacher to
rapidly create questions with access to the documented answer tests. However,
the benefit of CAS-enabled CAA is the immediate feedback which can result
from more sophisticated distinctions which are established by using the various
answer tests. To minimize the need for the teacher to write CAS code we have
developed an abstraction layer termed the response processing tree, consisting of
an arbitrary number of linked nodes we call potential responses.

Before we illustrate the response processing tree we discuss automatic eval-
uation of answers to question (1), in which students are asked to integrate nxm

for randomly chosen n and m. As before, we assume p := nxm and now assume
that the student’s expression is assigned to the variable sa. Even for this sim-
ple question the response processing is already quite complex. One approach is
to establish equivalence of the derivative of the student’s answer with the vari-
able p. If equivalence is established we then consider in more detail whether the
student has used a constant of integration. The CAS “int” command does not
automatically generate such a constant, but it is also possible that the student
typed a number or other expression and so care is required. If the equivalence
diff(sa, x) ≡ p is not established in this first test we check if the student differen-
tiated instead, by comparing sa with the derivative of p with respect to x. This
is a mistake which students are apt to make, and we can provide feedback if
appropriate. If we have not established that the student differentiated, we could
consider other likely mistakes, such as those identified by [11] for questions of
this type, where the most likely mistakes are, in order,

n

m
xm+1, n(m + 1)xm+1,

n

m + 1
xm.

In each case feedback and partial credit could be specified. If none of the tests
reveal what the student has done, we might supply some “generic feedback” such
as the following

The derivative of your answer should be equal to the function you were
asked to integrate. However, the derivative of your answer with respect
to x is \[ @diff(sa,x)@ \] so you must have done something wrong.

Notice that this feedback is generated by operating mathematically on the stu-
dent’s answer: something which would be difficult if not impossible to achieve
without the support of a CAS. By providing some indication as to where he or
she may have gone wrong, we provide a much greater incentive for the student
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to retry the question immediately, as opposed to simply stating the answer is
incorrect.

While there is no claim that the feedback suggested is optimal it will serve
to illustrate many of the important features of the response processing and feed-
back generation process. Note that to implement this feedback as code would
require careful nested conditional statements which, in a traditional program-
ming language, would be difficult and time consuming to write.

Our response processing tree consists of linked potential response nodes.
Each of which may be traversed only once thus preventing infinite loops, (so
that technically we have an acyclic directed graph). Each potential response
node provides a mechanism by which two expressions can be compared using
a specified Answer Test. Depending on the result, either the TRUE or FALSE
branch is executed. Each branch has the opportunity to do any of the following.

1. Adjust the mark and penalty for this attempt.
2. Generate and add specific feedback.
3. Generate and add a specific answer note, used by the teacher.
4. Proceed to another nominated node, or end the process.

This allows a variety of different functions to be accomplished, including: (i)
comparing the student’s answer with the correct answer; (ii) comparing the
student’s answer with an incorrect answer derived from a common mistake, (iii)
a test to award partial credit, (iv) to catch a common slip, and remove any
penalty for this attempt.

Fig. 2. The web interface for one potential response node

STACK provides a web interface for specifying the details of each node, and
the corresponding TRUE/FALSE branches. An example is shown in Figure 2.

By allowing the response processing nodes to proceed to another question
rather than simply another node, it would be possible to produce a sophisti-
cated adaptive learning environment. This is the approach taken in the Wallis
CAA system of [6], developed independently from STACK. This scheme could
be further extended to provide CAS-based support for revealing steps in ques-
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tions, such as those of [1], which allow students who have answered incorrectly
to provide evidence of their intermediate steps and working.

The student’s answer can also be manipulated by the CAS prior to travers-
ing the response processing tree using the Feedback Variables. For example, we
might define the variable q:=diff(sa,x), and use this new variable q both in
the first Answer Test, and in the generic feedback at the end of the process
(if needed). This gives the question author maximum flexibility, but requires a
deeper working knowledge of the CAS itself.

Notice the increasing levels of complexity:

1. Minimum, “question”, “teacher’s answer”, “answer test”.
2. Potential response tree, using more than one test or comparing the student’s

answer with more than one expression. Better Feedback.
3. Random versions using simple CAS commands.
4. Manipulation of the student’s answer with the CAS prior to traversing the

potential response tree.

We are, of course, limited in the feedback we can provide if we do not already
possess a good understanding of students’ common mistakes and misconceptions.
In order to support the teacher in determining the misconceptions present in
their group of learners STACK includes CAS supported analysis tools. These
aid the teacher in tracking the progress of an individual student, analysing all
responses to a particular question, and so on. Teachers use a web form to search
by various combinations of Username, Question ID, Question Note, Action Re-
quested (validate/mark), Valid (true/false), Marks Obtained, or by a specific
time range. Here the Question Note and Answer Notes can be used to group
answers according to categories which are relevant to the particular question.
These tools are necessary to allow the teacher to track students’ progress and
reflect upon the learning of their group of students.

5 Interoperability

Interoperability between CAA systems is an issue that requires specific attention
if their mainstream use within education is to be achieved. The Question and Test
Interoperability (QTI) specification [2] is one model for representing question and
test data and their resulting reports. However, the QTI standards concentrate
on general teacher provided answer question types and do not cater well for the
subject needs of mathematics. Various extensions of QTI, such as those of the
Serving Mathematics in a Distributed eLearning Environment project, termed
MathQTI, extend the QTI standard rather than developing a new standard. The
features of STACK which make it innovative and useful in mathematics cannot
be described within the QTI framework or such extensions, and so currently
STACK uses a format of its own.

The IMS Question and Test Interoperability specification views an assess-
ment item as being entirely self contained. Our option structure is at odds with
this since we assume a cascading system. To maintain the teacher’s intentions
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it is necessary to export complete subjects or quizzes, rather than individual
questions. We believe that such packages better represent the useful level of
granularity in learning and teaching of mathematics, and so have implemented
XML schemas for the export of quizzes in addition to single questions.

5.1 Technical details

As an authoring system we have relied on the typesetting language LATEX so that
question authors can write mathematically rich text using a reasonably efficient
linear syntax, rather than a potentially cumbersome equation editor interface.
Teachers write LATEX into which CAS commands can be embedded between two
@ symbols in a way analogous to the use of $. LATEX code is also produced by
the CAS and then translated to HTML in a batch process using the application
TtH. The HTML code does not contain graphics; it uses tables and characters
from the symbol font to display the mathematics appropriately. This is still not a
completely satisfactory solution, as it disadvantages students who rely on screen
readers. We addressed this by providing a range of display alternatives through
the options structure. These include plain text, MathML (although this is not
currently fully supported) and LATEX source code. Adopting LATEX does require
question authors to learn this syntax together with that of the CAS. In higher
education mathematics, however, LATEX is the standard typesetting system and
hence is preferred.

STACK is a combination of the CAS Maxima, the web scripting language
PHP and the database MySQL. STACK is available under the GPL license. The
URL http://www.stack.bham.ac.uk points to a demonstration server.

6 Conclusion

Taking advantage of a CAS to support CAA provides access to a rich library
of mathematical functions, allowing the objective evaluation of mathematical
student provided answers. The CAS can be used to generate structured random
question versions for each student, which supports a pedagogy of practice and
can be used to encourage informal group work. Feedback, tailored to both the
syntax and semantics of a student’s typed answer, can be provided virtually
immediately and used by the student to reflect upon his or her answer, and as
an incentive to retry the question where necessary. We have developed a novel
mathematical question type that encapsulates these features and implemented
this as the STACK computer aided assessment system.

For many staff members, the ease of the question authoring environment is
an important factor in determining whether a particular system will be adopted.
We supported the question authoring procedure through (i) the options in order
to achieve a balance between consistency and flexibility; (ii) the web-form for
question editing, e.g. to specify answer tests and feedback; and (iii) the response
processing tree. These help reduce the requirement for the question author to
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become a computer programmer. A clear direction for future research is to ex-
pand the response processing scheme to support adaptive learning through the
revealing of steps.

While the STACK system enables the full range of CAS features to be used,
it is not in principle limited to a particular CAS implementation. We also high-
lighted that the areas of actual CAS usage are minimal, and confined to the
tasks of instantiating pseudo-random variables and evaluating answer tests. As
CAS tools have been developed to support research mathematicians an impor-
tant future avenue of research will be to assess the necessary features of a CAS
for CAA use and the distinctions it needs to make to support the teaching and
learning of mathematics at various educational levels.
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Semantic Search in LeActiveMath

Paul Libbrecht, Erica Melis
DFKI, Saarbrücken, Germany

Abstract. The web, as we experience it nowadays, is heavily based on
search engines such as Google or Yahoo!. These engines are the essential
step to discover web-content that would, otherwise, only be available
after too many clicks. The field of computer-science which serves as their
theoretical basis is information retrieval. However, the main focus of
information retrieval is on textual content, that is words and sentences.
Little research has been done, however, both in terms of research or tools,
for information retrieval regarding mathematical content on the web as
can be seen, for example, in the overview [M05].

In this article, we present work done for the LeActiveMath learning
environment which stores and presents semantically encoded mathemat-
ical content. We have adapted information retrieval techniques to this
semantic content in order to offer to learners reasonably tolerant search-
ability for text, metadata, and formulæ. Our efforts follow information
retrieval principles stating the essential needs for fast response and easy
query inputs.

1 Introduction

ActiveMath is an intelligent web-based learning environment for mathemat-
ics, it presents semantically encoded mathematical documents to learners, and
allows them to practice by doing interactive exercises.1 ActiveMath uses a
fine-grained knowledge representation of mathematical documents based on the
OMDoc encoding [OMDoc1]. Using it, the learners’ competencies can be modelled
and adaptive behaviours, such as the choice of content needed to achieve a learn-
ing goal, can be provided. The EU project LeActiveMath, Language Enhanced
ActiveMath, developing a larger framework and content collection around Ac-
tiveMath. Within this project, the plain-text search engine available earlier
in ActiveMath has been refined to bring semantic search capabilities to users
which is the focus of our article.

Requirements analysis done among the partners of the project, including rep-
resentative stakeholders of the publishers’ and teachers’ communities, has indi-
cated that:
1 More information about the ActiveMath learning environment can be seen from

the project’s home page: http://www.activemath.org/.
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– the search tool of LeActiveMath should be very easy to use but should
allow querying for text, meta-information, as well as mathematical formulæ.

– the search queries should be reasonably tolerant as one expects frustration
to arise in a tool doing simple exact matches

– the search tool of LeActiveMath should offer access to all mathematical
content thus supporting explorative learning

We expect the search tool to be used by several types of users of LeActiveMath
who differ in their expectations and proficiency:

– the beginner learner uses it only for the purpose of searching quickly for a
reminder or to discover new content. He will search mainly for words and
for formulæ only if he can copy and paste them. The search interface and
presentation should be simple and straightforward for him.

– the advanced learner may want to see details about each item and maybe
search variants of presented item and search for mathematical formulæ or
items’ characteristics.

– an author may want to see all items, including the description of OpenMath
symbols, and see details about each.

1.1 Usage of LeActiveMath Knowledge Representation

LeActiveMath stores and presents content encoded in the OMDoc xml-language
added with metadata for educational purpose [LeAM-D6]. It is built on content
split in units which are called items: definitions, theorems, exercises... Items are
addressable by unique identifiers. Items have a granularity well-suited for our
search purposes: they are easily identifiable and recognizable by a user as a
separate entity and can be, partially, taken out of context.

Therefore the search engine searches for items and present results one item at a
time, including relations from this item to other items.

1.2 Information Retrieval for LeActiveMath

Following classical information retrieval vocabulary [vR79], OMDoc items are de-
fined as the documents of our search function. Based on the resonable tolerance
requirement, we expect the search results to be often too numerous to be easily
overviewed. Information retrieval indicates that a good paradigm is to provide
search ranking where a score is computed for each matched item indicating how
relevant the match is and to present search results from highest score on; addi-
tionally users are more likely to experiment with search and get results quickly
than take the time to wait for quality search-results [vR79].

Information retrieval has been mainly focussing on the retrieval of text docu-
ments and on textual search. Two essential ingredients are put to use:
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– An analysis or tokenization process which converts the text documents that
will be searched in a sequence of tokens. Tokens are, typically, words, but
these may be the result of a translation which, for example, removes the “s”
character of plural words in English.

– An index which stores the occurrence of tokens in documents and can be
efficiently searched for. Queries are formulated as the search for documents
where tokens (results of the same analysis process) occur.

2 Prototype Description

The LeActiveMath search is a prototype that is part of the LeActiveMath
learning environment. In this section, we describe the essential ingredients of the
search engine.

2.1 Core Index

We have chosen the Lucene library2 to maintain the core index. This library
is a recognized open-source library and is in use in many industrial strength
systems (such as Wikipedia or Technocrati). It provides storage and indexing of
documents and high-speed queries on this index delivering the documents along
with query-match ranking. The Lucene library is also the base of the content
storage engine of the current ActiveMath LuceneMBase.

In our search, the documents are the items of the content. To build the index,
we process the following information for each item:

– the titles
– the metadata information
– the textual content
– the mathematical formulæ in the textual content

This section describes how the index is built based on this information, that is,
mostly, how texts in various languages and mathematical formulæ are tokenized.
Along this description, the possible low-level queries are presented. It presents
an overview of how each query is boosted, that is, is given a weight, in order to
enter the computation of the rank of a found document, and concludes with an
example illustrating all aspects.

2 See http://lucene.apache.org/.
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Storage of metadata information Each OMDoc item can have a metadata
element. The metadata element is the place to store attributes of each item.
For example, the field of study for which this item is intended (e.g. physics,
law, ...) or the time one expects a learner will need to read the item. Metadata
attributes as a list of name-value pairs. Documents can be queried for using the
same name-value pairs.

The metadata of OMDoc items is also the container of relations between items, for
example, the fact that a definition depends on a proof. Since the content storage
of ActiveMath already has query facilities for these relations, the index does
not consider them.

Tokenization of text Following classical retrieval [vR79], the tokens are made
of words of the text; these words are, before, converted to lower-case, stemmed3,
and too common words are removed. This tokenization is language specific, we
use the classical stemmers of Porter [Por05] which was written for English and
generalized to many other languages. To respect the various languages, we encode
the token-stream of each language in a different field of the index. To support
different ranking for matches in the title compared to matches in the text, these
two fields are indexed separately.

Towards Fuzzy Matching of Text In order to support learners in their
searches one has to cope with words that are misspelled and to provide results
that were approximately matched (fuzzy matching).

Fuzzy matching can be done with the index data described above: the Lucene
library offers fuzzy matching based on the edit distance, that is, it allows ele-
mentary modifications of the token’s characters (add or remove a letter, permute
two, ...) which is then matched with lower score. The results of this form of fuzzy
matching yields sensible results most of the time, but sometimes leads to sur-
prises such matching “class” when searching for “flash”, It is well suited to match
words that have been misspelled, either at query or authoring time.

In order to provide an alternate form fuzzy matching of text, a phonetic tok-
enization of the text is stored using the metaphone phonetic algorithm. This
phonetic-tokenization algorithm is an enhancement of the original Soundex al-
gorithm of Russell and Odell typically used in spell-checkers, it translate words
having the same sound to the same tokens. The libraries we have currently found
work for English and German, and will be tested for their applicability in Span-
ish.

3 The action of stemming a word is to take it to its root so that declinations of the
same words end up being the same token. For example, groups is stemmed to group
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Tokenization of mathematical formulæ As any information retrieval li-
brary, Lucene understands linear sequences of tokens. One wishes, however, to
query the mathematical formulæ with their structure. ActiveMath uses the
OpenMath standard [OM2] which organizes mathematical objects as trees of
symbols and applications. For the mathematical formulæ in texts, the sibling
order of xml-tree-walks produces a sequence of tokens that no sentence could
produce. The anlysis process tokenizes the OpenMath-application with a depth
indication, as well as the symbols, strings, floats, and integers of OpenMath:
For example, the formula sinx2 becomes:

_(_1 <OMA>
_OMS_transc1/sin <OMS cd="transc1" name="sin"/>
_(_2 <OMA>
_OMS_arith1/power <OMS cd="arith1" name="power"/>
_OMI_2 <OMI>2</OMI>
_OMV_x <OMV name="x"/>
_)_2 </OMA>
_)_1 </OMA>

Using this tokenization, we can query exact formulæ by an exact phrase match,
that is, a match for a sequence of tokens. As a given expression can occur at any
depth of a mathematical expression, exact phrase queries have to be expanded
as a disjunction of queries for each depth.

formulæ with blanks can also be queried for: the example above would be
matched by a query for the following sequence of tokens expressing the search
for the sine function applied to any argument would query for the tokens

_(_1 _OMS_transc1/sin * _)_1
where the * indicates a blank in the phrase query which matches anything as
far as the remaining part is matched.

2.2 From User Queries to Ranked Matches

We have described how the index is built from tokens and how it can be queried
and matched. Let us summarize how weight is assigned to fields so that those
matches that we expect are the most important ones are given the highest rank.
Queries will be made for text, for mathematical formulæ, and for metadata
attributes. These user-level queries are translated to disjunctions of index-level
queries each being given a boost-factor which influences the overall score of
matches. The latter is used to order the results.

This heuristics is prepared for LeActiveMath and may be tuned depending
on the results of the evaluation. The list below describes boost-factors of each
query-types which get multiplied if a match of the same query occurs.
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– textual and mathematical matches are expanded into queries in title and in
text: a match in the title of an item count twice as much as matches in the
item’s text.

– exact text-matches and exact formulæ matches have factor 2.0
– metadata and keyword matches are boosted by 50
– fuzzy phonetic matches are slightly less boosted by a factor of 0.8
– formulæ matches with blanks have a boost decreasing with the length of the

matched blanks
– fuzzy matches with edit distance are boosted depending on the amount of

changes (so that a single change, which is probably a typo, yields a match
with a score close to an exact match whereas a radical change yields a score
close to zero)

2.3 Example Tokenization of an Item And Related Queries

We present a small example of an exercise with English text and title along with
a formula:

Trigonometric exercise Let us assume x < y.

Indexing decomposes the content of this item in the fields title-en, text-en,
and text-phonetic-en:

attr: type:exercise
title-en: trigonometr exercis
text-en: let us assum _(_1 _OMS_relation1/lt _OMV_x _OMV_y _)_1
text-phonetic-en : LT US B ASMN

With this content in the index, the following queries can be performed:

– textual query: if the user enters “trigonometry”, tokenization of the user-
query converts this word, among others, to a query for token ”trigonometr”,
which is exactly matched to the title yielding score 10.0.

– textual-fuzzy: user enters ”asuming”, tokenization converts it, among others,
to a query for the token ”ASMN” in the text-phonetic-en field which is
matched to the content of the phonetic english field (with score 0.8)

– metadata query: a query of the user for the type exercise would be reformu-
lated as an index-query for the token type:example in the field attr which
is matched to our item with score 1.0.

– mathematical query: if the user queries for the formula x < y, the query is
translated into a query for
_(_1 _OMS_relation1/lt _OMV_x _OMV_y _)_1
in the field text-en which is exactly matched to our formula yielding score
1.0.
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2.4 The Search-Tool

The search tool uses the pre-processed content and search techniques described
in the previous section. We now present how the search facility is offered to
learners using ActiveMath and the ease of use of the search user-interface.

Fig. 1. search-field
in the menu

Search input The search-tool can be activated by the
input of search-words in the text-field placed for this in
the menu. This produces the results in the search-window.
Such a search produces the default queries: fuzzy matching
(both phonetic and edit-distance fuzzyness) of text in the
learner’s language for concepts in the current book.

The search-window enters the plain search mode, a mode
where the search is displayed as a single string as in clas-
sical web search engines.

Fig. 2. The plain search, seen when first opening the LeActiveMath search

In addition, a more elaborate syntax can be used to require or exclude some
word, change language, or query characteristics of the items.4

Searches can also be input using the advanced search (see figure 3) form which
allows a combination of queries for:

– text queries with or without fuzzyness and exact phrases, input within a
text-field

– mathematical expressions input using the Wiris input editor5 which allows
graphical input of formulæ as well as allows copy and paste of mathematical
formulæ from the content.

– item characteristics as can be found in the metadata of each items, entered
using pop-up menus.

4 More details on the query-syntax, mostly intended to authors or advanced users, can
be read online in the plain-text search-mode.

5 More about the Wiris input-editor can be read from http://www.wiris.com/.
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Fig. 3. The advanced search form illustrating a combinaed mathematical for-
mula query and metadata query.

Search result presentation The results, sorted by the scores provided by the
matches, are presented by title which, once clicked, show the full presentation of
the item. Mastery-bullets indicate the estimated learner’s mastery for this item.
Links allow the learners to go to other search pages.

Only a first page of search results is presented if more than 20 items are found.
This measure is approximately the amount of items that can fit vertically on
a screen and allows a fast presentation of search results to allow further explo-
rations of the user.

Integration of relevant web-sources In order to enable search of other math-
ematical web resources and to compare results of the searches, the result pre-
sentation adds links to submit the same query to search engines and content
collections such as the Google engine searching the Web6, the Wikipedia collab-
orative encyclopedia7, or and the MathWorld encyclopedia8.

Currently, these links can only be presented if the query is textual since the
sources do not support metadata or semantic mathematical markup.

This integration supports exploration and, at the same time, makes the user
aware of the sources which will support the user’s critical thinking in terms of
trust and proficiency.
6 The Google engine is at http://google.com
7 The Wikipedia encyclopedia is at http://www.wikipedia.org.
8 The MathWorld repository is an enterprise of Wolfram Research Inc. and can be

reached at http://www.mathworld.com/.
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Fig. 4. Searching for derivation and selecting a concept.

Search history and search states Each search and all results obtained and
browsed are stored in a search history. The LeActiveMath search engine tries
to store all states of the search tool user interface. This includes the input-
element under current focus in the search form, the search mode, the result
page, the item being currently viewed and details about its view. Each of these
states are numbered sequentially and can be re-invoked later, for example, once
the search-window is closed then re-opened. The history view presents a user
readable text of each query along with the titles of items shown. Each step can
be restored and continued with. This contributes to make the LeActiveMath
search similar in availability and memory to an opened dictionary on your desk:
one can forget about it but taking it back will restore its last state.

Item display Once a link in the search result list is clicked the search tool
displays single items aside of the search results. Single items display present
the type, title, content of the item, the notes and mastery icons as well as the
copyright link.

Items display is complemented with information from the metadata: in its simple
form, the for relations from and to this items are displayed, for example exercise
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for this item or concept that this examples illustrates. Pressing a more link opens
a detailed view of the item’s metadata including all relations from and to this
items and all references to this item. The presentation of these relations allow
the learner an explorative navigation of the rich structure of the content.

Item display LeActiveMath is using the presentation architecture of LeAc-
tiveMath [ULWM04]. That is, it uses the same rendering engine and the same
notations, providing a consistent appearance of the mathematical knowledge.

3 Related Work

We briefly list the related work about the retrieval of mathematical documents
in order to situate our research:

– the MBase [FK00] project has inspired both the search function and our
content-storage. It offers a prototypical pattern matching of mathematical
formulæ with variables being instantiated by any sub-expression: for exam-
ple, querying f(A,B) = f(B,A) as search for any commutativity state-
ment. This project was based, mostly, on serial search along all OpenMath
objects stored in the database which is not a very scalable approach. We
have indicated in section 2.1 how our mathematical tokenization can match
mathematical expressions with variables being replaced by subtrees; we have
not achieved, however, the ability to compare two instances of instantiated
variables (for example when querying for f(A,B) = f(B,A) to match any
commutativity statement requesting that the terms A and B be matched
consistently). This form of query can be rephrased a query with joins and
deep-equality. Experts in the field of xml databases, when asked about this
form of matching seem to indicate no other strategy than serial searches.

– the MathQL project9 who’s goal is to search the CoQ-library has put forward
great goals in their mathematical search such as the application of unification
as opposed to pattern-matching. Such goals seem not reached yet.

– MoMM [Urb04] is a recent attempt at using formal rewriting rules to search
the Mizar Mathematical Library. We have not been able to identify the
feasbility of bringing such interreduction rules into the content of LeAc-
tiveMath.

– private discussions with the developers of the Digital Library of Mathemat-
ical Functions at the NIST institute indicate that search is being developed
in their project. The search implementation seems to be based on a trans-
lation of the TEX sources of the library and is helped by a large number of
heuristics providing a form of fuzzy matching.10

9 MathQL is a subproject of the HELM project, for more information: http://helm.
cs.unibo.it/mathql/.

10 See http://dlmf.nist.gov/ about the Digital Library of Mathematical Functions.
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– The company Design Science Inc. has started an NSF-funded project on
mathematical search and are currently running evalutations of tools where
they can search MathML-presentation-encoded formulæ.11

– Paul Cairns has experimented with Latent Semantic Indexing in [Cai04] on
the Mizar mathematical library. His study seems to carry interesting results
with a very reasonable computational power.

– the thesaurus.maths.org project at Cambridge University has similar target
audience than our project. It is to be noted, however, that the thesaurus only
offer textual search having a TeX-based content-representation and semantic
annotations only for the navigation between items.

4 Future Work

The LeActiveMath search tool provides a sturdy basis for information retrieval
of OMDoc-encoded content. The search tool of LeActiveMath will enter in the
evaluation phase of the project and will be polished and refined accordingly.
Among others, the evaluation will measure the understandability of the search
engine in comparison to other search engines.

The usage of latent-semantic-analysis as described in [Cai04] is probably worth
following as much of the infrastructure that we have developed enables the mod-
els of vector-based occurrence-representation which is at the basis of this domain.
The engine should measure items close to the queried document by using a dis-
tance based on co-occurrences of tokens, both textual and mathematical. Care
has to be taken, however, as the latent-semantic-indexing process is patented
and only available in a relatively impractical library.

The presentation of search results will be enhanced most probably. The simple
display of mastery-bullets, item-types, and item titles may prove to be insufficient
(for example, many exercises simply bare the title Exercise). We should consider
avenues, such as the result-gisting approach presented in [CKS05] which display
which other queries a given result-document could also match.

Graph-based navigation of the items’ relations has been requested several times
and seems to provide an intuitive representation of the navigation through the
knowledge. We expect to embed such a navigation for learners.

11 More about the search project of Design Science can be found http://www.dessci.

com/en/reference/searching/.
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5 Open Issues

We have not been able to assess how much interreduction of formulæ, as in
[Urb04], or search-query unification as promoted by the MathQL project, could
help a learner in his search. On the one hand, many rewrite-rules appear to be
obviously needed (for example, applications of the associativity or commutativ-
ity). On the other hand most of these rewrites actually inject knowledge into the
search which may surprise the learner. As an example, searching for the state-
ment of the derivation of a given function could be, naturally, rephrased as the
search for any function whose indefinite integral is the indicated function which
may leave the learner quite perplex.

Finally we wish to stress the integration of the external search engines within
the display of search results. They provide alternatives to users and also provide
comparisons to them: one will be able to evaluate the quality of the search en-
gines but also the quality of the searched content. Such resources as Wikipedia or
Thesaurus.maths.org are more appropriate for the search-and-browse paradigm
than the content of the LeActiveMath books since the latter were, mostly,
written for a book usage. For example, in many tests we have made with single
words, the corresponding search in the Wikipedia encyclopedia reached a dis-
ambiguation page which is a manually authored page branching to the many
possible interpretations of a single word. There is no such item types within
LeActiveMath knowledge representation yet. Experiments and comparisons
will enable us to infer the essential differences.
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XlS^fgÛ+èT]�Rsf_XlUhS2U�äOý�þxÿJÿ���xñ�RjZÅã�Û+k#X�ë�k é ZgÛ#]gå�knÛ#S^f_]gÛud�â3Û#fgÜVUmdmUhWlUhèTi�ÚÊRTZ:RTdmUhãmfgÛud�î��ÊÜFÛ
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äçUTWYWlUsÚ%XYSVè ZgÛ+knfgXYUTSFZ+ñTÝ�ÛnäçUh]gÛ=ãV]gÛuZÅÛ+S^fgXYSVè�fgÜFÛ:ZgimZ|f_Û#âêX�f�ZÅÛ+W�ä|ñmdmÛuZgk#]gXYÝ�Û�fgÜVÛ=âzÛnfgÜFU�dVUTWYUTèTi
R�SFd�fgÜVÛ+UT]_XlÛuZ@fgÜFR�f�XlS�� é Û#S�knÛ+d7Xlf_Z�dVÛ+ZgXlèhS7ZgU3ä�R�]uî

� � K1Ø����,DFMJ×�N=Ö
�	��
 ������������������������ "!#��$&%'���(���*)"+,�-�����.+��*)
ù®fOÜFRhZ,WYUTSVè'Ý�Û#Û+S�R�]_è é Û+d*fgÜFR�fOÛud é k#R�fgXYUTSFRTW�ZgU�ä¼f|ÚÊR�]_Û�R�SFdzÛuZÅã�Û+k#XYRTWlWYi3XlS^fgÛ+WlWYXYèTÛ#S^f@UTSVÛuZ
k#R�S7UTSFWliìÝ�Û�Û0/ÇÛ+knfgXY\TÛ�Ú%ÜVÛ+SjÝ�RTZgÛ+djUTS2knUhShf_XlS é U é Z@]gÛ#ëFSVÛ+â3Û+S^fÊUTä5ZgimZ|f_Û#â Ý�Û#Ü�R�\^XYU é ]
Þ ßsáFR�SFd*UTS3k#R�]_Ûnä é W é ZÅÛ+]1Z|f é dmXYÛ+Z%Þlï#àFñ�ðuá®î�e�WYUTSVè:fgÜFXYZ5WYXlSFÛ@UTäFf_ÜVU é èhÜ^f+ñ�fgÜFÛ#]_ÛÊRT]gÛÊZgÛ#\TÛ+]_RTW
ZÅUmknXYU�åÄfgÛuk�ÜVSVXak#RTW�Þ ß21sáJUh] é ZgÛ#]gå�knÛ#S^f_]gÛud
RTãVãV]_UhRTk�ÜFÛ+Z+ñ�Ú%ÜVXYk�ÜËÛ#âzãVWYUsi[XlfgÛ#]�Rsf_XlUhSíãVÜFRhZÅÛuZ
Þ�ï.3�á�UTäÎZgU�ä¼f|ÚÊR�]_Û2dmÛ#\hÛ#WYUTãVâzÛ#S^fìXYSFZÅfgÛ+Rhd U�ä'RóâzUT]_Û�k#WYRhZgZgXak#R�W�ZgU�ä¼f|ÚÊR�]_Û�Û#SVèhXlSFÛ#Û#]_XYSVè
â3UmdmÛ+W�î�ü ��fgÛ#S�dmXlSFè=f_ÜVXaZ1R�]_è é âzÛ#S^f�ä é ]Åf_ÜVÛ#]uñ�4OWaR�SFk#Û#i RT]gè é Û+ZxfgÜFR�f%ô k#UTâzã é f_Û#]1ZÅimZÅfgÛ+âzZ
RTZzR�]gfgXlä�RTknf_Z3â é ZÅfzÝ�Û2dmÛ+\TÛ#WYUTã�Û+dËXlS�kn]_Û#âzÛ#S^f_RTWlWYiTñ5Ú%XlfgÜ ]gÛ+WYR�fgXY\TÛ+Wli65 é Xak�`íã�Û+]gXYUmdVZ3U�ä
é ZÅÛhñTUhÝFZÅÛ+]g\sR�fgXYUTSGñh]gÛ��FÛ+knfgXYUTSGñTRTSFd/]_Û+dmÛuZÅXYèTS�î+î#îÅXYS�R'k#UTS^fgÛ	��f,fgÜFR�fJXYSFknW é dmÛuZ,f_ÜVÛ é ZgÛ#]uô Z
Û#\TÛ+]gimdVR�i*RTdVRTãmf_R�fgXYUTSFZ+ôFÞ òsá�XYâzãVWYi^XYSVè�f_ÜFRsf@Ý�UTfgÜìZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z@R�SFd3f_Û+Rhk�ÜVÛ#]�Z%õçUh]JWYÛ+kcf é ]_Û#]�Z
XlS�U é ]�k+RTZgÛuö�â é Z|fxã�R�]gfgXaknXYãFRsf_Û5äç]gUhâÑf_ÜVÛJ\hÛ#]_i�Ý�Û+èTXYSVSVXYSVè�UTä^f_ÜVÛOdVÛ#\TÛ+WlUhãVâzÛ#S^fGãV]_UmknÛ+Z_Z+î

7 SVÛjUTä�f_ÜVÛ�â3Û#fgÜVUmdmUhWlUhèTXYÛ+Z*fgÜ�Rsfzf_RT`TÛ+ZzRTWlWÊf_ÜVÛ+ZgÛ2knUTS�ZÅXadmÛ#]�Rsf_XlUhSFZ*XlS^fgUíRhk#knU é S^f
XYZ985Û+]_ZgXYZÅfgÛ+S^f:4OUhWlWaR�Ý�UT]�Rsf_XlUhS�Q2Û#fgÜVUmdmUhWlUhèTi õ,8�4@Q Þ 3�áçöcî1ù�S ãFRT]Åf_XYk é WaR�]uñ;8�4@Q9ãF]gUTå
\^XadmÛuZ'R�Z é Xlf_RTÝVWYÛzäç]_RTâ3Û+ÚOUh]g`�äçUh]'dmÛ#\hÛ#WYUTãVXYSVè2R�S�d é ZgXYSVè�ýËþxÿOÿ����íRTZÎXlf XaZÎXlSFZgãVXY]gÛud
Ý^i�RTknfgXYUTS�]_Û+ZgÛ+R�]�k�ÜGñmÚ%ÜVXak�Ü�õ�dVÛ+ZgãVX�f_Û'f_ÜVÛ dVRTSVèTÛ+]�U�ä1ãV]_Umd é knXYSVè/]_Û+Z é Wlf_ZÊf_ÜFRsfÎR�]_Û'dmX�ä¼å
ë�k é Wlf�fgU�èhÛ#SVÛ+]_RTWlXaZÅÛ�ö�XaZ:fgÜFÛ/UTSVWYi2fg]�R�S�Z|äçUh]gâ/Rsf_XlUhSFR�W�]_Û+ZgÛ+R�]�k�Ü�âzÛnf_ÜVUmdCXlSCÛ+d é k#Rsf_XlUhS
fgÜFR�f�WlU�Uh`�Z�Rsf�k�ÜFRTSVèTÛuZÊUTS7fgÜVÛ Û#S�\�Xl]_UTSVâzÛ+ShfuñFRTdFdm]gÛuZgZgÛ+ZÊãF]_RhkcfgXak#RTW<5 é Û+ZÅfgXYUTS�Z#ñFRTSFd7XYZ
R�ãVãV]_UTãF]gXaRsf_Û Ú%ÜVÛ+S
RjSVÛ#ÚêR�ãVãV]_UhRhk�Ü2XYZ:f_UjÝ�ÛzXlS^f_Û#èT]�Rsf_Û+d2XYS^fgU�R�S
Û��mXYZÅfgXYSVè�knUhShf_Û���f+î
e�Z5f_ÜVÛ%âzÛnfgÜFU�dVUTWYUTèTiÇô Z�SFR�âzÛ�Z é èTèhÛ+ZÅf_Z+ñuXlf,]_Û�5 é XY]gÛuZ�k#UTWYWYRTÝ�Uh]_R�fgXYUTS*Ý�Û#f|ÚOÛ+Û#S/Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z#ñ
fgÛ+Rhk�ÜVÛ#]�Z+ñ#]_Û+ZgÛ+R�]�k�ÜVÛ+]_Z�RTSFd�f_Û+k�ÜVSVUhWlUhèTXaZ|f�ZÇfgÜF]gU é èTÜ RTWlWhfgÜFÛOãVÜ�RTZgÛ+ZGUTäVfgÜFÛ>= UTÝFZgÛ#]_\sRsfgXYUTSxñ
]gÛ��FÛ+knfgXYUTSGñFdVÛ+ZgXlèhSVXlSFèFñFRhkcfgXYUTSxô�knimk#WlÛhîFe�WlfgÜVU é èTÜxñFXYS2U é ]�k+RTZgÛTñmäçUh]gâ/RTWxknUhWlWaR�Ý�UT]�Rsf_XlUhSFZ
ÚOÛ+]gÛ/SVUTf*R�WYÚÊR�i�ZÎã�UhZ_ZgXlÝVWYÛTñxfgÜVÛ�ãVÜFRTZgÛ+Z'ÚOÛ+]gÛìRTWlWO]gÛuR�WYXYZgÛ+dCÚ%XlfgÜófgÜFÛ�knU�UTã�Û#]�Rsf_XlUhSóU�ä
WlÛukcf é ]gÛ+]_Z+ñhÛ	�mã�Û+]Åf�ZOXYS@? é â/R�SA4OUTâzã é f_Û#]Êù�S^fgÛ+]_RhkcfgXYUTSjUT]@Û#\sR�W é R�fgXYUTSìë�Û#WadVZ#ñmRTSFd�ZÅf é å
dmÛ#S^f_Z+î �ÊÜVÛ3U�f_ÜVÛ#]:äçÛ+R�f é ]_ÛzU�äB8�4@Q&XaZÎã�Û+]_ZgXaZ|f_Û#SFk#ÛTñÇÚ%ÜVXak�Ü[]_ÛnäçÛ#]�Z=fgU2R(= WYUTSVè7WaRTZÅfgXYSVè
k�ÜFR�SFk#ÛTñ�SVU�f=ø é Z|f3XlS�knWaRTZ_ZÅ]_U�UTâ4â/R�fgÛ#]_XaR�WaZ'Ý é fzR�WaZÅU[XlSíf_ÜVÛ�Û+\TUhWl\�XYSVè2âzÛnfgÜFU�dFZ*RTSFd
Ý�Û+WlXYÛnä�Z�UTäJf_ÜVÛìknUhWlWaR�Ý�UT]�Rsf_XlSVèjãFR�]gfgSFÛ#]�Z#ô1Þ 3�á®î �ÊÜVÛ/R�Ý�Us\TÛ3ãV]gUmk#Û+Z_Z=XaZ�ZÅfgXYâ é WaRsf_Û+d
Ý^i
R
= Ú%ÜVÛ+Û#WÄô�U�äOfgU�UTWaZzõçUT]:f_Û+k�ÜVSVXC5 é Û+Z�ö=Ú%ÜVXak�Ü
XYS'� é Û+SFknÛ3f_ÜVÛ/dmÛ+ZgXlèhS
RTSFd
dVÛ#\TÛ+WlUhãVâzÛ#S^fÎU�ä
R2ZÅimZÅfgÛ#â�ñ�R�SFd
fgÜFÛ#UT]_XYÛ+Z�UTäOf_Û+RTk�ÜFXlSVè�RTSFdCWlÛuR�]_SVXYSVè2Ú%ÜVXak�ÜCXYS'� é Û#SFk#Û�dmÛ+ZgXYèTSVÛ+]_Z+ôGdmÛnå
knXaZÅXYUTSFZ*Ú%XlfgÜ ã�ÛudVR�èhUTèTXak#RTWORhZÅã�Û+knf_Z+ñ�Ú%ÜFXYk�Ü knU é WYdíUTfgÜVÛ+]gÚ%XaZgÛjÝ�ÛjSFÛ#èTWYÛ+knfgÛud�î 7 S�fgÜFÛ
U�fgÜFÛ#]%ÜFRTSFd�ñmf_ÜVXYZ�Z|f_Xlâ é WYR�fgXYUTS�k#RTS7UTä¼fgÛ+SjUmk#k é ]%Ý�U�fgÜ2ÚÊR�imZ#î �ÊÜVXaZÊXaZ%Ú%ÜFRsf�Ü�R�ãVã�Û#SVÛud
d é ]_XlSVè'fgÜVÛ:dmÛ#\hÛ#WYUTãVâzÛ#S^fJUTäGýËþxÿOÿ�����RTZJ]gÛuZÅÛuR�]�k�Ü*XYS/f_ÜVÛ=e�]Åf_X�ë�k#XYRTWFù�S^fgÛ+WlWYXYèTÛ#S�knÛ�RTSFd
üJd é k+Rsf_XlUhSËõ�e�ùED�ü�
Îö%ëFÛ+WYd
Z|f_]gUhSVèTWYi7XlS'� é Û#SFk#Û+d[X�f�Z:dVÛ+ZgXlèhS�Ý é fÎfgÜFÛ*XYSVXlfgXaR�W1dmÛ+k#XYZgXYUTS
fgU/Û��mã�Û#]_XlâzÛ+Shf=Ú%X�f_Ü�fgÜVÛ RTãVãVWYXYk+Rsf_XlUhSjUTä1Z é k�Ü7fgÜFÛ#UT]_XYÛ+Z@fgUjknUTâzã é fgÛ#]gå®ÝFRTZgÛ+d7R�ãVãFWlXak#R�å
fgXYUTSFZ=k#R�âzÛÎäç]_UTâÍãV]_Û#\�XlU é Z%UhÝFZÅÛ+]g\sR�fgXYUTSFZ�õ�ÛTî èFî�Þ ßTßsá¼ö%Ú%X�f_Ü�ZÅXYâzXlWaR�]%f_Û+k�ÜVSFUTWYUTèTXYÛ+Z%fgÜFR�f
ZÅUhâ3Û#fgXYâzÛ+ZÊWaRTk�`TÛudìf_ÜVÛ'R�ãFãV]gUhãV]_XYR�fgÛ�äçÛ+Û+dmÝ�RTk�`Çî

�	�F� GIH-�� J��+���K+��<L;M*���-�2+��*)N��H-�A�-��O"��P, RQ-ST�����K R! ý�þxÿJÿ���
UVUTWYWYUsÚ%XlSVè3R âzUh]gÛ:knUTS�Z|f_] é knfgXY\�XYZÅf@\�XYÛ#Ú RTSFdì]_Û+k#UTèTSFXYZgXlSFè'fgÜ�RsfÊWlÛuR�]_SVÛ#]�Z,â é Z|f%]_Û#â/R�XYS
= XYS�\TUTWY\TÛud�ñ�Rhkcf_Xl\hÛTñÇR�SFd
k�ÜFR�WYWlÛ+SVèTÛud7fgUjfgÜVXYSV`�RTÝ�U é f:RTSFd�WYÛ+RT]gS�f_ÜVÛ*ãF]gÛuZÅÛ+Shf_Û+d2â/R�fgÛnå
]gXaR�WÄô^Þ ß�á®ñ�ÚOÛJfgU�UT`:f_ÜVÛÊ\^XYÛ#Úóf_ÜFRsf5XYShf_Û#]�RTknfgXY\TÛORhkcf_Xl\�XlfgXYÛ+Z�ÚOU é WYd ÜVÛ#WYã Ý�i�ãFRhZgZ�dm]_R�Ú%Ý�RTk�`mZ
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U�ä�ã�RTZ_ZÅXY\TÛ:WlÛuR�]_SVXYSVèFî�ù�S2RTdVdVX�f_XlUhSGñmXYZ_Z é Û+Z@WYXl`hÛ:XYS^fgÛ+WlWYXlèhÛ#S^fÊäçÛ#ÛudmÝFRTk�`jR�SFdjÜVÛ#WYãmå�ZÅÛ+Û#`�XYSVè
ZÅÛ+Û#â Xlâzã�UT]gf_RTShf�R�S�d2]gÛuZÅÛuR�]�k�Ü2ÜFRTZ:ZgÜVUsÚ%S�fgÜFR�f+ñÇÚ%ÜVÛ+S
knU é ãVWYÛ+d
k#R�]_Ûnä é WlWYiTñÇR�]_Û'\TÛ+]gi
Û0/ÇÛ+kcf_Xl\hÛTî,ù�S RhdVdmXlfgXYUTSGñ1]_Û+k#Û#S^f/]gÛuZ é Wlf_ZzXYSFdmXak#R�fgÛ�f_ÜVÛ2Xlâzã�UT]gf_RTSFknÛ�U�äÎÛ#âzUTfgXYUTSFZ/RTSFd
â3UTfgXY\sRsfgXYUTS�XYS�Ü é âzRTS2WlÛuR�]_SVXYSVè3fgÜV]_U é èhÜjÛud é k+RsfgXYUTS�R�WGZgU�ä¼f|ÚÊR�]_ÛTîVe /ÇÛ+knfgXY\TÛÎf é fgUh]gXYSVèFñ
XlSíf_ÜVÛjZgÛ#S�ZÅÛìUTäÊf_R�]_èTÛ#fgXYSVè[ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f+ô Z Û+âzU�fgXYUTS�R�WJRTSFdíâzU�f_Xl\sRsf_XlUhSFR�W@Z|f�Rsf_ÛTñxXaZ3R�SíÛnä¼å
äçÛ+kcf_Xl\hÛjRTãVãV]_UhRTk�Ü�RTSFdíSVÛ+Û+dVZ fgU
Ý�Ûjä é ]gfgÜVÛ+]*Û	�mãVWlUh]gÛud�î 7 SFÛ�U�ä%f_ÜVÛjfgÜVÛ+UT]_XlÛuZ'Ú%ÜVXak�Ü
RTdVdm]_Û+Z_ZgÛ+ZÎZ é k�Ü
XaZgZ é ÛuZ:fgU2ZÅUhâzÛ3Û	��fgÛ#S^f'R�S�d[XYS'� é Û+SFknÛuZÎfgÜFÛìdmÛ#\hÛ#WYUTãVâzÛ#S^fÎU�ä%ýËþxÿ �ÿ����[XaZ�k#UTS^fgXYSVèTÛ+S^f�XlS�Z|f_] é knfgXYUTSËÞlï��FñÅò���á�RTSFd�knUhSFZgÛ�5 é Û#S^f_Wli�R�WaZÅUjZgk+R�/ÇUTWadmXlSFè �FSFU�fgXYUTS�Z
ãV]gUhã�U^ZÅÛud�fgU2dmÛuZgk#]gXYÝ�Û*Û	�mRhkcf_Wli7fgÜFÛ3SFÛ#Û+d[äçUT]ÎRjÝFR�WaR�SFk#Û*Ý�Ûnf|Ú@Û#Û+S�f_ÜVÛ/k�ÜVXlWadm]_Û#SGô ZÎk#R�å
ãFRTk#X�f|iCfgUCZÅÛ+WlÛukcf_Xl\hÛ#WYióRhZÅ`
äçUT]3ÜVÛ+WlãËRTSFdóf_ÜVÛ�f_Û+Rhk�ÜVÛ#]uô Z Û0/ÇUT]gf f_U[â/R�`hÛ�ÜVÛ+]3RhkcfgXYUTS�Z
knUTS^f_XlSVèhÛ#S^f é ã�UhS2RTkcf_Xl\�XlfgXYÛ+ZÊUTäxfgÜFÛ:XYSFdmXY\�XYd é R�W�WYÛ+RT]gSVÛ+]+î �ÊÜVXaZÊXaZ%RTk�ÜVXYÛ#\hÛ+dìÝ�iì]_Û+k#] é X�fgå
XlSVè2ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f+ô Z�XYShf_Û#]_Û+ZÅf�UTS
fgÜVÛzf�RTZg`�ñ�ÛuZ|f�R�ÝVWYXaZÅÜVXYSVè2R�S�d[â/R�XYS^f_RTXlSVXYSVè2R�SCUT]_XYÛ#S^f_R�fgXYUTS
fgUsÚÊR�]�dVZ�f�RTZg`�]_Û#WYÛ#\sR�S^fÎèTUhRTWYZ+ñ�ÜVXlèhÜVWYXlèhÜhf_XlSFè�k#]gXlfgXak#RTW�äçÛ+Rsf é ]_Û+Z:fgÜ�Rsf'R�Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�âzXlèhÜ^f
Us\TÛ#]_WYU^Uh`ÇñudmÛ+âzUTSFZÅfg]�Rsf_XlSVèÎÜVUsÚËfgU'Rhk�ÜVXlÛ+\TÛÊèTU^R�WaZ5R�SFd3ÜVÛ+WlãVXYSVè'k#UTS^fg]_UTW^äç] é Z|f_]_R�fgXYUTS3Û#Små
Z é ]_XYSVè�fgÜ�RsfJf_ÜVÛÎZ|f é dmÛ#S^f@XYZOSVÛ#XlfgÜFÛ#]@WlÛ#ä¼fOf_U*ZÅfg] é èTèhWlÛ�RTWlUhSVÛ�SVUh]JèhXl\hÛ#SzfgU�U*WlXlfÅf_WlÛ:Zgk#UTã�Û
äçUT]%XYS^\hUTWY\TÛ+â3Û+S^fÊRTSFd7XlSVXlfgXaRsf_Xl\hÛÎXlS7fgÜFÛÎf_RTZg`[õ�ZÅÛ+ÛìÞ ò��sáçöcî
e�S[XYâzã�Uh]Åf�R�S^fÎXYZ_Z é Û f_ÜFRsf�R�]_XYZgÛ+Z=Ú%ÜVÛ+S[UTSFÛ f_]gXYÛ+Z=fgUjfgÛuRTk�Ü�XYSóZ é k�Ü
R�ÚÊR�iTñ�XYZ=f_U

`^SFUsÚ Ú%ÜVÛ+S[R�S�d�ÜVUsÚ â é k�Ü2ÜVÛ+Wlã[R�Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�SFÛ#Û+dFZ%fgUjknUTâzãVWYÛnf_Û Rzf�RTZg`�î�e ã�UhZ_ZÅXYÝVWYÛ
ZÅUhW é f_XlUhSCk#UTâzÛ+Z�äç]gUhâ fgÜVÛ/WYÛ+RT]gSFÛ#]uô Z é ZgÛzU�äÊÜVÛ#WYãmå�ZÅÛ+Û#`�XYSVè7fgU2XYS'� é Û+SFknÛzf_ÜVÛ/f é fgUT]_XYSVè
ãV]gUmk#Û+Z_Z#îsù®f,XaZ1Û��VRhkcfgWYi�f_ÜVÛ#S3fgÜ�RsfJR�S/Rhd é Wlf�õçUT],RÎZgimZ|f_Û#âìö�â é ZÅf,XYShf_Û#]_\TÛ+SVÛ@fgU�ãV]_UTâzU�f_Û
ä é ]Åf_ÜVÛ#]�ãF]gUhèT]_Û+Z_Z=RTSFd�f_ÜVXaZÎXYZ�Ú%ÜFÛ#]_Û f_ÜVÛìZ|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z�k#RTS
ãVWaR�i�R7]gUhWlÛ3XYS'� é Û+SFknXYSVè�fgÜFÛ
f é f_UT]uô Z@Ý�Û#ÜFR�\�XYU é ]ÊÝ�izfgÜVÛ+Xl]ÊUsÚ%SjÜVÛ#WYãmå�ZÅÛ+Û#`�XlSFè*ãV]_UmknÛuZgZ+î 7 ä5knU é ]_ZgÛ�f_ÜVÛ#]_ÛÎXYZÊRTSjR�]_]�R�i
U�ä�R�/ÇÛ+kcf_Xl\hÛ@ä�RTkcf_UT]�Z�XlS�\TUhWl\hÛ+d3d é ]_XlSFè=f_ÜVXaZ1ãV]_U�k#Û+Z_Z5R�SFd*fgÜFÛ�e�ùED�ü�
 ë�Û#Wad*XaZ1èh]_Rhd é R�WYWYi
]gÛuknUTèhSVXaZÅXYSVèÊfgÜFXYZ5R�S�dÎãV]gUs\�XadmXYSVè�]_Û+Z é W�f�Z#î �ÊÜVÛO]gÛuRTdmÛ+]xXaZx]_ÛnäçÛ+]g]_Û+d=fgU3Þ ßTòVñgß�3�á^äçUT]�R�âzUT]_Û
Û#WaR�Ý�UT]�RsfgÛÎR�S�R�WYi�ZgXaZÊU�äxf_ÜVÛ+ZgÛ�XaZgZ é Û+Z+î
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 é ]_XYSVè�f_ÜVÛzXlSFX�f_XYRTW1UTÝFZgÛ#]_\sRsfgXYUTS[ã�Û+]gXYUmd�U�äOfgÜVÛ/ZgimZ|f_Û#â�ô ZÎdmÛuZÅXYèTSxñÇk#UTWYWYRTÝ�Uh]_R�fgXYUTS�RTSFd
Û��mã�Û+]Åf%knUhSFZ é W�f�Rsf_XlUhSìÜVÛ#WYã�Û+d/f_U*Û	�mãFR�SFd�UTS/f_ÜVÛ#Uh]gÛ#fgXak#RTW�XaZgZ é ÛuZ#ñ�XYS^\hÛ+ZÅfgXYèhR�fgÛ%f_ÜVÛ�f_Û+k�Ümå
SVUTWYUTèhXlÛuZ/fgÜ�Rsf7fgÜVÛóZ|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z�Ú@Û#]_Û
RTWl]_Û+Rhdmi é ZÅXYSVè�ñ@RTSFd WYU^Uh` XlS^fgU�U�f_ÜVÛ#]jfgÛuk�ÜVSVXak#R�W
ãV]gUhÝVWYÛ#â/Z#îhù�SìRTdVdVX�f_XlUhSGñTf_ÜVÛ=dVÛ+ZgXlèhSVÛ#]�Z1Ú@Û#]_Û�dmXl]_Û+knfgWYi*XYS�\TUhWl\hÛ+d3XlSìfgÜVÛ=Ú%ÜVUTWYÛ�]�R�SVèhÛ%U�ä
fgÜVÛ@fgÛuRTk�ÜVXYSVèÎR�SFd*WYÛ+R�]_SVXYSVèÎRTkcf_Xl\�XlfgXYÛ+Z$# dmÛ+WlXY\TÛ+]gXYSVè�f é f_UT]_XYRTWYZ5R�S�d UhÝFZÅÛ+]g\�XYSVè�WYÛ+knf é ]_Û+Z
% RTSFd[ZgU�ÜFRhd[RTS
RTdFdmX�f_XlUhSFR�W5XYSFZgXlèhÜhfÎÚ%ÜVXak�Ü[XaZ:U�ä¼fgÛ+S
SFU�fÎÛ+RTZgi7fgU�RTk�5 é Xl]_ÛTî �ÊÜVXaZ�R�WlåWlUsÚ@Û+d�Û��mãVWYUT]�RsfgXYUTS�U�ä�k#UTâzâzUTS7knUTS�knÛ#ãVf_Z@fgÜ�Rsf�Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z@ëFSFdjãV]_UTÝVWYÛ#â/Rsf_XYkTñ�fgÜVÛÎ`�XYSFd
U�ä,ÜVÛ+Wlã[fgÜFR�f:Ú@U é Wad2Ý�Û ãFRT]Åf_XYk é WaR�]_Wli é ZgÛnä é W�äçUT]=fgÜFÛ#â�ñ�fgÜVÛ3ãV]_UTÝVWYÛ#â/Z%f_ÜFRsfÎWYÛ+kcf é ]_Û#]�Z
knUTS�ZÅXadmÛ#]3XYâ3ã�UT]gf_RTS^f*f_UCRhdVdm]_Û+Z_Z*RhZ Ú@Û#WYW%RTZ*fgÜVÛ7SVUTf_Rsf_XlUhS�f_ÜVÛ#i é ZgÛTñ1RTSFdíf_ÜVÛ#XY]/dmX�å
dVRTknfgXak#R�W�RTãVãV]_UhRTk�Üxî^e ëFSFRTWGZ|f_Û#ã7U�äGf_ÜVXaZÊãVÜFRTZgÛ:Ú@RhZ@dVXYZ_k é Z_ZgXlUhSFZÊR�Ý�U é f@fgÜVÛ�ZgimZ|f_Û#â/Z#ô
knUTS^f_Û#S^f_Z+ñ�Xlf_Z,`�SVUsÚ%WYÛ+dVèTÛÊÝFRTZgÛTñTWlÛukcf é ]gÛ+]_Z+ôTRsfgfgXlf é dVÛ%fgUsÚÊR�]�dVZ�fgÜVÛ=ZÅimZÅfgÛ#â�ñ^R�SFd*fgÜFÛ é ZgÛ
fgÜVÛ+i�Ú@U é Wad�â/RT`TÛÎU�ä�X�fuî

� �F� &����+�)R�-+,�-) %J�*���-��OR��P, RQ-+��*) ý�þxÿJÿ���
e%ä¼fgÛ+]�f_ÜVÛ�XlSFX�f_XYRTWxUTÝ�ZÅÛ+]g\sRsf_XlUhS�ã�Û#]_XlUmd2R3ãV]_U�f_U�f|i�ã�Û�ÚÊRTZ%dVÛ#\TÛ+WlUhã�Ûud�R�SFd�R�ãFãV]gUhãV]_XYR�fgÛ
âzR�fgÛ+]gXaR�W,Ú@Û#]_Û�R é fgÜVUh]gÛud
fgU�Ý�ÛjRTÝVWlÛ/] é SËZgUTâzÛ/ãVXYWYU�f'f_Û+ZÅf_Z+î�e=Z'âzÛ#S^fgXYUTSFÛ+dóÝ�ÛnäçUT]_ÛTñ
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ÚOÛ�dmÛuknXadmÛ+d�fgÜFR�fÊfgÜVÛÎâ/Rsf_Û#]_XYRTWYZ@Ú@U é Wad�k#UTâzãV]_XYZgÛTñ�Ú%ÜVÛ+]gÛÎR�ãVãFWlXak#RTÝVWlÛhñmXlS^f_Û#]�RTkcf_Xl\hÛ=Û	��å
ãVWlUh]_R�fgUh]giìã�R�]gf_Z%Ú%ÜVXak�Ü2Ú@U é Wad2R�WYWlUsÚ(ZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_Z%f_U/äç]_Û#Û#WYi7Û��mãVWYUT]_Û'ZÅUhâ3Û'RhZÅã�Û+knf_Z�fgÜFR�f
k#R�SFSVU�f/Ý�Û�k#Us\TÛ+]gÛudíXlS ZÅf_R�fgXak�ãFRTèTÛuZ#î��ÊRTZgÛ+d�UTS �
U�Umd�ô Z3fgÜVÛ+UT]_i�U�äÎknUTS^f_XlSVèhÛ#S^fzXlSmå
Z|f_] é knfgXYUTSGñ�Ú@Û'Ú@RTS^fgÛ+d[Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�Z�f_UìÝ�ÛzR�ÝFWlÛ�f_UjRhZÅ`�R�SFd�]gÛuknÛ#XY\TÛ ÜVÛ#WYãËõ�ZgÛ#Û3ZÅÛukcf_XlUhS2à
äçUT]ÎdmÛnf�R�XYWYZ�UTS2f_ÜVÛ äçÛ+Û+dmÝ�RTk�`7â3Ûuk�ÜFR�SFXYZgâìöcî�8,]_Û#\�XlU é Z%UhÝFZÅÛ+]g\sR�fgXYUTSFZ�âzRhdmÛ*k#WlÛuR�]�fgÜFR�f
ã�Uhãmå é ãíÚ%XlSFdVUsÚ�Z'Ú@Û#]_ÛìknUTS�ZÅXadmÛ#]_Û+d 5 é XlfgÛ7R�SVSVUsi�XYSVè�Þ ßTßmñ_ßsà�á@R�SFdóXYSífgÜFÛìãFR�]gfgXak é WYRT]
k#RTZgÛÎU�ä1ýËþxÿOÿ����xñmÚ%ÜFÛ#]_ÛÎZÅf é dmÛ#S^f�RTknfgXYUTSFZ%d é ]gXYSVè3fgÜFÛ�XlS^fgÛ+]_Rhkcf_Xl\hÛ:ã�R�]gf_ZÊÚ@U é Wad�ãF]gUTå
d é knÛÎäçÛ+Û+dmÝ�RTk�`ìXYS^fgÛ#]_] é ãmfgXYSVè3fgÜFÛ'Z|f é dmÛ#S^fuô Z�Rhkcf_XlUhSGñ�fgÜVXaZ�RTãVãV]_UhRTk�ÜjÚ@RhZÊSVU�fÊäçÛuRTZgXlÝVWYÛTî
�ÊÜVÛ#]_ÛnäçUh]gÛ%Ú@Û�Û#âzãVWYUsiTÛud/RÎäçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�`3RT]gÛuR�Rsf,f_ÜVÛ�Ý�U�fgfgUTâ UTä�f_ÜVÛ�Ú%XYSFdmUsÚ Ú%ÜVÛ+]gÛ�ÜVÛ#WYã
R�SFd7Z é èTèTÛuZ|f_XlUhSFZÊR�]_ÛÎãV]gUs\�XadmÛ+dCõ¼ë�è é ]_Ûzïuöcî

����� ·���· �5qh}%r#�u}_�Åy+t�tF}����T���|r+�^~�}��s{1r#v�½�¾F¿G¿xÀaÁ

e�SVUTfgÜVÛ+]3dmÛuZÅXYèTS dmÛ+k#XYZgXYUTSíf_ÜFRsf/ÜVÛ+Wlã�Û+d é Z*äçU�k é Z3U é ]3]_Û+ZgÛ+R�]�k�ÜíÚÊRTZ fgÜFR�f+ñ1ZÅXYSFk#Û
ýËþxÿOÿ����jXaZ é ZgÛ+djXlS7R*Zgã�ÛuknXlë�kÎknUhShf_Û���f+ñ^f_ÜVÛ�knUTS^f_Û#S^f@Ü�RTZOfgUzRTdVRTãmf+ñmR�fÊWYÛ+RhZ|f@äçUT]@f_ÜVXYZ
ãVÜFRTZgÛTñxUTSVWYi2fgU
Z|f é dmÛ#S^f'ãV]_ÛnäçÛ+]gÛ+SFknÛuZ/õ�k#UTWYU é ]�Z#ñGZgX�	#Û+Z'Ûnf_kTî öÎRTSFdC\TÛ+]gi�ÝF]gU^RTdCRTZgã�Ûukcf_Z
U�ä5fgÜVÛ+Xl]:ãV]_U�ëFWYÛTî � X�f_Ü2fgÜ�Rsf=Ú@Û'âzÛ+RTS�fgU/f_ÜVÛ*k#U é ]�ZgÛÎfgÜVÛ+i�R�fÅf_Û#SFd�XÄî ÛhîFf_ÜVÛ#XY]=k#UTS^fgÛ	��f
R�SFd�fgÜVÛ+Xl]�ÜVÛ+WlãVå®ZgÛ#Û+`^XYSVèjãV]gUmk#Û+Z_Z*õ�ZÅÛ+Û*ë�è é ]_Û3ßhö�]�Rsf_ÜVÛ#]=fgÜ�R�S
fgU�dmX /ÇÛ#]_Û#S^f�dmXadVRTknfgXak#R�W
Z|f|i�WYÛ+Z'Uh] WYÛ+RT]gSVXYSVè[Z_knÛ+SFR�]_XYUhZ'RhZ XaZ'f_ÜVÛjk+RTZgÛ/äçUT]3U�f_ÜVÛ#]3RTdVRTãmfgXY\TÛjZÅimZÅfgÛ#â/Z7õ�Z é k�ÜËRhZ
e�kcf_Xl\hÛ+Q�R�fgÜ�Þ ßhð�á¼önî�?=R�\�XlSVè=R�Zgã�ÛuknXlë�kJk#UTS^fgÛ	�^f�XlS â3XYSFd*R�SFdÎÚÊR�imZGU�ä é ZÅXYSVè�f_ÜVÛOZgimZ|f_Û#â
XlS3knWaRTZ_ZÅ]_U�UTâ�ñ#ÜVÛ+Wlã�Û+d*dmÛ#\hÛ#WYUTã k#UTS^fgÛ+S^f�XYS*R�Zgã�Û+knXlë�k=õçiTÛ#f�]_Û é ZgRTÝVWlÛ�ö�ÚÊR�i:RTSFd�äçUmk é ZxUhS
ãV]gUs\�XadmXYSVè�âzUT]_Û*dVÛnf_RTXlWYÛ+d[äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�`7XYS
fgÜVÛ/ZgÛ#Wlä¼åÄãV]�RTknfgXaknÛ*Û��mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ#îÇQ2Uh]gÛ+Us\TÛ#]uñmäç]_UTâ
]gÛ+WYR�fgÛ+d[WlXlfgÛ+]_R�f é ]_Û�õçÛ#è�î1Þ àTá¼ö�X�f�ÚÊRTZ:Û#\�XadmÛ#S^f:fgÜFR�f'Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�Z�R�]_Û Û+RhZÅXYWYi�knUTSVä é ZÅÛud[RTSFd
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WlU^Z|fÊÝ�i3â/RTS^i/Ü�i�ã�Û#]_WlXYSV`mZ#î �ÊÜVXaZ@XYZÊR k#UTâzâzUTSjãV]gUhÝVWYÛ#â XlSjÚOÛ+Ýmå®ÝFRTZgÛ+d/Û+S�\^XY]_UTSVâzÛ#S^f�Z
Ú%ÜVXYk�Ü�ÚOÛ:k é ]_]gÛ+S^fgWYi3RhdVdm]_Û+Z_Z1Ý�i3Ü�R�\^XYSVè�f_ÜVÛ=ZgimZ|f_Û#â Z é èTèhÛ+ZÅf,ä é ]gfgÜVÛ+]OãFRTèTÛuZ1fgU3Z|f é dmi
õ�ZgÛ#Û3SVÛ���f�ZÅÛukcfgXYUTS�ö�R�S�d�Ý�i é ZÅXYSVè�R�Rìfg]_Û#Ûnå®WYXl`hÛ â/R�ã
U�ä1fgÜFÛ3k#UTS^fgÛ+Shf�Z*õ�ZÅÛ+Û ë�è é ]_Û�ï�ö
fgÜFR�f�k�ÜFR�SVèhÛ+ZÊRTk+knUh]_dmXYSVè*fgU3fgÜFÛ�â3Umd é WlÛ'ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z�R�fÅf_Û#SFd�î

����� ·��F· �5qh}ÊvY�Åy#~�}_Â5r#�|Ò*r#v�½�¾F¿G¿xÀaÁzy+��� q^rcÂË��{|�Jp_ru~�¸mru�h}��s{|�1p�ru~�~=�^�h��p�y#{|}

� � � � �*%'Q-��+��*)N��H*� ����O +,�. "�-ST�����&�� 6���M*�-�����K�-�����*

�ÊÜV]gU é èTÜ*fgÜFÛ@XlfgÛ+]_R�fgXY\TÛÊãVÜFRhZÅÛuZ1R�SFd fgÜFÛÊfgÜV]_Û#Û%ihÛ+R�]�Z�U�äÇX�f�Z é ZgÛ@Ú@ÛÊÚOÛ+]gÛ%RTÝVWlÛ@f_UÎRhdVR�ãVf
fgÜVÛ7äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�`íâ3Ûuk�ÜFR�SFXYZgâ�ñ5ZgÛnfzf_ÜVÛ�â3XaZ_knUTS�knÛ#ãVfgXYUTSFZ*fgÜ�Rsf/X�fzf�R�]_èTÛnf�Z#ñ1RTSFd�XYâzãV]gUs\hÛ
knÛ#]gf_RTXlS RhZÅã�Û+knf_ZzU�ä:fgÜFÛ[ZÅimZÅfgÛ+â ÝFRhZÅÛudËUhS ZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z+ô,XYS^fgÛ#]�RTknfgXYUTSFZ/RTSFd knUhâ3âzÛ+Shf�Z#î
� X�f_Ü UTÝFZgÛ#]_\TÛ+]_Z+ô1ÜVÛ+WlãGñ@Ú@Û�ÚOÛ+]gÛ�RTÝVWYÛ2fgU knUTS�d é kcfjWlXY\TÛ�UhÝFZgÛ#]_\�R�fgXYUTSFZìU�ä'Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z#ô
XlS^fgÛ+]_Rhkcf_XlUhSFZ#îFù�S�RTdVdmXlfgXYUTSxñVfgÜ�R�SV`mZ%f_U�R/\hÛ#]_ijdmÛ#f_R�XYWYÛ+d�WYUTèìâzÛ+k�Ü�R�SVXaZÅâ fgÜFR�f=]_Û+k#UT]�dVZ
R�WYW=RTZgã�Û+kcf�Z�UTä é ZÅÛ+]+ô ZìXYS^fgÛ+]_RhkcfgXYUTS�Z�õ�ZgÛ#Û Þ ßTòsáçöcñOZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_ZjÚ@Û#]_Û�R�WYWlUsÚ@Û+d f_U é ZgÛ�fgÜFÛ
ZÅimZÅfgÛ#â>RhZìf_ÜVÛ#i Ú%XaZgÜVÛ+d RTSFd XYS f_ÜVÛ#XY]�UsÚ%S fgXYâzÛTî �ÊÜVÛCâzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXYZgâ�ãV]_Us\^XadmÛud WlUhè
ëFWlÛuZ%f_ÜFRsf=k#U é Wad7Ý�Û*Z|f�RsfgXaZÅfgXak#R�WYWYijR�S�R�WYi�ZgÛ+d7Ý é f=R�WaZÅU/]_Û#ãFWYR�ihÛ+d�fgU/ä�RhknXYWlXlf_R�fgÛ�]_Û+knUh]_dVÛ+d
R�SFRTWlimZgXYZ5UTäFfgÜFÛ#XY],XlS^f_Û#]�RTkcf_XlUhS*Ú%XlfgÜzf_ÜVÛ�Zgi�ZÅfgÛ+â�î �ÊÜVXaZ�õ�ZÅfgXYWlWFUTSmå®èTUhXlSVè�öG]_Û+ZgÛ+RT]_k�Ü*i�XlÛ+WYdVZ
â3Uh]gÛ'RTSFd7âzUT]_Û�\�RTW é R�ÝVWYÛ�]gÛuZ é W�f�Z#î �ÊÜVÛ'äçUTWYWlUsÚ%XYSVè/ZÅÛukcf_XlUhSFZ%ÝV]_XlÛ��FijdVÛ+Z_kn]_XlÝ�Û'ZÅUhâzÛ�U�ä
fgÜVÛuZÅÛ�]_Û+Z é Wlf_Z%R�S�dìf_ÜVÛ'R�ãVãF]gU^RTk�ÜVÛuZ,f_Uzf_R�]_èTÛ#fÊfgÜVÛ�UhÝFZÅÛ+]g\hÛ+d�ãV]gUhÝVWYÛ#â/Z#î
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� ��� � %���H-��S %'��+��2%�PB+,�*Q-M*�9%��*���- R��%'��+, "�

ü,\TÛ+S7äç]gUhâ fgÜFÛ�fgÛuZ|f_XlSVè/UTä,R�S�Û+RT]gWYiìãV]_U�f_U�f|i�ã�ÛhñVXlf�Ú@RhZÊÛ#\�XadmÛ#S^f�f_ÜFRsf=ZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z%ä�RTknÛud
ZÅÛ+]gXYU é ZOãV]_UTÝVWYÛ#â/ZOf|i�ãVXYSVè f_ÜVÛ#XY]�R�S�ZÅÚ@Û#]�ZJXYSjR*WYXlSVÛuR�]@äçUT]_â/Rsfuî^ù®f%ÚÊRTZÊknUhSFZgXYdmÛ+]gÛud/\TÛ+]gi
R�SVSVUsi�XYSVè:äçUT],âzU^Z|fJUTä�f_ÜVÛ#â�ñ^]gÛ+èhRT]_dmWYÛ+Z_Z�U�äÇfgÜFÛ#XY],WlÛ+\TÛ+WVU�äGknUhâzã�Û#fgÛ#S�knÛ�RTSFdzknUTâzã é fgÛ#]
WlXlfgÛ+]_RhkniTî�ú�XlâzXYWYRT]gWYiTñVfgÜVÛ+i7k#UTâzãVWaR�XYSVÛ+djfgÜ�Rsf�f_U^U�â é k�Ü�Û0/ÇUT]gf�ÚÊRTZÊSVÛ+Û+dmÛud7fgU 5 é Xak�`�Wli
é SFdmÛ+]_ZÅf_RTSFd
fgÜVÛìWYXYSVÛ+RT]gWYi�f|i�ã�Û+dóâ/Rsf_ÜVÛ#â/Rsf_XYk+Z�XYSófgÜVÛ/äçÛ+Û+dmÝ�RTk�`�äç]�R�âzÛhî �
Û�Ý�Û+WlXYÛ#\hÛ
fgÜFR�fOf_ÜVXYZ@ä�Rhkcf_UT]ÊZ|f_]gUhSVèTWYi*XYS'� é Û#SFk#Û+Z@U�f_ÜVÛ#]ÊãV]_UTÝVWYÛ#â/Z@Z é k�ÜjRTZJfgÜFÛ�ä�Rhkcf@fgÜFR�f%ZgUTâzÛ=U�ä
fgÜVÛ�ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z+ñhdmÛuZÅãFX�f_Û�Z|f_] é èhèTWYXlSFè:Ú%XlfgÜ3f_ÜVÛ�k�ÜVU^ZÅÛ+S3RhkcfgXY\�X�f|ihñsÚOÛ+]gÛ%SFU�f,ãFR�i�XYSVè�k#R�]_Ûnä é W
RsfÅf_Û#S^fgXYUTSzf_U'f_ÜVÛ%äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�`*ãV]_Us\�XYdVÛ+d�î^e�WlfgÜVU é èTÜ/UhSVÛ�knU é Wad/R�]_è é Û%f_ÜFRsfOâzR�fgÜVÛ+â/RsfgXak#Z
Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�Z,ZÅÜFU é Wad WYÛ+RT]gS*fgUÎf|i�ã�Û%R�SFd é SFdVÛ#]�Z|f�R�SFd3R:WlXYSVÛ+RT]5äçUT]_â/Rsf+ñsXlfJXaZ1Z é ]gÛ+Wli'SFU�f1fgÜFÛ
]gXYèTÜ^fOk#UTS^fgÛ	�^fJfgU*dVU ZÅU�î �ÊÜVÛ=knUTèhSVXlfgXY\TÛ�WYUhRhd3fgU é S�dmÛ#]�Z|f�R�SFd�R�SFd3f|i�ã�Û�XYS/fgÜVXaZJäçUT]_âzR�f
õçÚ%ÜVXak�Ü â/R�S�i�â/R�fgÜVÛ+âzR�fgXak#RTW�WlÛuR�]_SVXYSVèíÛ#S�\�Xl]_UTSFâ3Û+S^f_Z/ÜFR�\hÛ�fgU�Û+âzãVWlUsiVözUhÝFZÅfg] é kcf�Z
fgÜVÛ+Xl]�WYÛ+RT]gSFXlSVè3U�ä5âzUT]_Û=XYâzã�Uh]Åf�R�S^f�RTZgã�Û+kcf�Z%RsfÊfgÜFXYZ�ZÅf_RTèTÛhî

����� ·��F· �@�����^����}��^����{|r:���h¸^�T{,�
	s��{ Ì��� º����nÏ����Îy+�^�3��{|�,�^���T}_�|t��T���h��wzyn{|qmwzÆxÈ

�@RhZÅÛud UTS fgÜVÛ
R�Ý�Us\TÛTñJÚOÛ2â/RTdVÛ[ZÅÛ+\TÛ+]_RTW�k�ÜFR�SVèhÛ+Z/R�fìfgÜVÛ[XlSVXlfgXaR�W=ãV]_U�fgUTf|i�ã�Û�f_U
dmÛ#WYXl\hÛ#]�R*âzUT]_ÛÎZÅf é dmÛ#S^f%äç]_XlÛ+SFdmWYiìSVU�f�Rsf_XlUhSGî�UVUh]ÊfgÜVÛÎXYSVã é fuñ �
Û+ÝFü���b=ÚÊRTZ@Û+â3ãFWlUsihÛ+d
ãV]gUs\�XadmXYSVè3fgÜVÛ RTÝVXYWlXlf|iìf_U/fg]�R�SFZÅäçUT]_â R/ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f+ô Z�XYSVã é f�fgU�Q�R�fgÜFQ[û���Ú%ÜVXak�Ü�XYZ%fgÜVÛ+S
ZÅÛ+ShfÊf_UìR94OUhâzã é fgÛ+]�e�WYèTÛ+ÝV]_R/ú�imZÅfgÛ+â��ÎÚ%ÜFÛ#]_Û:Xlf�XaZ%Û#\sR�W é R�fgÛ+dGî

� ��� � �*%'Q-��+��*)N�� 6���M*�-��������-+���������%�� ��+, "�*

ú�XlâzXYWYRT]�âzÛnfgÜFU�dVUTWYUTèTi2ÚÊRTZ=äçUhWlWYUsÚOÛud�Ú%XlfgÜóU�f_ÜVÛ#]�k#UTâzã�UhSVÛ#S^f�ZÎU�ä@ý�þxÿJÿ���xî UVUh]ÎXlSmå
Z|f�R�SFk#ÛTñGf_U[â/R�`hÛ/X�f3Û+RhZÅXYÛ#] äçUT]'f_ÜVÛjZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z'fgU é ZÅÛìfgÜVÛjSFR�\�Xlè^RsfgXYUTSCf_]gÛ+ÛTñ�R�ä¼fgÛ+] Ú@Û
XlâzãV]_Us\TÛud7ZgUTâzÛ'k#UTâzâzUTSVWYij]_Û#ã�UT]gfgÛud7ãV]gUhÝVWYÛ#â/Z#ñ�X�f=Ú@RhZ%]gÛ+ãVWaRTknÛud7Ú%X�f_Ü[R�S�RhdVR�ãmf_Xl\hÛ
 ��}��^��� ¸h�|rn�����h}��:y+�2}!	s�^y#{|��ru��}c�T��{|r#��y#¸^¸^t�}_{ Ì ��}�} q�{�{|¸#" ���nÂ1Â1Â%È �T}�����p��¼È p�ru~ ÏgÈ�$^r+�=p�r+t�»
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UTSVÛÎf_ÜFRsf=k�Ü�R�SVèhÛ+Z%RTk+knUh]_dmXYSVè3fgUìfgÜVÛ+Xl]�ãF]gÛ#äçÛ#]_Û#SFk#Û+Z�RTSFdjfgÜVÛ Rhkcf_Xl\hÛ'knUTS�knÛ#ãVf+î�ú�Û+\TÛ+]_RTW
ZÅÛ#f é ãFZ,ÚOÛ+]gÛÊãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^fgÛud'f_UÎfgÜVÛ=Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�Z,R�SFd*f_ÜVÛ#i*ÚOÛ+]gÛ%RTZg`TÛud'f_U�knUTâzâzÛ#S^f,UhS*f_ÜVÛ+ZgÛTî
ù�S7èhÛ#SVÛ+]_RTW�ñ�f_ÜVÛ 5 é RTWlXlf_R�fgXY\TÛ�knUhâ3âzÛ+Shf�Z�knUhWlWYÛ+knfgÛudCÞ ßsà�ñnïná�ÚOÛ+]gÛÎ\TÛ+]giìäç] é XlfÅä é W�ñ�RTZÊf_ÜVÛ#i
ãV]gUs\�XadmÛ+djXYSFZÅXYèTÜ^fÊfgU/dmX /ÇÛ#]_Û#S^f�XYZ_Z é Û+Z%RTSFd7ãV]gUs\hÛ+d�ÜVUsÚ R é ZgÛ#]gå®k#Û#S^fg]_Û+d�âzÛnfgÜFU�dVUTWYUTèTi
k#R�S�ÜFÛ#WYã dmÛ+ZgXYèTSVÛ+]_ZÇf�R�`hÛJdmÛ+k#XYZgXYUTSFZÇf_ÜFRsf5R�]_Û é ZgÛnä é W�R�SFd'Û0/ÇÛ+kcf_Xl\hÛ1äçUT]xfgÜVÛ@Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�ZxRTSFd
SVU�f dmÛ+\TÛ+WlUhã�Ûudìø é ZÅf Ý�Û+k+R é ZgÛzU�ä@fgÜVÛ2ô fgÛuk�ÜVSVUTWYUTèhi�Ü�i�ã�Ûhôlî<UFUT]�XYSFZÅf_R�S�knÛTñ�knUTWYU é ]+ñ�ZgX 	+Û
R�SFdCU�f_ÜVÛ#]*RTk#k#Û+Z_ZÅXYÝVXYWlXlf|i[ãF]gÛ#äçÛ#]_Û#SFk#Û+ZÎÚ%ÜVÛ+]gÛìdmÛ+\TÛ+WlUhã�Ûud
XYâzâzÛ+dmXaRsf_Û#WYi
Ú%ÜVXYWYÛ/\�RT]gXYU é Z
XYdmÛuRTZJUTSzfgÜFÛ é ZgÛ#]OXlS^fgÛ+]Åä�RhknÛ õ�Z é k�ÜìRTZ1f_ÜVÛ=RTÝVXYWlXlf|i f_U'âzUs\TÛ�k#UTâzã�UhSVÛ#S^f�ZJR�]_U é SFdFö5ÜFRhd
fgUìÝ�Û*dm]_UTãFã�Ûud�Ý�Ûuk#R é ZÅÛÎf_ÜVÛ#i�Ú@Û#]_Û�SVU�f=k#UTSFZgXadmÛ#]_Û+d�ZgUìXlâzã�UT]gf_RTShf=Ý^ijU é ]:Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z#î
ú�XlâzXYWYRT]gWYiTñhR�SìR�SFXlâ/Rsf_Û+d/RTèTÛ#S^f�õ�e���e ñ�Þlïnáçö1dmÛuZÅãVXlfgÛ�Ý�Û+XlSVè Û0/ÇÛ+kcf_Xl\hÛ�XYS/U�fgÜFÛ#],]_Û+ZgÛ+RT]_k�Ü
Ú@RhZ'SVUTfzRhdmUTãmf_Û+díXYSíf_ÜVÛjÛ+SFd�Ý�Û+k+R é ZgÛìf_ÜVÛ�]_Û#WYÛ#\sRTShf3]gÛuZÅÛuR�]�k�Ü õçÛTî èFîÊÞlïTñ���á¼ö dmXad�SVUTf
ãV]gUs\�XadmÛÎR�ãVãV]_UTãF]gXaRsf_Û=Û+\^XadmÛ+SFknÛ�UTä�R�S2Rhdm\sR�S^f_RTèTÛzõçãFRT]Åf_XYk é WYRT]gWYizäçUT]�Rhd é Wlf�Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�Z_önî

U�XYSFRTWlWYiTñ1ZgUTâzÛjUTä�fgÜFÛ7UhÝFZgÛ#]_\TÛ+dËRTkcf_XlUhSFZ3R�SFd�ãFR�]gfgXak é WYRT]gWYiCfgÜVÛ7WlUhè[ë�WlÛuZ*ÜFÛ#WYã�Ûud
\TÛ#]_Xläçi�k#Û#]gf_RTXlS�f_ÜVXlSFèhZzõ�Z é k�Ü[RhZ%fgÜFÛ#XY]:ãF]gUhÝVWlÛ+â/Z�Ú%XlfgÜ�f_ÜVÛ3WlXYSVÛ+RT]�äçUh]gâ/Rsfcö�RTSFd�UTfgÜVÛ+]
RTZgã�Ûukcf_ZxfgÜ�Rsf5ÚOU é WYd ÜFR�\TÛJÝ�Û+Û#S UTfgÜVÛ+]gÚ%XaZgÛJSVÛ+èTWYÛ+kcf_Û+d�î�ù�S'èhÛ#SVÛ+]_RTW�ñ+fgÜFXYZ�ãV]_UmknÛ+Z_ZGÜFÛ#WYã�Ûud
Û#WYXlâzXYSFRsf_XlSVèóUTfgÜVÛ+]*ä�Rhkcf_UT]�Z f_ÜFRsfìÚ@U é WYdËXlS^fgÛ+]ÅäçÛ+]gÛ7Ú%XlfgÜ ]gÛuZÅÛuR�]�k�ÜËR�S�d�dmÛ+\TÛ+WlUhãVâzÛ#S^f
fgUsÚÊR�]�dVZÊfgÜFÛ â/R�XYS[R�XYâÍU�ä1fgÜFÛ*Zgi�ZÅfgÛ+â �VfgÜ�Rsf=UTä,ãV]_Us\^XadmXYSVèzäçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�`�î��ÊÜVÛ'äçUhWlWYUsÚ%XYSVè
ZÅÛukcfgXYUTS*knUs\TÛ+]_Z�ZÅã�Û+k#X�ë�k#R�WYWYi=f_ÜVÛ@XYZ_Z é ÛJU�ä�Ú%ÜFRsf1knUhShf_Û#S^f�ý�þxÿJÿ���*k é ]g]_Û#S^fgWYi�RTdVdV]gÛuZgZgÛ+Z+ñ
X�f�ZÊäçÛ#ÛudmÝFRTk�`�â3Ûuk�ÜFR�SFXYZgâ R�S�d�ÜVUsÚÑfgÜVXaZ%ÚÊRTZÊXYâzãV]gUs\hÛ+d�Us\TÛ#]@f_ÜVÛ�iTÛuR�]�Z#î

� � MONJÕmExNOÕVLíK1N�Ö �_ExExÖ��=K5ØJ� ÕVB�K�Õ � ��������� �=DVM$�%ÙgÖ�ExL

ýËþxÿOÿ�����k é ]g]_Û#S^f_WlióRTdVdV]gÛuZgZgÛ+Z \�RT]gXYU é Z knUhSFknÛ+ãmf_Z*Z é k�ÜËRTZ ä é SFknfgXYUTSFZ�õ¼ä é SFkcf_XlUhS�dmUTå
âzRTXlSxñuUmdVd R�SFd Û#\TÛ+S�ä é SFknfgXYUTSFZ+ñsZÅWYUTã�ÛORTSFd'èh]_RhdmXYÛ#S^fGäçUT]�WYXlSVÛuR�]�ä é SFknfgXYUTSFZ�Ûnf�k�î�öcñsdmX /�Û+]Åå
Û#S^fgXaRsf_XlUhSGñmXlS^f_Û#èT]�Rsf_XlUhS�R�S�d�\hÛ+kcf_UT]�ZJÝ�iìãF]gÛuZÅÛ+Shf_XlSFè f_ÜVÛ�knUT]_]_Û+Zgã�UhSFdmXYSVè'f_ÜVÛ#Uh]gi/ãFRTèTÛuZ
R�SFd2Û+âzãVWlUsi�XYSVè[õ�Ú%ÜVÛ#]_Û*RTãVãV]_UTãV]_XYR�fgÛ'RTSFd�äçÛ+RhZÅXYÝVWYÛuö�Û��mãVWYUT]�RsfgUh]gi7RTknfgXY\^XlfgXYÛ+Z=UT]=XlS^f_Û#]gå
RTkcf_Xl\hÛ�äçÛ+Û+dmÝFRhk�`^åÄÛ+SFR�ÝVWYÛ+dzÛ	�mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ#î^ù�SjRhdVdmXlfgXYUTSGñ�R'Ú%ÜVUhWlÛÎZgÛ+kcf_XlUhSìU�äxfgÜVÛ3ô �:Û+UTâzÛnf_]gi
R�SFd/ù®f_Û#]�Rsf_XlUhSGôhk#U é ]�ZÅÛ�fgÜFR�f@dmÛuR�WaZJÚ%XlfgÜ�4OUhSVXak=ú�ÛukcfgXYUTS�ZJXYS�dmÛ#f_R�XYW�ÜFRTZJÝ�Û+Û#SjR é fgÜFUT]_Û+d
R�SFdjÜFRTZ@Ý�Û#Û+S é ZgÛ+d�Us\TÛ+]Jf_ÜVÛÎiTÛ+RT]_ZOXYS7ZgÛ#\hÛ#]�R�WÇdmX /ÇÛ#]_Û#S^f�ZgÛnf é ãFZOäç]gUhâ Z|f�R�SFdmå®RTWlUhSVÛ�f_U
Z é ãFã�Uh]Åf_Xl\hÛÎRTSFd�äç]gUhâ äçUT]_â/RsfgXY\TÛ=fgU/Z é âzâ/RsfgXY\TÛhîVe�Z%U é ]Êâ/R�XYSjäçUmk é ZÊXYZÊUhSjÛ	�mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ
R�SFd�äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRTk�`�ÚOÛÎÚ%XYWlW�SVUTf�èTÛ#fÊXYS^fgU/R�WYWÇfgÜFÛ'dmÛnf�R�XYWYZÊUTä�ÜVUsÚIknUTS^f_Û#S^f@XaZ�R é fgÜVUh]gÛud�RTSFd
Û#SFk#U�dVÛ+d�î�ù®f,XaZ1Ú@UT]gfgÜ3âzÛ#S^fgXYUTSVXYSVèÎÝV]_XlÛ��Fi�f_ÜFRsf,Ú@Û é ZgÛÊR�dFRsf_R=äçUh]gâ/Rsf1Ú%ÜVXak�ÜzÛ#âzãVWYUsimZ
	 ? �%Q[û�
^ñhQ�R�fgÜFQ�û2RTSFd 7 ã�Û#SFQ�R�fgÜ��R�SFdzZgã�ÛuknXaR�WYXYZgÛ+d3Û#WYÛ#âzÛ+Shf�Z1f_U�Û#SFk#U�dVÛ%fgÜVÛ=dmX�ä¼å
äçÛ#]_Û#S^fjZgÛ+kcf_XlUhSFZ�õçfgÜVÛ+UT]_ÛnfgXak#RTW�ãFRT]Åf�ZìR�SFd Û	�VR�âzãVWYÛ+Z�öcîJe�W�f_ÜVU é èhÜ X�fjXYZìfg] é Û�fgÜFR�f�Ú@Û
knU é WYd/Ü�R�\TÛ é ZgÛ+d 7 Q 
�Umk���äçUT]JfgÜVÛ=XlS^fgÛ+]gS�R�W�]gÛ+ãV]gÛuZÅÛ+S^f_Rsf_XlUhSzU�äÇfgÜVÛÎknUhS^fgÛ#S^fuñ 7 Q 
=Umk
Ú@RhZOUhSVWYiìXlS�Xlf_ZÊXYSmä�R�S�kniìÚ%ÜVÛ+S�U é ]ÊãV]_U�ø|Ûukcf�Z|f�R�]gfgÛudjRTSFd�ñmXYSjãFRT]Åf_XYk é WaR�]uñ�fgÜVÛ�Z é ãVã�UT]gf
äçUT]JÛ+WYRTÝ�Uh]_R�fgÛ%XYS^fgÛ#]�RTknfgXY\TÛ%Û	��Û+]_k#XYZgÛ+ZJÚ@RhZ1\TÛ+]gi*WlXYâzX�f_Û+d�î�ù�SìRhdVdmXlfgXYUTSGñ^Ý�Ûuk#R é ZÅÛ�â3U^Z|fOU�ä
fgÜVÛìR�\sR�XYWaR�ÝVWYÛ/R é f_ÜVUT]�Z:ÚOÛ+]gÛ3ëFSFdVXlSVè�dVX�÷ìk é W�f�f_U2Ú%]gXlfgÛzâ/Rsf_ÜVÛ#â/Rsf_XYk+R�W5äçUh]gâ é WYRTÛ/dmX�å
]gÛukcfgWYi/XYS 7 ã�Û#SFQ[RsfgÜ�R�S�djd é Û=f_U f_ÜVÛ�R�ÝFZgÛ#S�knÛ:U�äxf_U�UTWaZ:õ�Z é k�Ü7RhZ �:Q[RsfgÜ���f_ÜFRsf%UTSFWli
R�ãVã�Û+RT]gÛud*WaRsf_Û#]cö�fgÜFR�f@k#U é Wad3ÜVÛ#WYã é ZJk#UTS�\TÛ+]Åf1äç]_UTâêRÎWlXYSVÛuR�],äçUh]gâ/R�f1fgU 7 ã�Û#SFQ[RsfgÜxñTXlf
Ú@RhZ1dmÛ+k#XYdmÛud*fgÜFR�f1fgÜVÛ�ã�R�]gf_Z5U�ä�fgÜFÛ�knUTS^f_Û#S^f+ñ�Ú%ÜFXYk�Ü/R�]_ÛÊèTUhXlSVè=fgU�Ý�Û%ãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^fgÛud*fgUÎfgÜFÛ
��������������������� � ��� �Ä©+¢� �"!"#$�"%����'&)(+*,�
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Z|f é dmÛ#S^fuñ�Ú%XlWYW1Ý�ÛzÛ+SFknUmdmÛud[XYSCk#UTS^fgÛ+S^f:Uh]:ãF]gÛuZÅÛ+Shf�Rsf_XlUhS
Q�R�fgÜFQ�ûJî	UVUT]gf é SFRsf_Û#WYiTñ�U é ]
knUTS^f_Û���fOXaZJZgã�ÛuknXlë�k�RTSFdzf_]_RTSFZ|äçUh]gâ/R�fgXYUTSFZ5f_U*ZgÛ#â/R�S^f_XYk+R�WYWli3]gXak�ÜVÛ+]1äçUT]_â/Rsf_ZOXaZ,ã�UhZ_ZÅXYÝVWYÛ
Ý é f�SVUTf�UTSVÛÎU�ä5U é ]@XYâzâzÛ+dmXaRsf_Û�ãV]gXYUT]_XlfgXYÛ+Z��sî

7 S fgÜVÛ
U�fgÜFÛ#]7ÜFR�SFdGñ@k�ÜVU�U^ZÅXYSVèíU é ]�UsÚ%S # ã�Û+]gÜFRTãFZìWYÛ+Z_Z7Z|f�R�SFdVRT]_d # 	=Q[û
äçUT]_âzR�f*Ú@Û�Ú@Û#]_ÛjRTÝVWlÛjfgUCknUhSFd é knf3]_Û+ZgÛ+RT]_k�ÜíR�S�d�Û#WaR�Ý�UT]�Rsf_ÛìUTSËfgÜVÛ7]_Û#ãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^f_R�fgXYUTS
U�äxf_ÜVÛ�XYShf_Û#]�RTknfgXY\TÛ:Û��mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ	�mRTSjXaZgZ é Û�knUs\hÛ#]_Û+d�XlS7âzUT]_ÛÎdVÛnf_RTXlW�XYS2ZÅÛukcf_XlUhSjà�î ßVî�U�XY]_ZÅf+ñ
fgÜVÛÊäçUhWlWYUsÚ%XlSFèÎZgÛ+knfgXYUTSzdmÛ+Z_kn]_XYÝ�ÛuZ�fgÜVÛ%Us\hÛ#]�R�WYWTäçÛ+Û+dmÝFRhk�`'âzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXaZÅâ f_ÜFRsf1f_XlÛuZ5fgUhèTÛ#fgÜVÛ+]
Û��mãVWYUT]�RsfgUh]gi/RhkcfgXY\�X�f_XlÛuZ'õ�RTãVãVWYÛnf�Z_öÊRTSFdìf_ÜVÛ�]_Û+ZÅfÊUTä�f_ÜVÛ�Ú@Û#Ýmå®ÝFRTZgÛ+djZÅimZÅfgÛ+â

�<��
 �*�����$!-%J��� ST���.H*%J�*+��S �-M<��+��*) ���	Q-P� J��%'�� J��� %�� ��+ O +,��+,��

7 SVÛ[UTä:f_ÜVÛóknUTâzã�UTSVÛ+S^f_Z/f_ÜFRsf�ýËþxÿOÿ���� ]_Û#WYXlÛuZ é ã�UTS XYZ�X�f�Z = XYShf_Û#WYWlXYèTÛ+SFknÛhôJf_ÜFRsf7XYZ
ãV]gUs\�XadmÛ+dóÝ�ióR�SËRhdVR�ãVf_Rsf_XlUhSíU�ä%f_ÜVÛìäçÛ+Û+dmÝFRhk�`
âzÛuk�ÜFR�SVXaZgâ!dmÛ+\TÛ+WlUhã�ÛudóäçUT] 
�e � �%ü
Þ ßhß�á®î �ÊÜVXaZ7ãV]_Us\^XadmÛuZ/äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�` d é ]_XlSVèËfgÜVÛCÛ��mãVWYUT]�Rsf_UT]_i Rhkcf_Xl\�XlfgXYÛ+ZjãV]gÛuZÅÛ+S^fgÛ+d XlSIR
â3Xakn]_UsÚ@UT]_WYd�å®WYXl`hÛ'Û#S�\�Xl]_UTSFâ3Û+S^f3õçÝ é XlWlf é ZgXlSFè �^R�\sRTQ�R�fgÜ
	3R�SFd
U�f_ÜVÛ#]ÎXYSmå®ÜVU é ZgÛzdmÛ#\hÛ#Wlå
UTã�Û+dzèT]�R�ãFÜVXYk+R�WmUhÝmø|Û+knf_Z�öcîhe fgÜV]_Û+RhdmÛ+dzâzÛ+k�Ü�R�SVXaZÅâæfg]�RTk�`mZ5f_ÜVÛ�èTU^R�WaZ�fgÜFR�fJf_ÜVÛ�R é fgÜVUh]
U�äxf_ÜVÛ'RTknfgXY\�X�f|i�ZgÛnf�Z%R�SFd7ZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_Z%ÜFR�\hÛ�f_U/RTk�ÜVXYÛ#\hÛTî �ÊÜVÛ�èTU^R�WaZJUTä�f_ÜVÛ�RTknfgXY\^Xlf|i/äçUh]gâ
R�fg]_Û#Û7Z|f_] é knf é ]_Û[õ�ZÅÛ+Û/ëFè é ]gÛìà�ö�Ú%ÜVÛ+]gÛ�èTUhRTWYZ R�]_Û�knUhâ3ãF]gXaZÅÛudCU�ä�R2S é â*Ý�Û+]*UTä%Z é Ýmå
èTUhRTWYZÊÛuRTk�Ü�U�ä1Ú%ÜVXak�Ü2ÜFRhZ�RzS é â Ý�Û#]=U�ä1knUTâzãVWYÛnf_XlUhS�knUhSFdmXlfgXYUTSFZ�RTSFd�âzXYZ_knUhSFknÛ+ãmfgXYUTS�Z
RTZ_ZÅUmknXaRsf_Û+d�Ú%X�f_Ü7Xlf+î

����� ·���· �5qh}@�|}�¸T�|}���}��s{Åy#{|��ru�/r#v ',)�Ê�1�1Ð �,�ur�y#t��

�ÊÜVÛ[èhUhR�WaZ+ñJdmÛ#ã�Û#S�dmXlSFèËUTS fgÜVÛCRTkcf_Xl\�Xlf|iTñ@XlS�\hUTWY\TÛ�ZgÛ#WYÛ+kcf_XlSFè�R�S RTSFZgÚOÛ+]ìäç]_UTâ�R
â é WlfgXYãVWYÛ�k�ÜVUTXaknÛ 5 é ÛuZ|f_XlUhSGñ�ã é fgfgXYSVè'UhÝmø|Û+knf_Z5XYShf_U'knÛ+]Åf�R�XYS3ã�UhZgXlfgXYUTSFZ+ñ�èTXY\�XlSFè:S é âzÛ+]gXak#RTW
R�SFZgÚOÛ+]_Z�RTSFd�ZgU%UTSGî	�ÊÜFÛ1äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRTk�`=âzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXYZgâ(knUTâzãV]_XaZÅÛuZÇãV]gUmd é kcfgXYUTS�] é WYÛ+ZGR é fgÜFUT]_Û+d
� @r#{|��p_}ì{|q^y#{'{|q^���*y+¸h¸^t���}�� {|r�{|qh}/�®{Åy#{|��pìp�ru�s{|}��s{'{|q�yn{ �^}�}c�T��{|r2�m}/¸h�|}���}��s{|}c� Ì q^}��hp�}
wzy#{|q�wzÆËq^y+�:¸T�|rn��}c��}��hru�^�+q2var+�Îru�h�:�^}�}��h�ÅÏ=y#���2�^r#{:{|qh} �|}���¸mr+�^��} ¸h�|rsp�}_�������h�7¸^y#��{
r+v%{|qh}z����{|}g�Åy+p_{|����}/}_ºT}_�|p_����}_�'Â,qh��pgqF�5y#�3�T}���p_�|���m}c�C���C��}_p_{|��ru���hÈ � �1y#�|}/}_�^p�r��T}c�C�^�����h�
2 ¸m}��mwzyn{|q�È

� ��yc�uyuwzy#{|q Ì ~'y#{|qh��È qsÂ,��È }c�T� ���®yc�uy#~'y#{|qmÏ,���%y p_rut�t�}�p_{|��ru��r#v��#�Åy+¸hq^��pcy+txy#���ìr+{|q^}g�Ê~'y#{|qh}_»
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XlS �^R�\sRzõçXYSìUTWadz\TÛ+]_ZgXlUhSFZ�ö5R�SFdz]_Û+k#Û#S^fgWYi*XYS �^üOúVúìb�� õ�ZgÛ#Û3Þ�ïhïTñnï�1sáçöcîTe�WlUhSVè'Ú%XlfgÜ/f_ÜVÛ+ZgÛTñ
fgÜVÛ+]gÛìXaZ3R�ãVãV]_UTãF]gXaRsf_ÛzäçÛ#Û+dVÝFRTk�`óRTZ_ZÅUmk#XYR�fgÛ+dCÚ%XlfgÜ�ÛuRTk�ÜíèhUhR�W,fgÜFR�f3ZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_Z*ÜFR�\TÛzf_U
fg]_iTñGR�S�d[UTfgÜVÛ+]�â3ÛuZgZ_R�èhÛ+Z=fgU�Ý�Û/dmÛ#WYXl\hÛ#]_Û+d
Ú%ÜVÛ#SCSVU2RTknfgXYUTSCXYZ:f�R�`hÛ#SCUT]ÎÚ%ÜVÛ#SCf_ÜVÛ#i
RTk�ÜVXYÛ#\hÛ�R[èhUhRTWJÛnf�k�î1Q2Uh]gÛ7dmÛnf�R�XYWYZ3R�Ý�U é f3fgÜFÛ�äçÛ+Û+dmÝFRhk�`óâ3Ûuk�ÜFR�SFXYZgâ k#R�S�Ý�ÛjäçU é SFd
Rsf
Þ ßTßVñnï�1Fñnïußsá�Ý é f�XYS èTÛ+SVÛ#]�R�W�fgÜVXaZ/äçUhWlWYUsÚ�Z/R�S XYSFkn]_Û#âzÛ+Shf�R�W�ÜFXlS^fgXYSVè�ãF]gUmknÛuZgZ/fgÜFR�f
k�ÜFR�SVèhÛ+Z:RTk+knUT]�dmXYSVèìf_U7fgÜVÛ3fgXYâzÛzãFRTZ_ZÅÛud�ñ�fgÜVÛ/RTâ3U é S^f�U�äJÜVÛ+WlãóR�Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�]_Û�5 é ÛuZ|f_Û+d
õçXYSFkn]_Û#âzÛ#S^f�R�WYWlizdmÛ#âzUhSFZ|f_]_R�fgXYSVèÎfgÜFÛ=R�S�ZÅÚ@Û#],XläGSVÛuknÛ+Z_Z_R�]_imönñsfgÜFÛ=k é ]g]_Û#S^f,èTU^R�WVÝ é f@RTWYZgU
fgÜVÛ'ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f+ô Z�RTk�ÜFXlÛ+\TÛ#âzÛ+Shf%ZgU*ä�RT]+î

UVUT]OÛ��VR�âzãVWYÛTñmR�fJfgÜFÛ:ZgXlâzãVWYÛ�Û	�mãVWlUh]_R�fgUh]gi3RTkcf_Xl\�Xlf|i/ZÅÛ+Û#SjR�fJëFè é ]_Û ï=ZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z@k#RTS
Û��mãVWYUT]_Û=knUhSVXak:ZgÛ+knfgXYUTSFZ+î �@i/â3Us\�XYSVè'f_ÜVÛ�ZÅWYXadmÛ#]�ZOfgÜVÛ+i�k�ÜFR�SFèTÛ�f_ÜVÛÎãVWaR�SVÛhô ZÊknU�Û#÷/k#XlÛ+S^f
fgÜFR�fzXYS^fgÛ+]_ZgÛ+knf_ZzÚ%XlfgÜ�fgÜVÛ�dmU é ÝVWYÛ2knUTSFÛTî,e%ä¼f_Û#]_Ú@RT]_dFZ f_ÜVÛ#iËÜFR�\TÛjfgUík�ÜVU�UhZgÛjäç]gUhâ&R
â é WlfgXYãVWYÛ7k�ÜVUhXYk#Û 5 é ÛuZ|f_XlUhSífgÜVÛ7knUhSVXYkjZÅÛukcf_XlUhS�ãV]_U�d é knÛud�î 
 é ]_XlSFè[f_ÜVÛ#XY]*XYS^fgÛ+]_RhkcfgXYUTSxñ
fgÜVÛ+i:]_Û+k#Û#XY\TÛ5äçÛ+Û+dmÝFRhk�`�f_ÜFRsf�ÜVÛ#WYãFZGfgÜVÛ+âIÛ	�mãVWlUh]gÛ,fgÜVÛJRhkcf_Xl\�Xlf|i=âzUT]_Û,Û#÷/k#XlÛ+S^fgWYiÎZ é k�Ü'RhZ
ÜVXlS^f�Z1fgU â3Us\hÛÊfgÜVÛ=ZÅWYXYdVÛ#]�Z,XYSìdmX /ÇÛ#]_Û#S^fJã�UhZgXlfgXYUTSFZ+ñTãV]_UTâzãmf�Z5fgU ãV]gUs\�XadmÛ�R�SìRTSFZgÚOÛ+]+ñ�f_U
]gUTf_Rsf_Û%fgÜFÛ=dmU é ÝVWYÛ�knUhSVÛ�Ûnf�k�îmú�XYâ3XYWaR�]_WlihñTÚ%ÜVÛ+S/fgÜVÛ+i3ZgÛ#WYÛ+knf@RTSìR�SFZgÚOÛ+]�õçSFU�fgÛ�fgÜFR�fJf_ÜVXYZ
XYZ5UhSVÛÊU�ä�fgÜVÛ%èhUhR�WaZ�äçUT]5f_ÜVXYZ1Rhkcf_Xl\�Xlf|imö5ZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z5]_Û+k#Û#XY\TÛ@äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�`�ÝFRTZgÛ+d*UTS3fgÜFÛ@ãF]gÛuZÅÛ#f
] é WYÛ+Z3õ�ZgÛ#Û ëFè é ]gÛìï äçUT]ÎRìZgÜVUT]gf=Û	�mRTâzãVWlÛ�öcî�U�XlSFRTWlWYiTñ�Ú%ÜVÛ+S[R�ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f:Û	�mãVWlXaknXlfgWYi2RTZg`mZ
äçUT]%ÜVÛ+WlãGñ�dmÛ#ã�Û#SFdVXlSVè/UhSjÜFÛ#]�k é ]g]_Û#S^f%èTU^R�W�R�SFdjWYÛ#\TÛ+W�ñ�f_ÜVÛ'Zgi�ZÅfgÛ+â ãV]_Us\�XYdVÛ+ZOäçÛ#ÛudmÝFRTk�`
UTS7ÜVUsÚÑf_U/RTk�ÜVXYÛ#\hÛ=f_ÜFRsfuîJUVUh]%Û��VR�âzãVWYÛTñ������	��
��������������������
 �"!#�$��
�%&�('��)�*��'+%&�,
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�.'�%#�/�-�,
0�(�1��2ÇUT]0� 34�$�657�,
98:�/;	��
<���('+%��,
9'=�>���#'&'=����?��$���@�78�� AB'#�$'#
(�DC(�1�����/�-�,
E2�fgÜFR�f
ÚOU é WYd[ã�UTfgÛ+Shf_XYRTWlWYiTñÇXlä,fgÜFÛ3ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f�`TÛ#Û+ãFZ=UTS�ä�RTXlWYXYSVèFñÇWYÛ+RTd2fgUjfgÜVÛ/Zgi�ZÅfgÛ+â ãV]gUs\�XadmXYSVè
R�S�R�SFZgÚOÛ+]+î

�<�F� F<��P,!�� Q-��%�� ��+,�2�(+,��������%��2��+ O"�(%��2��+,O + ��+���
e�ZÎUTSFÛ3k+R�SóR�ãVãV]_Û+k#XYR�fgÛhñFf_ÜVÛzÛ��mãVWYUT]�RsfgUh]gi2RhkcfgXY\�X�f_XlÛuZ:â3Û+S^fgXYUTSVÛud
RTÝ�Us\hÛ*R�]_Û3ÜFR�]�d2f_U
R é f_ÜVUT]uî 
=Û+ZgãVXlfgÛ=fgÜVÛÎZgk#]gXYãmfgåÄWYXl`hÛ�âzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXaZÅâ XlfO]_Û�5 é XY]gÛuZJR ZgXYèTSVXlë�k#RTS^f@R�âzU é S^fJU�äxÛ	��å
ã�Û+]Åf_XYZgÛ:RTSFd é S�dmÛ#]�Z|f�R�SFdVXlSVè*U�äGf_ÜVÛÎZÅimZÅfgÛ#â f_U Ý�Û:RTÝVWYÛ�f_U*dmÛ+\TÛ#WYUTãjR�SFd�XlS^fgÛ+èT]�Rsf_Û�fgÜFÛ
èT]�R�ãVÜVXak#RTW�knUTâzã�UTSVÛ+S^f_Z�RTSFdìf_UìZÅÛ#f%fgÜVÛ�èhUhRTWYZ@U�ä�fgÜFÛ�Û��mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛhîmù®f�Ú@RhZ@fgÜVÛ+]gÛ#äçUT]_Û�knUTSVå
ZÅXadmÛ#]_Û+dìSVÛ+k#Û+Z_ZgRT]gi*fgU*ÜFR�\TÛ=U�fgÜFÛ#]@`^XYSFdVZ@UTäGÛ��mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ1f_ÜFRsf%Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�ZÊk#R�S é ZÅÛÎRTZ@R ZgÛ#Wlä
ãV]_Rhkcf_XYk#ÛJf_ÜFRsf,ãV]_Us\�XYdVÛ,äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRhk�` R�SFd3R�WlfgÜFU é èhÜ'fgÜFÛ#i RT]gÛ@SVU�f1SVÛuknÛuZgZ_R�]_XlWYiÎÛ��mãVWYUT]�Rsf_UT]_i
õçXYS�fgÜFÛ*ZgÛ#SFZgÛ UTä,ãV]gUs\�XadmXYSVè�RìâzXakn]_UsÚOUh]gWadFöOf_ÜVÛ#i2ZgÜVU é Wad�ZÅfgXYWlW5Ý�Û XYS^fgÛ#]�RTknfgXY\TÛ RTSFd�R�f
WlÛuRTZÅfÊãF]gUs\�XadmÛ�RTdVRTãmfgXY\TÛ=äçÛ#ÛudmÝFRTk�`Çî

�ÊÜVÛ#]_ÛnäçUh]gÛhñnRsä¼fgÛ+]xR�SÎXYSVXlfgXaR�W�f_Û#âzãVWaRsf_Û,âzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXYZgâ�ñnÚ%ÜVXak�ÜÎÚ@RhZ é ZgÛ+dÎRTZGRÊãF]gUTfgU�f|i�ã�Û
U�äFdmÛuknXadmXlSFè�ã�U^ZgZgXYÝVWlÛOR�SFd�SFÛ+knÛuZgZ_R�]_i%f|i�ã�Û+Z�U�äVÛ��mÛ+]_k#XYZgÛ+Z+ñ#R�S 	:Q�ûìÛ	�mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛ1WaR�SVè é R�èhÛ�b_b
Ú@RhZ,dmÛ#\hÛ#WYUTã�Û+d*fgUÎä�RhknXYWlXlf_R�fgÛ%f_ÜVÛ�R é fgÜVUh]gXYSVè�ãV]_UmknÛ+Z_Z5Ý�i Û+SFknUmdmXYSVè�f_ÜVÛ�dmX /�Û+]gÛ+ShfJf|i^ã�Û+Z
U�äÊÛ��mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ#ñ�ãF]gUs\�XadmÛzXlSFk#]gÛ+âzÛ#S^f_RTW1ÜVXlS^f�Z'R�SFd
äçÛ+Û+dmÝFRhk�`[UhS
`�SVUsÚ%SóâzXYZ_knUhSFknÛ+ãmfgXYUTS�Z
fgÜFR�f,fgÜVÛ�R é fgÜFUT]Jk+R�SzZÅÛ#fJXlS/Rhdm\sR�SFk#ÛTîTe�]gU é SFd*fgÜVÛ=ZgRTâ3Û@f_XlâzÛTñ^R�ZÅXYâzXlWaR�],RTãVãV]_UhRhk�Ü*XYS
fgÜVÛ'e=kcfgXY\TÛuQ�Rsf_ÜjãF]gUTø|Û+kcf%ÚÊRTZÊRTdFdm]gÛuZgZgXYSVè f_ÜVÛ�WYXlâzXlf_Rsf_XlUhSFZÊU�ä 7 Q 
=Umk=Ý�iìÛ	��fgÛ#S�dmXlSFè
X�f�ZÎäçUT]_â/Rsf:fgU2]_Û#ãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^f�ZÅXYâzXlWaR�]Î`�XlS�d
UTä@RhkcfgXY\�X�f_XlÛuZ#î �ÊÜFÛìZÅXYâ é Wlf_RTSVÛ#U é Z:Û0/ÇUT]gf_Z�RTSFd
ZÅXYâzXlWaR�]%SVÛ+Û+dVZÊWYÛ+RhdjfgU/R3]gÛudmÛ+ZgXlèhSjUTäxf_ÜVÛ'ýËþxÿOÿ����7äçUT]_â/Rsf'Þ ß$�sá®î

�ÊÜVÛ�WaRsfgfgÛ#]uñ�Ý�izZgÛ#ã�R�]�RsfgXYSVè k#UTS^fgÛ+S^fOäç]_UTâ ãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^f_R�fgXYUTSGñ^XaZOÛuRTZgXlWYi3fg]�R�SFZÅäçUT]_âzÛ+d3f_U
R�S�i dmÛuZÅXY]gÛud U é fgã é f+î�ù�S/RhdVdmXlfgXYUTSGñ�f_ÜVÛÊäçUT]_â/Rsf1WlÛ+SFdVZ1Xlf_ZgÛ#Wlä�fgUÎÝ�Û+XlSFè'knUTâzãVWYÛnf_Û#WYi ZgÛ#ãFR�å
]_R�fgÛOäç]gUhâ XlâzãVWYÛ#âzÛ+Shf�Rsf_XlUhSzRTSFd3R�]�k�ÜVX�f_Û+knf é ]�R�W^XYZ_Z é Û+Z+î �xUÎãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^f�fgÜVÛ%Û	�mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛOfgU:fgÜFÛ
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WlÛuR�]_SVÛ#]%RzZÅÛ+]gXYÛ+Z@UTä 	Îúmû � f_]_RTSFZÅäçUT]_âzR�fgXYUTSFZO]_Û+Z é W�fÊf_UzRTS 	 ? �%Q�ûídVU�k é âzÛ#S^f�Ú%ÜVXak�Ü
XYZOãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^fgÛudzfgU*fgÜVÛ:WYÛ+R�]_SVÛ+]+î �
Û:Ú%XlWYW�SVU�fÊÛ#WaR�Ý�UT]�Rsf_Û�ÜVÛ#]_Û�UhS/fg]�R�S�Z|äçUh]gâ/Rsf_XlUhSìdmÛnf�R�XYWYZ
R�ãFRT]Åf5äç]_UTâ âzÛ#S^f_XlUhSVXlSFèÎfgÜFR�f1fgÜVÛÊf_]_RTSFZ|äçUh]gâ/R�fgXYUTS ]_Û+Z é Wlf_Z1RTãVã�ÛuR�]1UhSzR:ÝV]_UsÚ�ZgÛ#]5ãFR�èhÛ
fgÜFR�f�XlS�knW é dmÛ+Z:R3äçUT]_â äçUT]�f_ÜVÛ'XYS^fgÛ#]�RTknfgXYUTS�õ�ZÅÛ+Û�ëFè é ]gÛ�à�öcñFÜFXYdVdVÛ#S�Û+WlÛ+â3Û+S^f_Z õ�Û#è�îVfgÜFÛ
ZÅUhW é f_XlUhS�UT] fgÜVÛ7ÜVXYS^f_Z�ö RTSFd õ�ZgXYSFknÛ7ZÅÛuk é ]_X�f|iíRTSFdíÚÊRTZ'SFU�f/R�S�XYâzã�Uh]Åf�R�S^f3k#UTSFk#Û#]_S�ö
Û#â Ý�Û+dFdmÛ+d �hR�\sR^úmkn]_XlãVf�fgÜFR�fÎf_R�`hÛ+Z:k#RT]gÛ*U�ä,f_ÜVÛzXlS^fgÛ+]_Rhkcf_XlUhSGî"UFUT]ÎÛ��VRTâ3ãFWlÛhñ�XYS[ë�è é ]_Û
àFñ^fgÜVÛ:WYÛ+R�]_SVÛ+]OknUhâzãVWlÛ#fgÛudìUTSFÛ:ZÅfgÛ+ãjknUh]g]_Û+knfgWYi3RTSFd�ø é Z|fÊÛ��mÜFR é Z|f_Û+djR�WYW�ã�UhZ_ZÅXYÝVWYÛ=ÜFXlS^f_Z
fgÜFR�fOZÅÜFÛ�knU é WYd3èTÛ#f+ñsf_Ü é Z,Ý�Û#XYSVè�ã�Û#]_â3XlfÅf_Û+d3f_U�èTÛnf@R=ã�UhZ_ZgXlÝVWYÛ�RTSFZÅÚ@Û#]�f_U�fgÜVÛ>5 é ÛuZ|f_XlUhS
X�äGZgÜVÛÊ`TÛ#Û+ãFZ1UhS ä�RTXlWYXlSFèÎfgU�]_Û+Zgã�UhSFd*k#UT]_]gÛukcf_Wlihîsù�S3WaRsf_Û#],\hÛ#]�ZÅXYUTS*ÚOÛ%XYS�\TÛuZ|f_Xlè^RsfgÛÊRÎâzUT]_Û
èTÛ#SFÛ#]_XYkÎR�ãFãV]gU^RTk�ÜìÚ%XlfgÜ2R/k#WlÛuR�]%knWYXlÛ+S^f%åJZÅÛ+]g\hÛ#]%ZÅÛ+ãFR�]�Rsf_XlUhSGî

�<� � � %�)R��� P,��OR��P �M-)R)"�����+, "�*

e�ãFRT]Åf7äç]gUhâ�fgÜVÛóÛ+WYRTÝ�Uh]_R�fgÛ�äçÛ+Û+dmÝ�RTk�` âzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXaZÅâ R�S�d f_ÜVÛ
XYS^fgÛ+]_RhkcfgXY\TÛ
Û��mÛ#]�knXaZgÛ+Z+ñ
R�SVUTfgÜVÛ+]:`�XYSFd
U�äJäçÛ+Û+dmÝ�RTk�`2XaZ=ãF]gUs\�XadmÛ+d�fgU2Z|f é dmÛ+Shf�ZÎÚ%ÜVÛ#S[fgÜVÛ+i[R�]_Û3SVU�f'Z é ]gÛ3Ú%ÜFR�f
fgU7]gÛuRTd2Uh]:Ú%ÜFXYk�Ü
Û��mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ�f_U7dVUFî�e�Z:âzÛ#S^fgXYUTSFÛ+d�Ý�ÛnäçUh]gÛhñ�fgÜVÛ/knUhS^fgÛ#S^f:XYZÎdmÛuZÅXYèTSVÛud
XlS�R ÚÊR�i3fgÜFR�fÊfg]_XlÛuZJf_U/R�\TUTXad/â/R�S�i/WYXlSF`�Z@Ý�Ûnf|Ú@Û#Û+SjXlfgÛ+âzZ+îmù�S�RTdVdmXlfgXYUTSxñhf_ÜVÛ:fg]_Û#Û#åÄWYXl`hÛ
Z|f_] é knf é ]_Û3U�äJf_ÜVÛ/knUhShf_Û#S^f'R�SFd�fgÜVÛ/S�R�\^XYèhR�fgXYUTS�Ý�R�]ÎÜVÛ#WYãFZ:f_ÜVÛ/Z|f é dmÛ#S^f�Z:fgU7ãV]gUhèT]_Û+Z_Z
fgÜV]_U é èhÜífgÜFÛjknUhS^fgÛ#S^fzR�SFdóf_ÜVÛjfg]_Û#Û�Ü�RTZ3R�ãVãV]_UTãF]gXaRsf_ÛìXYk#UTSFZ'fgUóZÅÜFUsÚ f_ÜVÛ#â Xlä�f_ÜVÛ#i
ÜFR�\TÛzZÅÛ+Û#SCR�SFdCknUhâ3ãFWlÛ#fgÛ+dCRjãFR�èhÛ*Uh]:SFU�f+î���Û#\hÛ#]gfgÜVÛ+WlÛuZgZ+ñ�ZÅUhâ3ÛzZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_ZÎÚ@Û#]_Û3ZÅfgXYWlW
èTÛnfgfgXYSVè�WYUhZÅf+ñFäçUTWYWlUsÚ%XYSVè�ZgUTâzÛ']�R�S�dmUTâÍãFRsf_Ü�XYS2fgÜVÛ3ÚÊR�ijR�S�d2UT]�dmÛ#]�fgÜVÛ+i�XlS^fgÛ+]_Rhkcf_Û+d
Ú%X�f_Ü�f_ÜVÛ2Û��mÛ+]_k#XYZgÛ+Z+î �ÊÜVÛ#]_ÛnäçUh]gÛ�RóZÅXYâzXlWaR�]zf_]gÛ+Û2Z|f_] é knf é ]_Û2U�ä=fgÜVÛ2èhUhRTWYZzRTZ3f_ÜVÛ2UTSFÛ
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dmÛ+Z_kn]_XlÝ�Û+d7XYS2ZÅÛukcfgXYUTS�à�îlï'k#UTâzãV]_XYZgÛ+ZOfgÜFÛ�f_RT]gèhÛnf_Z@f_ÜFRsf%f_ÜVÛ ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z�ZgÜVU é WYd�Rhk�ÜVXlÛ+\TÛhñ
fgÜVÛzãFRTèTÛ+Z=f_ÜFRsfÎfgÜFÛ#i�ÜFR�\hÛ f_U7k#UTâzãVWYÛnf_ÛzRTSFd
Ú%ÜFRsf:fgÜVÛ+i[ZgÜVU é WadCdmUjXYSCÛ+RTk�Ü
UTSVÛzXYS
UT]�dmÛ#]=fgU�knUhâ3ãFWlÛ#fgÛzX�fuî �ÊÜVÛ+ZgÛ/R�]_Û*R�WYW1dmÛ+Z_kn]_XYÝ�Ûud�XYSCRTS 	=Q[ûËë�WlÛ3Ú%ÜVXak�Ü�fgÜFÛzZgimZ|f_Û#â
é ZÅÛuZ@fgU/dmÛ#fgÛ#]_âzXlSFÛ:Xlä1R3ZÅf é dmÛ#S^f�ÜFRhZ@k#UTâzãVWYÛnf_Û+d�R èhUhRTWÇRTSFd�fgU/`�SVUsÚ Ú%ÜFR�fÊfgÜVÛ�SVÛ	��f
èTUhRTW�XaZ@fgÜ�RsfÊfgÜVÛ+iìÜFR�\hÛ�fgU/Rhk�ÜVXlÛ+\TÛhî �ÊÜVXaZÊÚÊR�iTñ�Ú%ÜVÛ#S�fgÜVÛ+i�R�]_Û:WlU^Z|f%R�SFd�fgÜFÛ#i�RhZÅ`zäçUh]
ÜVÛ#WYã
õçäç]gUhâ f_ÜVÛ:ÜVÛ#WYã�Ý é fÅfgUhSjR�fJfgÜFÛ=WYÛnä¼fÊU�äGf_ÜVÛ=äçÛ#Û+dVÝFRTk�`3ãFR�SFÛ=UTä�ëFè é ]_Û ï�öcñhfgÜVÛ+iìR�]_Û
èTXY\TÛ#S�RzZ é èTèTÛuZ|f_XlUhS�UTä�Ú%ÜFR�fÊfgÜVÛ+ijZgÜVU é Wad7dmU/SVÛ���fuî
ù�S�RTdVdVX�f_XlUhSGîTf_ÜV]_U é èhÜzfgÜVÛ:WlUhè�ëFWYÛ+Z@R�SFdìUTÝFZgÛ#]_\sRsfgXYUTS�Z#ñ^R�SVUTfgÜVÛ+]JXYSFZÅXYèTÜ^f@XlS^fgU fgÜVÛ+Xl]

SFR�\�Xlè^RsfgXYUTSíã�RsfÅf_Û#]_SFZ3R�SFdóf_ÜVÛ#XY]zXlS^f_Û#]�RTkcf_XlUhSFZ'Ú%XlfgÜËfgÜVÛ�RTknfgXY\�X�f_XlÛuZ ÚÊRTZ'fgÜFR�fzR[ÜVXlèhÜ
ãV]gUhã�Uh]Åf_XlUhS/õ�3���� UhS�R�\TÛ#]�R�èhÛuö�U�äVk+RTZgÛ+Z�XYS�Ú%ÜVXak�Ü�fgÜVÛJXlS^fgÛ+]_Rhkcf_XlUhS:Ú%XlfgÜ*R%ãFR�èhÛ1Ú@RhZ�SVUTf
ZgR�fgXaZ|ä�RhkcfgUh]gi2k#UTâzãVWYÛnfgÛud�î �@i2UTÝFZgÛ#]_\�XlSVè�â3Uh]gÛzk#RT]gÛ#ä é WYWli7fgÜFÛzZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z+ôÇXlS^f_Û#]�RTkcf_XlUhSFZ+ñ
X�f3Ú@RhZ knWYÛ+RT]�fgÜ�Rsf3ZgUTâzÛìUTä%fgÜVÛ+âÍø é Z|f3Ú@RTS^fgÛ+dCf_U[ZgÛ#Û�Ú%Ü�Rsf*k#Û#]gf_R�XYSíãFRTèTÛ+Z XlS�\hUTWY\TÛ
R�SFd�fgÜVÛ+S2XlâzâzÛ+dVXYR�fgÛ#WYiìWYÛnä¼f*õ�Ý é f�ZgUTâzÛ�knUhâ3ÛÎÝFRhk�`ìWaRsfgÛ+]�önñVR�SFd7UTfgÜVÛ+]_ZÊWYÛnä¼f%f_ÜVÛ�ãFR�èhÛ
Ý�Ûuk#R é ZÅÛ:fgÜFÛ#i�UTä¼fgÛ+S7dmXad7SVU�f�`�SVUsÚ fgÜVÛ'RTSFZÅÚ@Û#]@f_UzRK5 é ÛuZ|f_XlUhS7RTSFdìf_ÜVÛ#ijÚOÛ+]gÛ=ä�RTk#XlSFè
dmX�÷ìk é W�f_XlÛuZ%knUhâ3ãFWlÛ#fgXYSVè f_ÜVÛÎRTkcf_Xl\�Xlf|iTî��%ÛuknUTèhSVXaZÅXYSVè'f_ÜVÛ�knUhâ3ãFWlÛ	��Xlf|i/U�äxfgÜVXaZ@XYZ_Z é Û:RTSFd
fgU2Û#WYXaknXlf'â3Uh]gÛ3XYSmäçUT]_â/RsfgXYUTS
äç]_UTâ f_ÜVÛìZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_Z:fgÜFÛ#â/ZÅÛ+Wl\hÛ+Z+ñxR�ZÅXYâzãVWYÛ/ãV]gUhâzãmf�Ú@RhZ
RTdVdmÛudìf_ÜFRsf�ÚÊRTZ%RhZÅ`�XYSVèzZ|f é dmÛ#S^f�ZÊfgUz]_Û#â/R�XYS7R�fÊfgÜVÛ�ãFRTèTÛ�R�S�djRhZÅ`/äçUh]Êâ3Uh]gÛÎÜVÛ+Wlã�Uh]
]gÛuRTd=fgÜVÛJfgÜVÛ+UT]_i�Uh]xÛ��VRTâ3ãFWlÛ1XlämfgÜVÛ+i=Ü�R�\TÛ#Sxô f�dVUTSVÛJZgU%Ý�ÛnäçUT]_ÛTî �ÊÜVXaZxZgXlâzãVWYÛ,âzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXaZÅâ
ZÅÛ+]g\hÛ+d fgÜVÛ%ã é ]gã�UhZgÛÊU�äÇâzRT`�XlSVè�ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z1]_Û+k#UTSFZgXadmÛ#]1R�Ý�R�SFdmUhSVXYSVè:fgÜVÛ%ãFRTèTÛhñ�fgÜVXYSV`�XlSFè
â3Uh]gÛ/Û	�mãVWlXaknXlfgWYiíR�Ý�U é f fgÜVXaZ'ãV]_UmknÛuZgZ'RTSFdóÜVÛ+WlãVXYSVè é Z'èTÛ#f âzUT]_Û/]gÛuZ é W�f�Z d é ]_XYSVè2fgÜFÛ
XlS^fgÛ+]g\�XYÛ#Ú�Z+îGe%ä¼f_Û#] Û+SFR�ÝFWlXYSVè2Xlf+ñGf_ÜVÛìR�Ý�R�SFdmUhSó]_R�fgÛ/dm]_UTãVã�Û+d õ|ï+à�� XlS�R�\hÛ#]�R�èTÛ�ö�RTSFd
ÚOÛìÚ@Û#]_Û�RTÝVWlÛìfgU[ZgÛ#ãFRT]_R�fgÛìZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z*XlS^f_U[ZÅÛ+\TÛ+]_RTW,èT]_U é ã�ZÎfgÜFR�f*â/R�SFX�äçÛuZ|f_Û+d�k#Û#]gf_R�XYS
Ý�Û+ÜFR�\�XlU é ]3RTSFd�]_RTSFdmUTâzWYióXlS^fgÛ+]g\�XYÛ#Ú ZgUTâzÛ7U�ä=fgÜVÛ+â7î1ù�S^f_Û#]_\^XYÛ#Ú�Z äç]_UTâ R
èT]_U é ãËU�ä
ïuß��3ZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_ZÊÚ%ÜVU é ZgÛ+djfgÜFÛÎZgimZ|f_Û#â f_U/Z|f é dmijRzZ é Ýmø|ÛukcfÊfgÜFR�f�knU é WYdjSVUTfÊÝ�Û'knUs\hÛ#]_Û+d
d é ]_XlSVè/SFUT]_âzRTWGWYÛ+kcf é ]_Û#]�Z%ZÅÜVUsÚ@Û+djf_ÜFRsf=ZÅf é dmÛ#S^f_Z 5 é X�f=ãFR�èhÛ+ZÊÛ#XlfgÜFÛ#]*õÅïuö@Ý�Û+k+R é ZgÛ�fgÜFÛ
èTUhRTWVU�äÇf_ÜVÛ=RhkcfgXY\�X�f|i3R�SFdzXlf_ZO]_Û#WYÛ#\sR�SFk#ÛÊfgU�f_ÜVÛ�RhZgZgÛ+Z_ZÅâzÛ+Shf,ÚÊRTZ,SVU�f@UTÝ�\�XlU é Z�fgU�f_ÜVÛ#â�ñ
UT]Îõ�ßTöJÝ�Û+k#R é ZgÛ�fgÜFÛ#i/Ú@Û#]_Û�Z é k#knÛuZgZÅä é WÇXYSìÛ+RT]gWYXlÛ+]Oã�R�]gf_ZOU�ä�fgÜFÛ:RhkcfgXY\�X�f|i/RTSFd/äçÛ+W�fÊ]gÛuR�WYWli
knUTâ3äçUh]Åf�R�ÝVWYÛ�Ú%X�f_Ü2fgÜFÛ ]_Û+ZÅf+ñFUh] õ�ò^öÊÝ�Û+k#R é ZgÛ�fgÜVÛ+i�ÚOÛ+]gÛ'dmXaZ_ZgR�fgXaZ|ëFÛud�Ú%X�f_Ü�Z|f_] é èTèTWYXYSVè
Ú%X�f_ÜVU é f3â/R�SFRTèTXYSVè[R�S�iCU�ä%f_ÜVÛ�èhUhR�WaZ'RTSFdíÚÊR�S^fgÛudóÛ#XlfgÜVÛ+]7õ�òTRhöÎfgU�f_]gi
ëFSVXaZgÜ�ZgUTâzÛ
U�fgÜFÛ#]ìf_XlâzÛhñ@Uh]
õ�ò�Ý�öìèTUófgUËfgÜVÛCR�ãVãF]gUhãV]gXaRsf_Û2ãFR�èhÛ�Ú%ÜVÛ+]gÛ[fgÜVÛ+UT]_i�XaZ�k#Us\TÛ#]_Û+d RTSFd
knUTâzÛ�Ý�RTk�`ÇñTUh]=õ�òhk+ö�ø é Z|f@SVÛ#\hÛ#]@k#R�âzÛ�Ý�RTk�`3ãV]gUhÝFR�ÝFWli*Ý�Ûuk#R é ZÅÛ�fgÜVÛ+i*Ú@Û#]_Û�knUhâzãVWlÛ#fgÛ+Wli
dmÛ#âzU�f_Xl\sR�fgÛ+dGî
e�WYWTf_ÜVÛ+ZgÛ,]_Û+RTZgUTS�Z�XlS�\hUTWY\TÛ,R�/ÇÛ+knfgXY\TÛJk�Ü�R�]�RTkcf_Û#]_XYZÅfgXak#ZJõ�ZgÛ#Û,âzUT]_ÛJdmÛ#f_RTXlWaZGXYS�Þ ß23�áçö�RTSFd

X�äVf�R�`hÛ#S�XYShf_U=Rhk#knU é S^fxâzUT]_Û,f�R�XYWlUh]gÛud�Z é èhèTÛuZ|f_XlUhSFZGk#RTS'Ý�ÛJäçU é SFd�î��ÊRTZgÛ+dÎÛ#\hÛ#S'UhS�fgÜFÛ+ZgÛ
ZÅXYâzãVWlÛ*UTÝFZgÛ#]_\sRsf_XlUhSFZ#ñ�X�f:XYZ:knWYÛ+RT]�f_ÜFRsfÎÛ#\hÛ#S2f_ÜVÛ ãV]_UTâzãmf=fgÜFR�f=â/RTdVÛ*ZÅf é dmÛ+S^f_Z=fgÜVXYSV`
â3Uh]gÛ=Û��mãVWYXYk#X�f_WliìRTÝ�U é f@fgÜVÛ+Xl]%RTknfgXYUTSFZOÜVÛ+Wlã�Û+dìfgÜVÛ+â RsfÊWlÛuRTZÅf@k#UTâzãVWYÛnfgÛ=fgÜFÛ:RhkcfgXY\�X�f_XlÛuZ#î
ú�XlâzXYWYRT]gWYiTñGfgÜVÛ�Z é èhèTÛ+ZÅfgXYUTSCâzÛ+k�ÜFRTSVXaZÅâ4äçUT]'ãFRTèTÛuZÎÚ@RhZ'R�WaZÅU�XYâzãV]gUs\hÛ+d
fgU2â/RT`TÛzfgÜFÛ
]gÛuRTZgUTS7Ý�Û+ÜVXlS�d7fgÜVXaZ�Z é èTèhÛ+ZÅfgXYUTS7knWYÛ+R�]_Û#]uî�UVUh]�Û��VRTâ3ãFWlÛ�� ���	���:���('��	��������� ?�����
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e@f:f_ÜVÛ/ZgRTâzÛ'fgXYâzÛ3fgÜFR�f�ý�þxÿJÿ���CRTSFd2f_ÜVÛ/RsäçUT]_Û#âzÛ+Shf_XlUhSVÛ+d[ZÅUhW é f_XlUhSFZ=ÚOÛ+]gÛ3XlâzãVWYÛnå
â3Û+S^fgÛ+dGñ�f_ÜVÛ3ù|Q[ú � é ÛuZ|f_XlUhS D ��Û+ZÅf:ù�S^f_Û#]_UTã�Û#]�R�ÝVXYWlXlf|ióõ � �ÊùÅö*Þ�ï��sá1ZÅã�Û+k#X�ë�k+Rsf_XlUhS
R�ãVå
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ã�ÛuR�]_Û+dìRhZOR â3ÛuR�SFZ@UTäGãV]gUs\�XadmXYSVè*R*dVRsf�R'âzUmdmÛ#W�äçUT]OfgÜFÛ=]_Û#ãV]_Û+ZgÛ#S^f�RsfgXYUTS/UTä*5 é Û+ZÅfgXYUTS�Z
R�SFd�f_ÜVÛ#XY]�knUh]g]_Û+Zgã�UhSFdmXYSVè/]_Û+Z é W�f�Z�]_Û#ã�UT]gf_Z+î�ù®f:ÚÊRTZ=ZÅU�UTS[âzRhdmÛ*k#WlÛuR�]=fgÜFR�f=f_ÜVÛ#]_Û XaZ:R
èT]_UsÚ%XlSVè%XYS^fgÛ+]gÛuZ|f5R�âzUTSVè�fgÜVÛ@knUTâzâ é SVXlf|i=f_U�]_Û+Rhk�Ü'R�knUhâzâ3UhS'knUhSFZÅÛ+SFZ é Z#ñuR�ZÅf_RTSFdVR�]�d
fgÜFR�f%dVX /ÇÛ#]_Û#S^f%XlS^f_Û#]_Û+ZÅfgÛ+d�ãFR�]gfgXYÛ+ZÊk+R�S é ZÅÛ=fgUzÛ+SFR�ÝVWYÛ:fgÜVÛÎÛ	�mk�Ü�R�SVèhÛ�U�ä�X�f_Û#â/Z+ñVRTZ_ZÅÛuZgZÅå
â3Û+S^f_Z'RTSFdC]gÛuZ é Wlf_Z�dFRsf_R7Ý�Ûnf|Ú@Û#Û+SóR é fgÜFUT]_XlSVè7f_U^UhWYZ+ñ�XlfgÛ#â ÝFR�SF`�Z+ñGWYÛ+RT]gSVXYSVè�ZÅimZÅfgÛ+âzZ
R�SFd7RTZ_ZÅÛuZgZgâzÛ#S^f�dmÛ#WYXY\TÛ#]_iìZgi�ZÅfgÛ+â/Z#î

��SmäçUh]Åf é SFRsf_Û#WYiTñxRhZ�Xlf*ÜFRhZ�Ý�Û+Û#S�dmXaZ_k é Z_ZÅÛudCXlS�ZgÛ#\hÛ#]�R�W1âzÛ#Û#fgXYSVèhZ*R�SFdCÚ@UT]_`�ZgÜVUhãFZ
U�äÎfgÜVÛ
knUTâzâ é SVXlf|iIÞ ß��Fñnï��Fñgßmï#á=R�SFd â/RTXlWYXlSFè�WlXaZÅf_Zcb
�TñÊb ��ñ3� �Êù7õ�Û+Zgã�ÛuknXaR�WYWli X�f�Z/ëF]�ZÅf
\TÛ#]�ZgXlUhS�ö@WYRhk�`mZ�Z é ãVã�UT]gf�äçUT]=âzR�fgÜVÛ+â/RsfgXak#Z+î �ÊÜV]gU é èTÜ7f_ÜVÛ ë�]_ZÅf=R é fgÜVUh]+ô Z�Ú@UT]_`�XYS2fgÜFÛ
=�ú�Û+]g\�XYSVè�Q�Rsf_ÜFZI8,]_U�ø|Ûukcfuô�b 
 � �Êù=Ú@RhZ:Û���fgÛ+SFdmÛ+d[fgU�RhdVdm]_Û+Z_Z=ZgUTâzÛzU�äOfgÜVÛ/âzU^Z|f�XYâ*å
ã�Uh]Åf�R�S^f1WlXYâzX�f�RsfgXYUTS�Z#îsù®f1ÚÊRTZ�ãFR�]gfgXak é WYRT]gWYi�Xlâzã�UT]gf_RTShf5f_U�f�R�`TÛÊXYS^fgU�RTk+knU é Shf�fgÜ�Rsf1âzUhZÅf
R�SFZgÚOÛ+]_Z@f_Uìâ/Rsf_ÜVÛ#â/Rsf_XYk+R�W<5 é ÛuZ|f_XlUhSFZ+ñVâzUT]_Û�U�ä¼fgÛ+S�fgÜFRTS2SVU�fuñFXYS�\TUTWY\TÛÎâ/Rsf_ÜVÛ#â/R�fgXak#R�W
Û#S^fgXlfgXYÛ+Z*Ú%ÜVXak�Ü�SVÛ#ÛudófgU[Ý�Û é SFdmÛ+]_ZÅfgU�UmdíÝ�i[f_ÜVÛjZgimZ|f_Û#â�ñ�ãV]gUmk#Û+Z_ZÅÛudíR�SFdóÛ+\�RTW é RsfgÛud
R�ãVãV]_UTãF]gXaRsf_Û#WYiTî5ù�S RTdVdmXlfgXYUTSxñ,ÚOÛ�SVÛ+Û+dmÛud�fgUóf_RT`TÛ�XYShf_U�RTk+knU é Shfzf_ÜVÛ2Us\TÛ+]gÚ%ÜVÛ+WlâzXYSVè
ãV]gÛ#äçÛ#]_Û#SFk#Û/U�ä@fgÛuRTk�ÜVÛ+]_Z:f_U2Û+ZÅf_R�ÝFWlXaZÅÜCf_ÜFRsf'f_ÜVÛìZÅf é dmÛ+S^f+ô Z'UsÚ%SíR�SFZgÚ@Û#]�ZgR�fgXaZ|ë�Û+Z'k#Û#]gå
f_R�XYSjõ�â/RsfgÜFÛ#â/Rsf_XYk+R�W¼öxãF]gUhã�Û+]Åf_XlÛuZx]�Rsf_ÜVÛ#]�fgÜ�R�S�ø é Z|f,knUhSmäçUT]_â(fgUÎZgUTâzÛ@Zgã�Û+knXlë�k@R�SFZgÚ@Û#]uî
�ÊÜVÛ�]gÛuRTdmÛ+]%k#R�S7]_Û+RTdjâzUT]_Û�R�Ý�U é f�Q�R�fgÜ � �ÊùOXlSíÞ ß �sá®î
e%ä¼fgÛ+]/ZÅUhâ3ÛjÛ���fgÛ+SFZgXlUhSFZ3U�ä � �Êù�Ú@ÛjÚ@Û#]_ÛjRTÝVWYÛ�f_U�fg]�R�S�Z|äçUh]gâ!äç]_UTâ&R�S�dífgU
fgÜFÛ

ýËþxÿOÿ�����äçUT]_â/Rsf�R�SFd7ÜVÛ+SFknÛ âzRT`TÛ�R/ZÅfgÛ#ã2k#WlU^ZÅÛ+]ÊfgUzfgÜFÛ'XYdVÛ+R�Wx]gÛuR�WYâ U�ä,ZgÜFR�]_XlSFè3Û	��å
Û#]�knXaZÅÛuZ#î �
Û:ÜFR�\hÛ=R�WY]_Û+RTdVi*âzÛ#S^f_XlUhSVÛ+d 7 Q 
�Umk=R�SFdìfgÜVÛ=ä�RTknfOf_ÜFRsf@fgÜFR�f@Xlf%XYZOã�UhZ_ZÅXYÝVWYÛ
fgU*fg]�R�SFZÅäçUT]_â Ý�U�f_ÜjU é ]ÊknUTS^f_Û#S^f@RTSFd/f_ÜVÛ=Û	�mÛ#]�knXaZÅÛuZ1fgU 7 Q 
 7 k�RTSFd/f_U*Xlf_Z@Û���f_Û#SFdmÛud
\TÛ#]�ZgXlUhS RTZ é ZgÛ+d'XYSze�kcf_Xl\hÛ+Q�R�fgÜ3R�SFd*ûGÛ+e=kcf_Xl\hÛ+Q�R�fgÜGî 7 ä�k#U é ]�ZgÛ,fgÜFÛ#]_Û@RT]gÛOU�fgÜFÛ#]5dVRsf�R
äçUT]_âzR�f_ZGRTSFdÎZÅXYâzXlWaR�]GZgimZ|f_Û#â/Z�WYXl`hÛ,e�ù|Q õ�Ühfgfgã �����sâ/RsfgÜ�Z#î iTUh]g`Çî RTk�î é `���âzU�UmdmWYÛ��sRTXlâzXYSmäçU^ö
R�SFdóQ�RTãVWlÛ ��e õ�Ü^fÅfgã �	�
��Ú%Ú%Ú�î âzRTãVWYÛ+ZgU�ä¼f+î knUhâ���ãV]_Umd é kcf�Z��sâ/R�ãVWYÛnf�Rhö'õ�Ú%ÜVXak�Ü é SmäçUT]gf é å
SFRsf_Û#WYi7dmU/SFU�f é ZgÛ'R�S 	:Q�ûóäçUh]gâ/Rsfcö@Ý é f=R/fgÛ���f�Ý�RTZgÛ+d7UTSVÛ�Ú%ÜFXYk�Ü2XaZ%WaR�]_èTÛ#WYi�Ý�RTZgÛ+d
UTS Q�RTãVWYÛTô ZxWaR�SVè é R�èhÛTñ+UT]1ú ��e 4� õ�Ü^fÅfgã �	�
��Ú%Ú%Ú�î Z|f�RTk�`Çî ÝFÜFR�â�î RTk�î é `���öGR�SFd'Q[RsfgÜ 
�U �
õçÜ^fÅf_ã �	�
��Ú%Ú%Ú�î ]gXaRTk+RVî Ú%XlSxî f é ÛTî SVW���ö�R�SFd*â/R�S�i'U�f_ÜVÛ#]�Zcb �sñTÚ%ÜVXYk�ÜzR�]_Û@ÚOUh]Åf_Ü*ZgÜFR�]_XlSFè:RTSFd
Û��Vk�ÜFR�SFèTXYSVè/knUTS^f_Û#S^f�Ú%XlfgÜGî�e âzUT]_Û'dmÛnf�R�XYWlÛud2dmXYZ_k é ZgZgXlUhS�U�ä5fgÜVXaZ�XYâzã�Uh]Åf�R�S^f�XYS^fgÛ#]_UTãVå
Û#]�R�ÝVXYWlXlf|iìXaZgZ é Û�k#RTSjÝ�Û'ZgÛ#Û#S2R�f�Þ �sá®î
ù�SjRTdFdmX�f_XlUhSGñ�SVUsÚ f_ÜFRsfÊfgÜFÛ:ÝF]gÛuRTd�f_Ü�U�ä�ù|Q[ú�Zgã�Û+knXlë�k+RsfgXYUTS�ZOÜ�RTZOèT]_UsÚ%S�R�SFd�ÚOUh]g`

UTSK4OUhS^fgÛ#S^f 81RTk�`sR�èhXlSFè õ#4 8@öcñTú�XYâzãVWlÛ�ú�Û�5 é Û#SFk#XlSFè3õÄúVúVö5R�S�d'âzUhZÅf�]_Û+k#Û#S^fgWYi'ûGÛuR�]_SVXYSVè

�ÛuZÅXYèTSíõ�û 
:ö@XaZ%XYS2R*âzUh]gÛ�ZÅf_R�ÝFWlÛ�ZÅf_Rsf_Û�ÚOÛ�RT]gÛÎknUhSFZÅXadmÛ+]gXYSVè3fgÜVÛ�ã�UhZ_ZgXlÝVWYÛÎâzXlèh]_R�fgXYUTS
fgU�ã�R�]gf_Z�UTä1fgÜVÛuZÅÛ*ZÅã�Û+k#X�ë�k+Rsf_XlUhSFZ#î�81R�]gfgXak é WYRT]gWYijúVú2RTSFd�û�ú�ÜFR�\TÛÎf_ÜVÛzR�ÝVXYWlXlf|ijfgU�]_Û#ãVå
]gÛuZÅÛ+Shf�f_ÜVÛìèhUhR�W,ZÅfg] é knf é ]_ÛzfgÜFR�f ÜVÛ+WlãFZ U é ]'äçÛ#Û+dVÝFRTk�`
â3Ûuk�ÜFR�SFXYZgâ Z é èTèhÛ+ZÅf'ãFR�èhÛ+Z:f_U
fgÜVÛ'ZÅf é dVÛ#S^f_Z+îJ?�R�\�XYSVè3fgÜVÛ*R�ÝVXYWlXlf|i/f_Uzä é WlWYi7]gÛ+ãV]gÛuZÅÛ+S^f@Ú%ÜFR�f�XYZ�R�WY]gÛuRTdmi/XYâzãVWlÛ+âzÛ#S^fgÛud
Ú%X�f_ÜVU é f=fgÜVÛ*WlU^ZgZ�U�ä1ä é SFknfgXYUTSFRTWlXlf|i7XYZ 5 é X�f_Û'XYâ3ã�UT]gf_RTS^f=RTZ�X�f:ãV]gUs\�XadmÛ+Z%fgÜVÛ3R�ÝVXYWlXlf|i7U�ä
ZÅÜFRT]gXYSVè�R�SFd[]gÛ é ZgXlSVè7SVUTfÎUhSVWYi[knUhShf_Û#S^fÎÝ é f'R�WaZÅU�ñ�R�SFd
ã�Û+]gÜ�R�ãFZ:âzUT]_Û*XYâzã�Uh]Åf�R�S^fgWYiTñ
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Abstract. We explain the chosen technologies for describing and storing the 
multilingual mathematical e-learning content produced in the WebALT project. We 
use the IEEE standard LOM (Learning Object Metadata) for encoding metadata. For 
classifying contents we use CCD (Course Content Dictionary) which is taxonomy 
describing mathematical topics and their relations. We present an implementation of 
these technologies, called WALTER (WebALT E-resources Repository), which is a 
distributed repository holding contents, their metadata, and the classification structure. 

1. Introduction 

Metadata and classification technologies are important topics in e-learning area, because 
they enable better searching and sharing of digital materials. Metadata is machine 
understandable information to describe a resource, e.g. its author or what topic it is about. 
Furthermore, the format of the resource and possible system requirements can be given 
helping to display the content appropriately. Often metadata attributes of a resource are 
obtained from controlled and formally specified vocabularies which set a common 
framework of the concepts in a given subject matter. There are several alternative 
techniques in this field and in this paper we discuss some of them from the viewpoint of the 
Web Advanced Learning Technologies (WebALT) project [1] whose objective is to create 
an XML database of multilingual mathematical e-learning resources.  

Classification technologies, or taxonomies, are used to classify digital contents, usually 
collected into a repository. Particularly, in mathematics teaching several taxonomies are 
used, each created for different purposes. The American Mathematical Society has 
developed the AMS Mathematics Subject Classification [2] which is usually used for 
defining the exact subject area of research publications. OpenCyc [3] is a project where 
ontologies for several fields, including mathematics, are being developed.  LivingTaxonomy 
[4] is an open-source project for defining taxonomies for education in several disciplines.  

Taxonomies are used in online repositories for learning objects to classify and store 
contents. For example, Merlot [5] has for several years collected large amount of 
educational materials with its own taxonomy. Similar project is the Campus of Alberta 
Repository of Educational Objects (CAREO) [6] which uses the standard LOM metadata 
(see later) but it only supports key words rather than a real taxonomy. A large repository 
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collecting educational resources in the United States is Gateway to Educational Materials 
(GEM) [7]. The European project LeActiveMath [8] is developing an online repository of 
learning materials specifically for mathematics education. In many of these cases the 
problem is that in a repository the taxonomy is pre-defined and users have little possibilities 
to modify it. For example, the iLumina project observed that “How to best implement or 
extend standardized vocabularies and taxonomies is an open question” [9]. 

WebALT has chosen as a starting point for its extendible taxonomy the mathematics 
taxonomy of LivingTaxonomy since it is quite comprehensive and specifically designed to 
be used in teaching. We have used it as a basis of our own taxonomy called Course Content 
Dictionary (CCD) which was already introduced in the Helsinki Learning System project 
[10] and also discussed in [11]. With the CCD it is possible to define and edit the 
classification with topics and their relations in several languages. Our system is flexible 
since it is possible to enlarge taxonomies, or even add alternative taxonomies, if needed. In 
the WebALT system the taxonomy is integrated to the WebALT E-resources Repository 
(WALTER) in which it is possible to classify e-learning contents according to the CCD. 

Classification information for a piece of content is written into its metadata. We use the 
Learning Object Metadata (LOM) [12] standard for metadata because it is very 
comprehensive and specifically designed for educational purposes.  

In this paper we first discuss mathematical digital learning materials and their format, 
especially for exercises. Secondly we examine metadata standards and technologies. We 
shall describe our choices regarding metadata information, e.g. how and what information 
fields are used. Next the CCD is presented with some comparisons with existing 
taxonomies. Finally we discuss the WALTER repository and its implementation. 

2. WebALT e-learning contents 

The WebALT project started January 2005 with funding from the European Union eContent 
program and it uses existing standards for representing mathematics on the web and existing 
linguistic technologies to produce a database of language-independent mathematical 
problems. The final product of the project will be a showcase consisting of a variety of 
learning resources for mathematics education stored into a repository, in particular multi-
lingual exercises. 

The WebALT repository can contain many types of learning materials, such as exercises, 
lecture notes, and animations. Mathematical animations and interactive calculators are 
particularly useful for the learners as they help to experiment with and visualize 
mathematical concepts. Animations are implemented usually with Java applets, Maplets 
(applets enhanced with Maple) and WebMathematica (web pages with Mathematica 
interactions). 

For lecture notes a variety of formats are commonly used ranging from web pages to 
PowerPoint slide shows and PDF documents. All of these require metadata too and can be 
stored in the repository. We discuss here some of the chosen formats and technologies for 
exercises, since they are the primary target for producing learning materials in the WebALT 
project.  
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2.1 Exercises 

Digital exercises enable automatic testing and practicing of students’ mathematical skills. 
Often mathematical exercises involve multiple steps to achieve the final result so that a 
student has to master several skills. This has been implemented with problem trees (see 
figure 1) in the Helsinki Learning System project [10]  in which some members of the 
WebALT project took part. From our experience this style of exercises where the student is 
prompted the next exercise depending on the answer to the previous one is highly desirable. 

 

Fig. 1. A problem tree structure displaying feedbacks between steps. Also the system can produce a 
report card after the whole exercise showing the steps and giving links to relevant topics in the lecture 
notes (with the help of the CCD). 

Problem trees are interesting question types since they can analyze students’ skills and 
give specific feedback during steps. For example, an integration involving partial fraction 
decomposition can be first given to the student. If she cannot solve it, the system can ask 
whether she can do the partial fraction decomposition to see if the student had a problem 
there. So in this way, a rather challenging exercise can be broken into steps with hints. 
Notice that the individual problems occurring in the nodes of the problem tree could be 
reused if they were stored into a repository separately. Therefore having fine grained 
classification helping to find relevant sub problems for a given topic is an important 
requirement.  

The individual problems occurring in the steps of a problem tree can be of many types, 
ranging from simple multiple choice problems to open problems where students answer with 
a formula and to graphical problem types, e.g. where the student has to select some points in 
a diagram. Many systems exist where students can rehearse these problems or even take 
exams. Moodle [13] is a popular open-source virtual learning environment with only little 
support for advanced mathematical question types and limited only to multiple choice 
because it lacks support for computer algebra system back-ends. We would also like to 
mention AiM (for Assessment in Mathematics) [14] and STACK (for System for Teaching 
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and Assessment using a Computer algebra Kernel) [15] which are computer aided 
assessment systems designed for mathematics with algebraic evaluation of students’ answer 
by using an external computer algebra systems. There are also commercial systems 
supporting assessment, most notably MapleTA, which allows for a wide range of problem 
types and is powered by the Maple system. However, in all of these it is impossible or 
difficult to implement problem trees. 

The generic computer format for mathematics exercises is XML based using MathML or 
OpenMath [16] to encode mathematical formulas, making them easier to be utilized and 
displayed in the browser. Moreover, as exercise formats are roughly equivalent in their 
expressivity, using XML transformations between them is feasible, and therefore one does 
not have to commit to one format. The most used and implemented digital encoding formats 
for exercises are Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) [17], which is a standard format 
for exercises in any subject, MathQTI [18], which is a mathematics extension of QTI, 
LeActiveMath exercise language [19], and EDU [20], which is a text format not encoded in 
XML and used in MapleTA. AiM uses Maple packages to produce questions written in AiM 
syntax which can include Maple commands. STACK, which is a continuation of AiM, has 
similar language but encoded in XML.  

For exercises, WebALT favors the MathQTI format because it is based on OpenMath and 
QTI standards, from which it inherits the support for an extensive number of question types. 
In QTI an author can define random template variables producing many different problems 
from the same template. MathQTI extends QTI by allowing template variable definitions 
and students’ answer processing encoded in OpenMath, enabling more sophisticated 
algorithmic problem types. As the WebALT exercises will be multilingual, some OpenMath 
encoding is also needed to express the linguistic attributes of the problem text, see [21] for 
details. Simple multiple choice problems in mathematics do not necessarily need the 
sophisticated facilities provided by MathQTI and OpenMath, so some of the WebALT 
problems could be imported into systems only supporting QTI, such as Moodle. This was 
also a reason to choose MathQTI since it is upwards compatible with QTI. 

3. Metadata 

Metadata is commonly understood to be a very important technique to add machine 
understandable information to describe contents. It enables users to classify, search, and 
share resources whether they are digital or non-digital. In almost every university, digital 
material is made available to students by the professors and seldom is the material re-used 
outside the university or even outside the specific class. One major reason is that the online 
lectures and problems are not described using metadata and thus not made available in a 
common framework shared by other potential users. 

The production of metadata is gradually being regarded as a key issue, at institutional or 
national levels, and attention is paid to metadata standards. While digital learning resources 
develop extensively, the availability of good metadata becomes crucial as soon as those 
resources are to be shared. 
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3.1 Metadata standards 

Dublin Core [22] is perhaps the most well-known metadata standard. It is designed to 
describe general publications and as such is inadequate for learning resources. Metadata 
standards particularly developed for education are for example Learning Object Metadata 
(LOM) [12] and Dublin Core Educational [23] which defines a set of education-specific 
elements, element qualifiers, and value qualifiers (controlled vocabularies) to be used with 
the Dublin Core. The abovementioned GEM repository project also has its own metadata 
which is an extension of Dublin Core.  

The Learning Object Metadata, created by the IEEE, defines attributes that are needed to 
adequately describe a learning object. LOM is quite comprehensive and certainly more 
extensive than Dublin Core. A learning object is defined as an entity which can be used and 
referred to during technology supported learning. This entity can be digital or non-digital 
allowing in particular metadata descriptions of printed materials. The metadata descriptions 
of learning objects include content type, learning objectives, software tools, persons and 
organizations, among others. Learning object metadata can then be used for searching and 
automatic processing of learning objects and for their classification. A more recent 
application is metadata harvesting systems, such as Open Archives Initiative [24], providing 
automatic retrieval of contents from registered metadata repositories. 

LOM is an information model and IEEE also provides an XML binding for it defined by 
an XML schema. The IMS Global Learning Consortium has also developed an XML 
schema (see [25]) for LOM which is the one the WebALT project uses. 

The WebALT repository will be the interface to the database collecting and organizing 
contents, for instance, the mathematical problems in MathQTI format. LOM metadata is 
attached externally to every piece of content giving also relevant taxonomy classification 
information about it. 

Although LOM metadata is already specifically designed for educational purposes, it is 
still necessary to further adapt it to our more restricted context consisting of only 
mathematics related content. LOM has more than 70 fields distributed into nine categories 
to cover all potential usage and hence there are also many of them not very relevant for our 
purposes. Applying and restricting metadata has been regarded as an important issue in the 
projects that deal with metadata and repositories. For example, the iLumina project has 
studied the filling and use of metadata in its repository and on basis of it, identified a subset 
of LOM elements that fit their purposes, see [9] for details.  Also the ULI (University 
teaching network for computer science) project restricted LOM into a subset of 15 fields to 
be used in their project, see [26]. Therefore it is of also our concern to eliminate these in 
advance to avoid frustrating the metadata authors and to encourage them to fill in the more 
important parts as the value of metadata is only in those fields that are carefully filled in. As 
a consequence and to further emphasize this we have also tried to separate the most 
important fields from those that give additional information and we try to bring them in 
front when presenting the metadata input form. 

3.2 WebALT’s restriction of LOM 

We present and motivate here some of the choices we made restricting the LOM elements. 
On the other hand, some information specific to our project is hard to express with the fields 
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LOM currently provides. Examples of these are the question type (e.g. multiple choice, 
formula, etc.), whether the question text is in multilingual or natural language form, and 
whether the question has feedback and hints. Let us go through some of the LOM categories 
and analyze their fields in view of WebALT’s needs. 
 
Title, Description, Keywords 
These are the common fields telling about the content of the resource. Title will give the 
first impression and description a further glance for someone who is browsing through 
resources one by one. Keywords will make sure that all closely related words, that are not 
put in the title or description, will be explicitly mentioned and the resource can be found 
using keyword searches. 
Author, Editors, and other contributors 
The author of a resource is a very important piece of information. Not only we want to 
record it for copyright purposes, but also many users, searching for resources, are likely to 
eventually identify their favorite authors. Other contributors may also gain regard for only 
contributing quality content. Inside LOM, author information is encoded in vCard format. 
Classification 
A great effort has been made in WebALT to produce a high quality classification discipline 
in view also of its potential use with problem trees. The value in classification is that it 
creates a whole new method of searching, browsing, to compete or cooperate with keyword 
search. This method, being less creative and more automatic, is fundamentally different 
from keyword searching and may result better hits with less effort when well done. More 
about classifications follows in the next section. 
Rights, Cost and Copyrights 
This is important metadata, but it may not be up to common metadata or resource editor to 
provide this information. It is likely that these kinds of fields will be filled in according to 
strict publisher policies and will even have precompleted values. 
Difficulty, Context, and other educational information 
Difficulty, from very easy to very difficult, context, school or higher education, and other 
such fields are significantly trickier to fill in than any of the previous ones and WebALT 
intends not to force authors to do that. However, we might expect that when browsing a 
Single Variable Integration topic in the classification, the very easy exercises demonstrate 
the usage of very basic tools of integration and the very difficult ones present complex 
problems with no clear-cut solution methods written in textbooks. For this kind of fields it is 
necessary to create clearly written guidelines to ensure general compatibility. 
Technical information, free annotations, etc 
Some technical information is always needed for automatic handling and in some cases also 
for searching. This includes data format, physical size and possibly other things depending 
on final system implementation. A chance for free annotations is also provided for any 
notes, observations etc. that have no more suitable field for them.  

4. Classification 

WebALT course materials will be archived and searched primarily by means of a taxonomic 
index based on a classification of mathematics topics defined by the Course Content 
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Dictionary (CCD). The CCD was already introduced as a prototype in the Helsinki Learning 
System (HLS) [10] and is now implemented more completely in the WebALT project. In 
HLS the CCD helped to catalogue the single step problems occurring in problem trees for 
reuse. Since the CCD is a technique for classification, it is also applicable to other 
disciplines than mathematics. In the WebALT system the CCD is tightly integrated within 
the metadata editor and repository, where it is used in the user interface, to allow the user to 
link resources to topics in a tree representation of the taxonomy, as displayed in the next 
figure.  
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6.1.4.1 Derivatives and Differentials
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Fig. 2. WebALT repository (WALTER) structure. Metadata is the binding link between resources and 
the taxonomy. 

With the CCD an author can classify materials and share them with other instructors who 
can browse through the classification to search for suitable content for their courses. It sets a 
unique framework for authors to develop course materials and therefore it also enables 
collaboration to produce a basic mathematics course, as each author can concentrate on 
specific topics. This makes also the lifetime of the material longer, since it is properly stored 
and classified for others to find and reuse.  

The CCD defines a common hierarchy of topics for a course in a way similar to a table of 
contents in a standard textbook. But on the other hand, the CCD should be understood like 
taxonomy, so it just describes a collection of topics and their relations, not as a strict table of 
contents to be followed precisely in a specific course. Topics need not be covered in any 
specific order or some topics could be omitted in the lecture notes of a specific course. For 
this reason, the CCD must be quite general so that it covers many topics of a subject making 
it easy to find a natural place for resources inside it.  
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The CCD allows constant extending and adapting its current state, which makes it more 
than static taxonomy. For instance, editors might want to make it more fine grained to allow 
more detailed classification for their materials preventing the situation that huge amount of 
resources are classified under a too general topic. For this reason, the taxonomy can be 
edited, and if a teacher wants to use another, new taxonomies can be created to the 
repository. It should be noted though that having multiple taxonomies for the same course 
makes searching and sharing more difficult. For instance, it would be a problem if all the 
teachers of a course created their own private taxonomies, because then sharing is not likely 
to happen. 

Therefore some policies and guidelines on updating the CCD have to be set. For instance, 
it should not be allowed to remove a topic if there are contents stored under it or if it has 
subtopics. On the other hand, one should be able to introduce a new topic if there are enough 
contents to be classified under it. As a minimum requirement, we have defined user rights 
levels so that users who are for example allowed to upload contents are not necessarily 
allowed to change the classification. 

4.1 Taxonomies 

There are several taxonomies used in mathematics teaching, each created for different 
purposes. These include American Mathematical Society’s Mathematics Subject 
Classification [2], Merlot [5], Mathematics Content Dictionary (MCD) [27], and OpenCyc 
[3]. Each of the mentioned can be used as a basis for the CCD. WebALT has chosen as a 
basis, to expand upon in its CCD, the LivingTaxonomy.  

Other taxonomies discussed here are hard to fit into educational purposes. Some of them 
are too detailed and are therefore suitable only for specifically designed lecture courses. 
These include AMS Mathematics Subject Classification, which is designed for research 
content, not for teaching purposes. Also a Finnish taxonomy called Mathematics Content 
Dictionary (MCD) has its background in a certain polytechnic training program, and 
therefore is only applicable for similar programs in engineering mathematics. Other 
taxonomies, in turn, are too general and each topic would cover all too much material. These 
include Merlot and also OpenCyc.  
 

4.1.1 Living taxonomy 
LivingTaxonomy is a quite comprehensive and clear taxonomy. The LivingTaxonomy 
Project (see [12]) currently has nine taxonomies for various disciplines and they aim at, 
among other things, creating global, open source, standards-based taxonomies for digital 
education. In mathematics the LivingTaxonomy Project relies on the Core Subject 
Taxonomy for Mathematical Sciences Education [28], which is an approved taxonomy for 
use in classifying digital resources in mathematics education by the Mathematical Sciences 
Conference Group on Digital Educational Resources. This taxonomy can have several 
levels, depending naturally on topic. The next figure shows the main topics of this taxonomy 
and how the main topic Calculus is expanded into subtopics. 
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1. Numbers and Computation  
2. Logic and Foundations  
3. Algebra and Number Theory  
4. Discrete Mathematics  
5. Geometry and Topology  
6. Calculus  
7. Analysis  
8. Differential and Difference Equations 

1. Functions  
2. Limits  
3. Continuity  
4. Differentiation

1. Single Variable  
2. Several Variables  
3. Advanced Calculus  
4. Tensor Calculus  
5. Calculus of Variations

 

Fig. 3. Topic hierarchy of LivingTaxonomy for Single Variable Calculus 

 
We find that the classification criteria used in LivingTaxonomy are adequate and 

reasonably detailed. On the other hand, it is still flexible for high school and university level 
teaching, and it also supports several tables of contents used in standard textbooks for 
mathematics courses. 

4.1.2 Extending taxonomy 
As mentioned earlier, the CCD allows extensions and adapting. The LivingTaxonomy is a 
very good taxonomy for general purposes but still too general to be used in a single course. 
Our experience showed that in many cases it is difficult to find sufficiently narrow topics for 
materials e.g. in a Calculus university course. For that reason, we wish to extend parts of 
LivingTaxonomy so that each subtopic covers a reasonable amount of material. This has 
been implemented for Single Variable Calculus part. To mention one subtopic that has been 
extended, the subtopic Integration of Single Variable Calculus (see above) looks like 
follows: 

 
6.1.5   Integration: 

6.1.5.1   Antiderivatives 
6.1.5.2   Integral function 
6.1.5.3   Riemann Sums and Definite Integrals 
6.1.5.4   Fundamental Theorem of Calculus 
6.1.5.5   Methods of integration 
6.1.5.6   Improper integrals 
6.1.5.7   Numerical Integration 
6.1.5.8   Areas and volumes 
6.1.5.9   Further applications of integration 

4.2 Representation of the CCD 

Conceptually, the CCD is a tree as a data structure, where the relation is the subtopic 
relation. For encoding this structure with XML, WebALT has developed an XML schema 
under the namespace http://www.webalt.net/ccd. In this data structure, which is 

 
5. Integration  
6. Series  

 
6. Operational Calculus  

9. Statistics and Probability  
10. Applied Mathematics  
11. Mathematics History 
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summarized in table 1, Topic is the main element and each topic also allows adding 
subtopics, related topics, related subtopics and prerequisites into it. The subtopic relation 
is naturally the most important (we have added for performance reasons also the inverse 
supertopic relation to each topic). Some of the data fields describe metadata for the topic, 
such as author, although topics have very little metadata as they are not really learning 
objects by themselves. For the metadata of topics we use LOM fields where applicable. 
Most important of these is the description field, where one can input e.g. mathematical 
definitions and examples. Moreover, the title and description of a topic can be given in 
several languages enabling the creation of a common taxonomy in a multicultural 
framework. 

Table 1. CCD Data structure 

 
Title  Title for the topic as specified in LOM 
Identifier Id of the topic 

Description Short description of the subject covered by the topic as specified in 
LOM 

Path A hierarchical path to the topic, e.g. 6.1.1 
Contribute Author information as specified in LOM 
Origin Source of the taxonomy, e.g. LivingTaxonomy 
Subtopic List of subtopics of this topic 
Prerequisite Topics that are required to understand this topic 
Related Topic Cross references to other topics in the CCD 
Related 
Subtopic 

Cross references to other subtopics of this topic in different 
branches in the CCD 

Supertopic Link to the supertopic 

5. Repository implementation 

The WebALT project has developed a repository implementation called WebALT E-
resource Repository (WALTER), see [29]. It is a platform to store content and edit its 
metadata which also allows modifying the classification (CCD) for users authorized to do 
so. WALTER indexes its content by the CCD classification allowing one to browse the 
hierarchy to search, display, download, and upload resources. 

WALTER is a web application running in a Java2EE environment. As the underlying 
database it uses an open source native XML database called eXist [30], which was chosen 
because it stores and indexes XML files and can query them using the XQuery language, 
which is similar to relational query languages, and also allows one to modify XML data 
with the XUpdate language. The database can also store binary files, so in particular it can 
contain multimedia e-learning contents. Furthermore, eXist is compatible with the XML:DB 
standard [31] which is a common interface for communicating with the database to perform 
standard database procedures, such as XQuery queries and XUpdate modifications. 

WALTER is designed to be a distributed metadata repository in the sense that one can 
add metadata records for contents that are stored in remote databases, as shown in figure 4. 
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This enables the sharing and retrieval of relevant course materials from different locations 
across the web. It also means that if a new publisher wants to use WALTER for publication, 
he/she only needs to install a local database, which then can be connected to the centrally 
managed world-wide system. The different systems communicate with the XML:DB 
protocol so that each database can be of any compliant implementation such as Apache 
Xindice and the commercial X-Hive. This assures a real ease-of-use in adopting the system 
and also a great chance for interoperability between different publishers. 

 

Internal  
eXist DB 

WALTER    
Software 

 

 

 

A set of 
external 

databases 

WebALT server 

Users 

XML:DB 

 

Fig. 4. WALTER software is located in the WebALT server with its internal database that stores for 
example the CCD classification, users and the locations of external resource databases. New external 
resource databases can be added simply and WALTER connects them behind the scenes with 
XML:DB protocol so that a common user may not even notice the distributed system. 

 
WALTER includes a metadata editor for editing LOM records such as they are described 

in section 3.2. In the editor the metadata fields are separated into two groups based on their 
importance. An author creating metadata will first see the most vital fields and has an option 
to also view and edit the others. In the end there will at least in some contexts also be a third 
group of metadata fields which an author is not authorized to edit at all. Ways to encourage 
authors to fill in as many fields as possible are under consideration, one already 
implemented is the possibility to store personal metadata templates. As resources created by 
one author often share a lot of common information, and therefore it may be reasonable for 
him/her to fill in them carefully once and then use the same template in the future. 

The searching capabilities of the repository offer an advanced way to use the specified 
metadata and classification either separately or combined. A user may perform a keyword 
search to cover the whole repository, or alternatively, first browse into a classification topic 
and then search only for resources that have this topic occurring in their classification path. 
It is also be possible to specify in which metadata fields the keywords should occur. After a 
search has been carried out, it is essential to offer the results in a convenient way showing 
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the relevant parts of the metadata in a compact form, so that the user can immediately pick 
the items that seem most useful for his/her purposes.  

6. Conclusions 

The WebALT project combines existing technologies such as OpenMath, metadata, and 
taxonomies to produce a repository for multilingual mathematical learning materials. 
WebALT is committed to supporting emerging standards, of which most interesting are the 
Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [32] and ontologies, in the e-learning 
arena and hence it has adopted existing standards for describing the content of mathematical 
exercises, such as OpenMath for the mathematical fragments, QTI (extended with MathQTI) 
for questions and interactivity, and LOM for the metadata content. The CCD technology 
combined with the WALTER repository enables classifying, storing, searching, and sharing 
these materials.  

The future development of the WebALT project will take into account semantic web 
technologies because they naturally fit with metadata and taxonomies. In particular, 
implementing the CCD using ontologies seems feasible. There are some projects already 
which are developing metadata using semantic web technologies, of which most useful in 
this setting is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [33]. Let us mention in particular 
the SCAM project [34] which builds a framework for storing and handling RDF encoded 
metadata and closely related one, the SHAME metadata editing framework [35]. 

As noted earlier, there exist several standards for encoding metadata, such as LOM and 
Dublin Core. One important issue is how to combine metadata information of a resource 
described using different standards. One answer to this problem is again provided by RDF 
by which one can give attributes to a resource using triples of the form (resource, relation, 
value). The idea is that the parts of this triple are well-defined in the way that a computer 
can analyze its purpose, since typically the relation and the values come from well-defined 
ontologies and vocabularies. For instance, in [26] it is showed how to combine Dublin Core 
and LOM metadata attributes with RDF records. Doing so requires binding LOM to RDF, 
which is provided in [36]. It is also possible to have the metadata of a resource distributed 
across the internet since these RDF triples can co-exist in different metadata repositories 
describing various aspects of the resource.  

As mentioned, SCORM and similar content delivery standards are important technologies 
gaining support from e-learning platforms. SCORM is a comprehensive set of standards for 
e-learning technologies, specifying also behavior of content, supported partly by many 
virtual learning environments, for instance, WebCT and Moodle. Therefore it is natural to 
add support for importing and, most importantly, exporting SCORM packages from the 
WALTER repository. 

A future goal also for the project is making the repository accessible through web 
services technologies, such as SOAP messages. This would enable better distribution with 
systems not necessarily using exactly the same metadata format and database accessing 
protocol (i.e. XML:DB) as WALTER does. At the moment some components of the 
WebALT system are connected via web services, which enable the running of different 
services (e.g. language generation service) in different servers. 
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Abstract— Recently, the computer program WExEd was
developed within the WebALT project. It enables one to
create and edit interactive mathematics exercises that can
be automatically translated to and subsequently played in
different languages (currently English, Spanish, Finnish,
Swedish and Italian). It makes use of OpenMath, a stan-
dard for encoding the semantics of mathematical objects
in XML, and software developed within WebALT. WExEd
does not only encode the mathematics of the exercise in
OpenMath but also the text. This is possible because,
in general, mathematics exercises are built from a well
defined and relatively small set of words. In this paper we
give a presentation of WExEd.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although mathematics itself is universal, it is taught in
many different languages around the world. This implies
that, by restricting themselves to a specific language,
publishers and authors of mathematical exercises only
reach a small part of the possible audience. If the
exercises could be automatically translated to different
languages, then a publisher could extend his market
dramatically.

Automatically translating exercises is hard because
of large lexicons and complex grammars. It becomes
easier when the exercises are constructed within a well
defined context from only a small and specific part
of a language’s lexicon. In general, this is the case
for mathematics exercises, which can be as simple as
”Calculate the derivative of sin”, but also the words from
more advanced exercises may come from a rather small
and specific set of the language’s lexicon.

OpenMath [1] is an emerging standard for represent-
ing the semantics of mathematical objects in XML. It
allows mathematical objects to be exchanged between
computer programs, stored in databases or published on

the Worldwide Web. Each mathematical symbol (e.g.
cos) has its own OpenMath representation and Open-
Math representations are grouped in so-called Content
Dictionaries (CD’s). Every combination of mathematical
symbols can be written as one OpenMath object. By
ways of illustration, the OpenMath representation of
cos(1/x) is shown below. Note that the mathematical
symbol ”cosine” has the OpenMath representation ”cos”,
defined in the CD ”transc1” on transcendental functions.

<OMOBJ>
<OMA>
<OMS cd="transc1" name="cos"/>
<OMA>
<OMS cd="arith1" name="divide"/>
<OMI>1</OMI>
<OMV name="x"/>

</OMA>
</OMA>

</OMOBJ>

WebALT (Web Advanced Learning Technologies), an e-
learning project funded by the EU, uses OpenMath to
automatically translate mathematics exercises into natu-
ral languages. To do so, not only mathematics is encoded
in OpenMath, but also text so that every sentence in the
exercise can be written as a single OpenMath object. To
encode text in mathematics exercises into OpenMath,
a mathematical lexicon and OpenMath representations
for all words in this lexicon were created within We-
bALT. This resulted in the CD named ”nlg”; it contains
OpenMath symbols for e.g. ”calculate”, ”determine”,
”prove”, etc. In order to translate the OpenMath ob-
ject representing a sentence into a natural language,
grammar generation rules corresponding to the newly
created OpenMath representations were formulated and
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an existing grammar formalism was used. The tool that
automatically translates exercise sentences is the Natural
Language Generator. The tool that creates multilingual
exercise sentences (in the form of OpenMath objects) is
the TextMathEditor. These tools will be further described
in the following section.

For creating and editing interactive multilingual math-
ematics exercises we developed the editor WExEd -
WebALT Exercise Editor. Exercises created with WExEd
can be automatically translated to various natural lan-
guages because the source code of the exercise entries
consist only of OpenMath expressions. Within WExEd
this code is generated by the TextMathEditor. Moreover,
exercises created with WExEd are highly interactive;
the exercises can be multistep, allow for random input
variables and offer the possibility to check and interpret
the student’s answer with the help of computational
services like a Computer Algebra System (CAS) such as
Mathematica [2] or Maple [3]. With random variables, a
student can solve multiple instances of the same exercise.
Because of the capability of reading and understanding
the student’s answer, WExEd can prompt the student
with a following exercise or task depending on the
student’s answer. The student can therefore be guided
through the various steps of the exercise.

In this document we speak about sentences or exercise
sentences when we mean sentences in an exercise such
as e.g. the problem statement or the predefined answers
in a multiple choice exercise.

In Section II we indicate the software of which
WExEd makes use and in Section III we describe its
functionality.

II. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN WEXED

The components developed within WebALT that are
integrated with WExEd are described in Sections II-A
and II-B. In Section II-C we describe tools developed
by Technische Universiteit Eindhoven that are integrated
with WExEd.

A. TextMathEditor

The TextMathEditor is a Java application that is de-
veloped for WebALT by Maths for More [6]. With this
editor, one can create and edit multilingual mathematics
sentences. These sentences are encoded as a single Open-
Math object, i.e., both mathematics and text are encoded
in OpenMath, where the text must follow a restricted
grammar. Such a grammar defines sentence constructs
corresponding to OpenMath representations that can be
automatically translated to various natural languages.

The editor stores the OpenMath representation of the
created sentence, with natural language generation hints
as (OpenMath-defined) attributes.

When a user (e.g., an author) creates an exercise
sentence, all possible words with which he can start the
sentence are shown to him (see the lower left part of
Fig. 1).

From then on, the user is given a list of the possible
words/mathematical objects with which his sentence
might be continued (see the lower left part of Fig. 2).
This list is adapted to the previously selected words. The
TextMathEditor offers a completion grammar: the editor
displays the different ways in which a sentence may end.
This is illustrated in the lower right part of Figs. 1 and
2. It also offers error highlighting; it highlights at which
part of the sentence there is an error.

The output of the TextMathEditor is an OpenMath
object. Suppose that the user created the sentence ”Cal-
culate the gcd of 18 and 24”. Then the output of the
TextMathEditor is as follows. Note that all linguistical
symbols are from the newly created CD ”nlg”.

<OMOBJ>
<OMATTR>
<OMATP>

<OMS cd="nlg" name="mood"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="imperative"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="tense"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="present"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="directive"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="calculate"/>

</OMATP>
<OMA>

<OMS cd="arith1" name="gcd"/>
<OMATTR>
<OMATP>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="render"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="formula"/>

</OMATP>
<OMI>18</OMI>

</OMATTR>
<OMATTR>
<OMATP>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="render"/>
<OMS cd="nlg" name="formula"/>

</OMATP>
<OMI>24</OMI>

</OMATTR>
</OMA>

</OMATTR>
</OMOBJ>
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Fig. 1. TextMathEditor: a user can choose a verb to start with.

Fig. 2. TextMathEditor: a user can choose the word or mathematical
object to continue.

The TextMathEditor is developed in such a way that the
user can choose the language in which to edit the exercise
sentence.

B. Natural Language Generator
The Natural Language Generator is being developed for

WebALT by Lauri Carlson and his team at the University of
Helsinki [4]. It makes use of the Grammatical Framework (GF)
[5], developed at Chalmers university (Gothenburg) by Aarne
Ranta. The GF grammar environment and compiler have been
implemented in Haskell. There is support for a Java runtime
engine.

The Natural Language Generator generates natural language
for mathematics sentences that are encoded in OpenMath.
Therefore, the input of the generator is an OpenMath object
representing the sentence together with a set of natural lan-
guage generation hints (the output of the TextMathEditor). The
output of the generator is the natural language rendering of
the given sentence. The target languages for WebALT include
English, Finnish, Swedish, French, Italian, Spanish, Catalan,
Dutch and German.

Let us illustrate the Natural Language Generator. Suppose
that the input of the Natural Language Generator is the
OpenMath object illustrated above. The language generation
hints say that the mood is ”imperative”, the tense is ”present”
and the main directive is ”calculate”. We also see that the
mathematical symbol ”gcd” is rendered as text (this means
that the symbol ”gcd” is verbalized) and the integers 18 and
24 should be rendered as a formula (if not, the Natural Lan-
guage Generator would generate ”eighteen” and ”twentyfour”
respectively in English). This leads to the following output if
the generator translates to English.

”Calculate the greatest common divisor of 18 and 24.”

In Spanish it is automatically translated to

”Calcula el máximo común divisor de 18 y de 24.”

C. Answer Processing Tools Authored at TU/e
When a student gives an answer to an exercise, he is

presented with a mathematics editor that outputs an OpenMath
object; the answer of the student is presented to the system in
OpenMath format. To verify whether the student’s answer is
correct, e.g., whether the answer is equal to the correct answer
as predefined by the author of the exercise, the answer has to
be sent and processed by a CAS. Because a CAS cannot read
OpenMath, the OpenMath should be translated into something
that the CAS can read, e.g., the CAS’ own language. This
translation is done by so-called phrasebooks.

Technische Universiteit Eindhoven developed phrasebooks
for various CAS’s like Mathematica, Maxima, Wiris and
Maple. WExEd uses these phrasebooks to translate the stu-
dent’s OpenMath answer to something the specified CAS can
read. To illustrate this, suppose that the student’s answer to
our example exercise is 5. The OpenMath object that we want
to have verified by a CAS is the following:
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<om:OMOBJ>
<om:OMA>

<om:OMS cd="relation1" name="eq"/>
<om:OMI>5</om:OMI>
<om:OMA>

<om:OMS cd="arith1" name="gcd"/>
<om:OMI>18</om:OMI>
<om:OMI>24</om:OMI>

</om:OMA>
</om:OMA>

</om:OMOBJ>

Suppose that we want Mathematica to evaluate this OpenMath
object. Then we use the Mathematica phrasebook which
translates the OpenMath object into the following Mathematica
code.

Equal[5, GCD[18, 24]]

Mathematica evaluates this code and produces the ”False”
commando which is translated back to OpenMath by the
Mathematica phrasebook. The resulting OpenMath object is
given by

<om:OMOBJ>
<om:OMS cd="logic1" name="false"/>

</om:OMOBJ>.

WExEd reads this OpenMath object and draws the conclusion
that the student’s answer is false.

We note that phrasebooks are not only used by WExEd
for processing the student’s answer but for instance also for
generating the values of random variables or mathematical
expressions.

III. FUNCTIONALITIES OF WEXED

A. General Functionalities
The formal language underlying WExEd is the LeActive-

Math Exercise Language [7] which is a collection of XML tags
together with restrictions imposed on their use. This language
is such that exercises are:

• Interactive: have means of exchanging information with
the student by being able to read the student’s answer
and to give feedback and/or hints.

• Automatized: have means of checking whether the stu-
dent gives the correct answer by connecting for example
to a CAS. The author gives a query in OpenMath which
determines the correct answer. This query is translated to
a CAS’ language by using phrasebooks, as explained in
Section II-C. The CAS can then calculate the correct an-
swer and can subsequently compare the student’s answer
with the correct answer.

• Adaptive: takes appropriate action depending on its
knowledge of the student and/or the student’s answer to a
particular question; exercises are made up of interactions
which consist of information given to the student (e.g.
a question or feedback to the student’s answer) and

possibly information provided by the student (e.g. an
answer to a question). Depending on the student’s answer
he is directed to a following interaction (which could be
the same question, a question that will teach the student
how to solve the previous question, a new question,
feedback, etc.). For illustration, if a student answered
our example exercise incorrectly, the student could be
directed to the interaction that contains the question
”What are the common prime factors of 18 and 24?”.

• Reusable: (random) variables can be defined in an ex-
ercise so that students can do multiple instances of the
same exercise. The values of the variables are processed
by a CAS using phrasebooks.

The exercise language, as any XML-language, is extensible
in the sense that new tags can be added at any moment to
facilitate new features.

WExEd supports multiple choice exercises, open exercises
and multistep exercises combining these exercise types.

B. Editing Multilingual Exercises
The exercises created with WExEd are multilingual because

all exercise sentences are created with the TextMathEditor.
When editing an exercise with WExEd, the author is pre-
sented with the TextMathEditor every time the input of a
sentence is required (e.g. the exercise problem statement, the
choices in a multiple choice exercise, feedback or hints). In
this way, all entries of the exercise consist of OpenMath
objects which could be sentences containing mathematics or
completely mathematical expressions. The exercise is therefore
multilingual; it does not contain text in a natural language.

Fig. 3. WExEd: editing a multilingual exercise.
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In Fig. 3 it is illustrated how the question interaction of our
example exercise is created with WExEd. In the Question field,
the multilingual question is inserted using the TextMathEditor.
The query that determines the correct answer is created with
the WIRIS OpenMath editor [6] and is inserted in the Query
field. If the student’s answer satisfies the query, he is directed
to the interaction specified in the Target field. Otherwise he is
directed to the interaction specified in the Default target field.

C. Repository
The editor is integrated with an exercise repository (an

XML database containing interactive exercises) and a pre-
sentation layer; exercises in the repository can be played
with the MathDox player developed by RIACA [8]. Before
a multilingual exercise can be actually played, the exercise
containing only OpenMath objects should be translated to
some natural language. This is done by sending the exercise
to the Natural Language Generator. The resulting exercise
contains both mathematics (as OpenMath objects) and natural
language (in the language predefined by the user).

In Fig. 4 it is shown how WExEd plays the example
exercise in English and how the exercise can be played in
other languages.

Fig. 4. WExEd: a user can play the exercise in multiple languages.

D. Current Status WExEd
WExEd is still under development, which means that not

all functionality has been implemented yet. At this moment,
the following features still need to be worked on:

• (Random) variables: an author cannot yet set variables
for an exercise using the editor. At the moment, this is
only possible by editing the source code of the exercise.

• Elaborate GF grammar: the GF grammar currently used
in the TextMathEditor is a very simple, provisional, one.
This means that the set of multilingual sentences that
can be edited with the TextMathEditor is very limited;
the author can only choose from a relatively small set of
words. A more powerful GF grammar is being developed.

• Special GF grammars: at the moment, only exercise prob-
lem statements can be created with the TextMathEditor
and therefore can be multilingual. In the future, special
grammars for e.g. feedback and hints will be developed
such that these can be multilingual as well.

• Natural languages: although the target languages are En-
glish, Finnish, Swedish, French, Italian, Spanish, Catalan,
Dutch and German, WExEd is currently able to play
the exercises in English, Spanish, Finnish, Swedish and
Italian.

The software developed is based on free software, namely
on the XML database eXist [9] and the Orbeon Presentation-
Server [10] which handles the presentation.

IV. FINAL REMARKS

In this document we described WExEd, the WebALT Exer-
cise Editor with which interactive multilingual exercises can
be created and edited, and software integrated with WExEd.
This is software which will be further developed in 2006, the
second year of the WebALT project.

We note that the example exercise used throughout this
paper to illustrate WExEd is a very simple one. Also mathe-
matically advanced multilingual exercises can be created with
WExEd. For this, we refer to the live version of WExEd
at http://www.mathdox.org/wexed where one can try out the
editor.

The work concerning WExEd is sponsored by the eContent
project EDC-22253-WEBALT.
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Abstract. We present a model of a computer assessment system — CATS 
(Computer Assessable Task System) — which is based on the rich concept of 
task. Tasks are designed to assist and assess a student through the resolution of 
a mathematical problem. While solving a many step problem, students have 
their answers evaluated and get feedback on wrong answers. Tasks can be used 
as construction blocks for building other, more elaborated, tasks. One of CATS’ 
goals is to facilitate the construction, by non-expert users, of tasks involving 
elaborated exercises, from an initial pool of basic tasks. The modular nature of 
tasks allows easy creation and management of problems with complex system-
user interaction, including problems to be solved in several steps. The model 
structure is extensible so to allow further features such as statistical treatment of 
students evaluation marks, and virtual tutoring with the ability of adapting to 
the student’s learning profile. 

Introduction 

We present a model of an interactive computer assessment system that allows: 
− Students to solve elaborated mathematical problems, while being given feed-

back on their mistakes. 
− Teachers to easily build new complex interactive problems from a pool of pre-

defined modules. 

Concept Model 

The model we devised is based on the following main concepts: 
Tasks are the building blocks of our approach. They represent mathematical chal-

lenges that students must overcome. A task is more than a simple mathematical exer-
cise — it proposes a problem to the student, and then guides, assesses, and provides 
feedback, throughout the resolution process. 

Contexts define a language, and a set of evaluation rules and functions. A Context 
consists of: (i) a grammar, used to decide whether expressions are well formed, or 
meaningful, through Type checking; (ii) a logic program, used to translate logic infer-
ence rules, algebraic manipulation rules, theory axioms, problem assumptions, etc; 
(iii) a set of built-in constants, functions, operations and relations which define the 
context semantics.  

Engines are dynamical objects that are created for the evaluation of student an-
swers to given tasks, according to the task Context rules.  
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Resolution is the sequence of intermediate answers given by the student.  
Solution Set comprises the answer type plus a condition to be fulfilled by the an-

swer (the Success condition).  
Answer is a mathematical term, input by the student, which the system verifies to 

be in the solution set. 
Subtasks are a set of tasks to be performed by the student during the resolution 

process. These can be either auxiliary or mandatory. 

Task Resolution Process 

Solving a task may involve several steps (c.f. Fig. 1). Each step corresponds to the 
resolution of a subtask, which itself is a task. At any stage of resolution, the next step 
may either be predefined in the task, or else selected by the student, among available 
tasks.  

 
Fig. 1. Task resolution interaction. 

 
During the task resolution process, the system: (i) manages the tree of all subtasks 

under execution; (ii) maintains coherence among states of all involved tasks; (iii) 
keeps track of the resolution sheet; (iv) provides a draft sheet (common to all sub-
tasks). 

Resolution Sheet contains the sequence of intermediate answers given by the stu-
dent. More precisely, the resolution sheet is a tree formed by the resolution sheets of 
all undertaken and completed subtasks. 

Draft Sheet is used to write and draw marginal notes, or to perform auxiliary cal-
culations. The set of available input tools is determined by task Context. All objects 
written by the student in the draft sheet are terms of the task Context.  
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Task Construction 

To build a new task, teachers must define: 
− the Context in which the problem is defined; it must be chosen from a pool of 

predefined Contexts; 
− a set of typed parameters representing terms (optional); 
− a statement that describes the problem and issues the challenge; this can be a pa-

rametric statement depending on the above parameters — from it, several in-
stances of the problem are generated; 

− an extension to the task Context, e.g., the problem assumptions (optional); 

 
Fig. 2.  Task construction interaction. 

− the solution set, that is, the answer type, and the Success condition (the condi-
tion that any answer must fulfill); 

− the set of subtasks; to be chosen from a menu of predefined tasks (optional). 
By default, a task has no subtasks. In this case, the student has access to all prede-

fined tasks sharing the same Context. This gives the student a great freedom to choose 
the resolution path he likes. In other words, no guidance is provided by the teacher.  

By specifying subtasks, the teacher narrows the set of possible resolution paths, 
thus helping the student. The teacher can, furthermore, define a precedence graph 
among subtasks, which amounts to even more guidance through the task resolution 
process.  

Knowledge Representation Model 

Mathematical knowledge is represented as terms. Terms are formal expressions in 
the sense of logic programming languages like Prolog, or computer algebra systems 
like Maple or Mathematica. In our approach terms are typified. 

Types are grammatically defined sets of terms. New types can be built from exist-
ing ones in four different ways: (i) Union e.g., A::= B | C | D, where A is the union of 
types B, C and D; (ii) Recursion e.g., A::= fun(A) | S, where A is the smallest set of 
terms containing S, which is closed under operator fun; (iii) Projection e.g., A ::= 
fun(B,C), where A is the set of all terms fun(b,c) such that b and c are terms of types B 
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and C, respectively; (iv) Restriction e.g., A ::= B[cond], where A is the subset of 
terms of type B which fulfill condition cond. This condition is defined by some ex-
pression involving built-in functions. 

Thus, a Type is just a mathematically defined set of terms. The following grammar 
defines the set of all polynomials in variables x, y, and z, with degree less than four: 

VAR ::= x | y | z (Union) 
SUM ::= POL + POL (Projection, Recursion) 
PROD ::= POL * POL (Projection, Recursion) 
POW ::= POL ^ INT (Projection, Recursion) 
POL ::= SUM | PROD | POW | VAR (Union, Recursion) 
POL3 ::= POL [ deg(#) < 4 ] (Restriction through built-in deg) 

Answer Assessment Engine 

Our system engine combines the power of the Object Oriented, Parsing, and Logic 
Programming (unification + backtracking) approaches. 

 
Fig. 3.  Answer assessment process. 

The semantics of built-in functions and operators is implemented in Java. These 
built-ins are called from within the Parsing and Logic Programming components of 
the Engine. In particular, built-ins provide the system messages that give information 
to the user about his mistakes. 

The student's answer is first packed (and pre-parsed if necessary) into an untyped 
term object. Afterwards, this term object is parsed through the grammar of the task 
Context, where the correctness of the answer is checked. Finally, the Success condi-
tion (that is, the one that must be fulfilled by all right answers) is verified against the 
logic program of the task Context, via the corresponding Logic Programming engine. 

An Example 

A task, within the Calculus Context, that asks the student to sketch the graph of the 
anti-derivative of a given graphed function. This is to be done in five steps, from 
which Fig. 4 shows only the two first ones.  
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Fig. 4.  A Calculus task example. 

A more detailed version of this and other examples can be seen at 
http://perceptron.di.fc.ul.pt/labmag/~cats. 

Related Work 

Several software packages are available that combine a computer algebra en-
gine/package with Computer Aided Assessment (CAA). Among them are, for example, 
Aim (http://maths.york.ac.uk/moodle/aiminfo/), Aleks (http://www.aleks.com/), and 
Calmaeth (http://calmaeth.maths.uwa.edu.au/). On the one hand, these computer alge-
bras, for example Mathematica and Maple, are commercial products, which means that 
CAA users will need some kind of license; on the other hand, due to the amount of 
space these CAA packages get to occupy, most of them run on the server side, not the 
client’s. CATS aims at building a CAA open source prototype that is independent from 
any commercial product, and which can be made accessible to end users through a CD, 
or through web downloading.  

Conclusions and Further Work 

The model we devised for CATS is general enough to allow both teachers and stu-
dents to deal with basic as well as complex tasks while keeping a simple structure at 
concept level.  

Teachers using CATS contexts and tools for task construction, will be able to pro-
vide specific libraries of problems to guide their students and, eventually, to share 
their libraries with a community of users. 

We emphasize here that CATS system is designed to cope with a very simple task 
evaluation cycle, where the concept of task is actually much broader: (i) helping the 
user, or the system, to perform given actions like choosing parameters, selecting a 
new task, is a task; (ii) the draft sheet and its tools are tasks that have system auto-
mated answers; (iii) the act of creating new tasks, or contexts, is itself a task; (iv) a tu-
tor agent that evaluates the student learning profile is a task (the student profile being 
its input parameter; its Context defining all needed Artificial Intelligence). 
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Abstract:  We describe the use of the Grammatical Framework (GF), a parsing 
and generation formalism, to implement grammar driven multilingual natural 
language generation of mathematics problems. The mathematical content is 
encoded in OpenMath facilitating semantically transparent, constrained 
multilingual parsing and generation from mathematically well-formed and 
interpreted input, while natural language extensions to OpenMath define 
linguistic hints and attributes which determine the final form of the generated 
natural language sentences. The generation process starts by parsing the 
OpenMath input into a language-independent representation which is then 
transformed into a language-dependent Natural Language (NL) tree. This is 
done by choosing corresponding lexical terms for each of the OpenMath 
symbols contained in the input. The GF resource grammars are then applied to 
the NL trees to generate the final multilingual sentences. 

The WebALT Generation Task 

The generation task in WebALT is to develop a Natural Language (NL) Generator 
that produces multilingual variants from mathematical content. By analyzing the 
linguistic form of different types of mathematical texts, two generation plans were 
adopted. Plan A targets the shorter types of texts common in numerical problems, 
while plan B deals with longer texts such as those found in verbal problems and 
instructions. The use of XSLT transformations (Wilcock, 2001) will be investigated in 
plan B. In this paper, we report on the generation approach adopted for plan A. 

The types of mathematical problems typical in plan A can be encoded in a formal 
representation such as OpenMath (Caprotti et al, 2004). In plan A therefore, 
generation is done from an abstractly-represented object to produce multilingual NL 
renderings, based on generation hints as specified in the NLG content dictionary 
extension to OpenMath (Caprotti et. al, 2005). The Grammatical Framework (GF) 
(Ranta, 2004) has been used as the generation framework within WebALT as it meets 
the necessary generation requirements. Due to its multilingual aspects, it lends itself 
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naturally to the multilingual demands within WebALT. In addition, a GF grammar 
allows for the specification of an abstract representation and multiple concrete 
realizations, making it suitable to handle generation from a formal encoding of 
mathematics such as OpenMath. The GF libraries provide multilingual resource 
grammars which define language-specific grammatical constructs and morphological 
paradigms. Currently, GF resource grammars are available for English, Finnish, 
French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Swedish, Danish and Norwegian with other 
languages such as German under development. 

WebALT GF Grammars 

By using the definitions provided in the GF resource libraries, application 
development in GF is restricted to defining only application-specific grammars. NL 
generation involves a three-stage process which converts an OpenMath input to its 
NL equivalent. The first two stages map the OpenMath input to its language-specific 
rendering while the final stage uses the GF resource grammar libraries to generate the 
final sentences.  The first two stages and their implementation grammars are briefly 
described in the subsequent sections. 

OpenMath Layer 

This layer accepts the OpenMath input object and parses it into an internal tree 
representation. The OpenMath grammars define the surface realization of the 
OpenMath symbols in both the prefix and XML notations. These grammars can parse 
all 1067 symbols defined in 152 OpenMath content dictionaries1.  

Language Layer 

The language layer provides a mapping between OpenMath and the GF resource 
grammar functions by augmenting the OpenMath tree (produced by the OpenMath 
layer), with language-specific linguistic and lexical features. The output of this layer 
is then transformed by the GF resource grammars into corresponding NL sentences.  

The language layer produces a language-dependent representation of the 
OpenMath input and relies on information contained in the concept lexicon and 
corresponding multilingual lexicons. WebALT’s concept lexicon lists words (497 
nouns, 86 verbs, 120 adjectives and 14 closed class terms) that express the 
mathematical concepts contained in the OpenMath content dictionaries. Translations 
of the concept lexicon into WebALT’s set of target2 languages has been done in close 
collaboration with mathematicians who possess the domain knowledge in these 

                                                            
1 This figure includes the 24 symbols which have been defined within WebALT as extensions 

to OpenMath. 
2 These languages are: English, Finnish, Spanish, French, Italian and Swedish. 
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languages. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the abstract lexicon 
(conceptual) and the corresponding concrete lexicons (language-specific concepts). 

 

Figure 1: Lexicon Structure 

 
The language layer also defines language-specific generation rules that determine 

the grammatical form and linguistic style of the NL rendering for a given symbol. The 
current generation approach is based on tree rewriting where the OpenMath tree is 
transformed into an equivalent NL tree, using the transformation mechanisms 
available in GF.  

Defining the generation rules presupposes knowledge not only of the GF resource 
grammar API but also of the grammatical structure of the specific language as well as 
any special stylistic preferences for rendering mathematical sentences in the given 
language. For example, while many languages employ the imperative mood to 
express instructions in mathematical sentences, French prefers the infinitive form of 
the main verb, which serves as a polite imperative, as shown below: 

 
EN: Calculate x + y.   
FR: Calculer x + y. 
 

Taking advantage of GF’s multilingual and highly modular structure, it is possible to 
define language-independent generation rules that apply to any language or language 
family, or language-specific rules that handle exceptional cases. In the previous 
example, to produce the desired sentence mood, a default rule that uses the imperative 
mood for expressing instructions in most languages is defined, while a second rule is 
defined to handle the French exception. 

Generation rules have been defined for a total of 508 symbols, 232 of which 
belong to WebALT’s initial target domains3. 

                                                            
3 Calculus, Geometry and Linear Algebra. 

WebALT Concept Lexicon 
(Abstract Definitions) 

 
sum_N   :   N ; 
exist_V :   V ; 

 

WebALT English Lexicon 
(Concrete Definitions) 

 
sum_N =  regN(“sum”)  ; 
exist_V =  regV(“exist”) ; 

 

WebALT Spanish Lexicon 
(Concrete Definitions) 

 
sum_N =  regN(“suma”)  ; 
exist_V =  regV(“existir”) ; 
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Generation Examples 

limit1:limit(0,limit1:null,fns1:lambda[x].(arith1:divide(arith1:minus(1, 
transc1:cos(x)), transc1:sin(arith2:times(2,x))))) 
 

Determine the limit of 
)2sin(

)cos(1

x

x−  as x tends to 0. 

Määritä lausekkeen 
)2sin(

)cos(1

x

x−  raja-arvo kun x lähestyy lukua 0. 

Determina el límite de 
)2sin(

)cos(1

x

x−  cuando x tiende a 0. 

Bestäm gränsvärdet av 
)2sin(

)cos(1

x

x−  då x går mot 0. 

Déterminer la limite de 
)2sin(

)cos(1

x

x−  quand x approche de 0. 

Determina il limite di 
)2sin(

)cos(1

x

x−  quando x tende a 0. 

 
plangeo3:distance(plangeo1:point(x), plangeo1:point(y)) 

 
What is the distance between point x and point y? 
  
Mikä on pisteen x ja pisteen y välinen etäisyys? 
  
Qué es la distancia entre el punto x y el punto y? 
  
Vad är distansen mellan punkt x och punkt y? 
  
Quelle est la distance entre le point x et le point y? 
  
Qual’ è la distanza tra il punto x ed il punto y? 
 

Conclusion  

We have described a semantics driven, constrained language NL generator that has 
been implemented to support multi-lingual and multi-cultural online learning of 
mathematics. The current implementation of the WebALT NL generator is constantly 
being extended to cover more OpenMath symbols. In addition, since GF is an 
evolving framework, as the resource grammars are extended to include a wider 
variety of linguistic constructs and new languages, the generator will likewise 
produce more varied NL renderings of OpenMath, and for more languages. With a 
view to consolidate all the GF-based grammars defined for various WebALT 
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components into a common grammar, there is a plan to redefine the generator’s 
abstract syntax so that it can be shared by all other concrete grammars.  

Although there is a wealth of previous work on NLG, there are few truly 
multilingual systems on the market ready to be directly exploited for multilingual 
generation of mathematics problems to be used in WebALT or in any other similar 
online tutoring system. The GF framework has proved to be well suited for the 
WebALT generation task.  
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Abstract— Recently, the computer program WExEd was
developed within the WebALT project. It enables one to
create and edit interactive mathematics exercises that can
be automatically translated to and subsequently played in
different languages (currently English, Spanish, Finnish,
Swedish and Italian). It makes use of OpenMath, a stan-
dard for encoding the semantics of mathematical objects
in XML, and software developed within WebALT. WExEd
does not only encode the mathematics of the exercise in
OpenMath but also the text. This is possible because,
in general, mathematics exercises are built from a well
defined and relatively small set of words. In this paper we
give a software demonstration description of WExEd.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although mathematics itself is universal, it is taught in
many different languages around the world. This implies
that, by restricting themselves to a specific language,
publishers and authors of mathematical exercises only
reach a small part of the possible audience. If the
exercises could be automatically translated to different
languages, then a publisher could extend his market
dramatically.

Automatically translating exercises is hard because
of large lexicons and complex grammars. It becomes
easier when the exercises are constructed within a well
defined context from only a small and specific part
of a language’s lexicon. In general, this is the case
for mathematics exercises, which can be as simple as
”Calculate the derivative of sin”, but also the words from
more advanced exercises may come from a rather small
and specific set of the language’s lexicon.

OpenMath [1] is an emerging standard for represent-
ing the semantics of mathematical objects in XML. It
allows mathematical objects to be exchanged between
computer programs, stored in databases or published on
the Worldwide Web. Each mathematical symbol (e.g.
cos) has its own OpenMath representation and Open-

Math representations are grouped in so-called Content
Dictionaries (CD’s). Every combination of mathematical
symbols can be written as one OpenMath object. By
ways of illustration, the OpenMath representation of
cos(1/x) is shown below. Note that the mathematical
symbol ”cosine” has the OpenMath representation ”cos”,
defined in the CD ”transc1” on transcendental functions.

<OMOBJ>
<OMA>
<OMS cd="transc1" name="cos"/>
<OMA>
<OMS cd="arith1" name="divide"/>
<OMI>1</OMI>
<OMV name="x"/>

</OMA>
</OMA>

</OMOBJ>

WebALT (Web Advanced Learning Technologies), an e-
learning project funded by the EU, uses OpenMath to
automatically translate mathematics exercises into natu-
ral languages. To do so, not only mathematics is encoded
in OpenMath, but also text so that every sentence in the
exercise can be written as a single OpenMath object. To
encode text in mathematics exercises into OpenMath,
a mathematical lexicon and OpenMath representations
for all words in this lexicon were created within We-
bALT. This resulted in the CD named ”nlg”; it contains
OpenMath symbols for e.g. ”calculate”, ”determine”,
”prove”, etc. In order to translate the OpenMath ob-
ject representing a sentence into a natural language,
grammar generation rules corresponding to the newly
created OpenMath representations were formulated and
an existing grammar formalism was used. The tool that
automatically translates exercise sentences is the Natural
Language Generator. The tool that creates multilingual
exercise sentences (in the form of OpenMath objects) is
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the TextMathEditor. These tools will be further described
in the following section.

For creating and editing interactive multilingual math-
ematics exercises we developed the editor WExEd -
WebALT Exercise Editor. Exercises created with WExEd
can be automatically translated to various natural lan-
guages because the source code of the exercise entries
consist only of OpenMath expressions. Within WExEd
this code is generated by the TextMathEditor. Moreover,
exercises created with WExEd are highly interactive;
the exercises can be multistep, allow for random input
variables and offer the possibility to check and interpret
the student’s answer with the help of computational
services like a Computer Algebra System (CAS) such as
Mathematica [2] or Maple [3]. With random variables, a
student can solve multiple instances of the same exercise.
Because of the capability of reading and understanding
the student’s answer, WExEd can prompt the student
with a following exercise or task depending on the
student’s answer. The student can therefore be guided
through the various steps of the exercise.

In this document we speak about sentences or exercise
sentences when we mean sentences in an exercise such
as e.g. the problem statement or the predefined answers
in a multiple choice exercise.

In this document we describe the functionality of
WExEd in Section II and in Section III we give a WExEd
software demonstration description.

II. FUNCTIONALITIES OF WEXED

The formal language underlying WExEd is the Le-
ActiveMath Exercise Language [5] which is a collection
of XML tags together with restrictions imposed on their
use. This language is such that exercises are:

• Interactive: have means of exchanging information
with the student by being able to read the student’s
answer and to give feedback and/or hints.

• Automatized: have means of checking whether the
student gives the correct answer by connecting for
example to a CAS. The author gives a query in
OpenMath which determines the correct answer.
This query is translated to a CAS’ language by
using phrasebooks. The CAS can then calculate the
correct answer and can subsequently compare the
student’s answer with the correct answer.

• Adaptive: takes appropriate action depending on
its knowledge of the student and/or the student’s
answer to a particular question; exercises are made
up of interactions which consist of information
given to the student (e.g. a question or feedback

to the student’s answer) and possibly information
provided by the student (e.g. an answer to a ques-
tion). Depending on the student’s answer he is
directed to a following interaction (which could
be the same question, a question that will teach
the student how to solve the previous question, a
new question, feedback, etc.). For illustration, if a
student answered our example exercise incorrectly,
the student could be directed to the interaction that
contains the question ”What are the common prime
factors of 18 and 24?”.

• Reusable: (random) variables can be defined in an
exercise so that students can do multiple instances
of the same exercise. The values of the variables
are processed by a CAS using phrasebooks.

The exercise language, as any XML-language, is exten-
sible in the sense that new tags can be added at any
moment to facilitate new features.

WExEd supports multiple choice exercises, open ex-
ercises and multistep exercises combining these exercise
types.

The exercises created with WExEd are multilingual
because all exercise sentences are created with the
TextMathEditor. When editing an exercise with WExEd,
the author is presented with the TextMathEditor every
time the input of a sentence is required (e.g. the exercise
problem statement, the choices in a multiple choice
exercise, feedback or hints). In this way, all entries of
the exercise consist of OpenMath objects which could be
sentences containing mathematics or completely mathe-
matical expressions. The exercise is therefore multilin-
gual; it does not contain text in a natural language.

The editor is integrated with an exercise repository
(an XML database containing interactive exercises) and
a presentation layer; exercises in the repository can
be played with the MathDox player developed by RI-
ACA [6]. Before a multilingual exercise can be actually
played, the exercise containing only OpenMath objects
should be translated to some natural language. This is
done by sending the exercise to the Natural Language
Generator. The resulting exercise contains both mathe-
matics (as OpenMath objects) and natural language (in
the language predefined by the user).

The software developed is based on free software,
namely on the XML database eXist [7] and the Orbeon
PresentationServer [8] which handles the presentation.

WExEd is still under development, which means that
not all functionality has been implemented yet.
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III. DEMONSTRATION

In the following sections we describe a software
demonstration of WExEd, as to be given at We-
bALT2006 [4], the first WebALT conference and exhi-
bition.

During the demonstration we will navigate through the
exercise repository surrounding WExEd to demonstrate
the nested structure of folders and exercise files.

The demonstration is divided into the following three
parts. In the first part, an exercise is created with the
editor WExEd and played in various languages. In the
second and the third part, we will play exercises that
were created by editing the source code. This showcases
the advanced future functionalities of WExEd.

A. Create and Play New Exercise

In this part, the functionality of WExEd and the
TextMathEditor is demonstrated by creating a multilin-
gual exercise with WExEd. We explain this part step by
step and illustrate it with various screenshots.

1) We first create a new, empty, exercise in the
exercise repository surrounding WExEd (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. WExEd: an empty exercise.

2) The exercise is opened and we choose to edit
it. The editor now shows all existing interactions
which is only one for an empty exercise; the
default interaction question (Fig. 2).

3) We choose to edit this interaction.

Fig. 2. WExEd: the default interaction ”question”.

4) We write the exercise problem statement using the
TextMathEditor (Fig. 3, note that on the back-
ground the empty fields of the multiple choice
exercise can be seen). This makes the exercise
multilingual.

Fig. 3. WExEd: using the TextMathEditor to create the question.

The exercise we create is a multiple choice exer-
cise and a student can be directed to different in-
teractions for every choice. If the student answers
correctly (incorrectly) then we want to send him
to the ”correct” (”incorrect”) interaction. For this,
we create new interactions (remember that we now
only have the question interaction), see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. WExEd: creating new interactions.

We fill in the various choices using the
TextMathEditor and connect a different interaction
to every choice (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. WExEd: linking interactions to the multiple choices.

5) We then play the multiple choice exercise in mul-
tiple languages (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. WExEd: playing the multiple choice exercise.

6) We edit the exercise to make it an open exercise,
which is done by changing the type of answer (Fig.
7).

Fig. 7. WExEd: the open exercise.

Using the WIRIS math editor [?], we insert a query
that determines the correct answer to this open
exercise (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. WExEd: inserting a query and linking connections.
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The student can give a correct or an incorrect
answer to the open exercise. We connect two
different interactions to these two scenarios (see
Fig. 8).

7) The open exercise is played in multiple languages
(Figs. 9 and 10).

Fig. 9. WExEd: playing the open exercise.

Fig. 10. WExEd: feedback to student’s answer.

B. Demonstrate and Play Existing Advanced NL Exer-
cise

In this part, the functionality of the Natural Lan-
guage Generator and the future functionality of the
TextMathEditor are demonstrated. This is done in the
following way:

1) We start with the exercise created in the first part
of the demonstration.

2) Before the conference, we change this exercise by
source code editing. We only change the wording
of the exercise problem statement and possibly
the query defining the answer so that as a result,
the exercise contains natural language that cannot
be edited with the TextMathEditor but can be
translated with the Natural Language Generator.

3) The exercise is played in multiple languages (at
least 2).

C. Demonstrate and Play Complex Existing Advanced
NL Exercise

In this last part, the richness of the LeActiveMath Ex-
ercise Language and the future functionality of WExEd
are demonstrated. This is done in the following way:

1) Before the conference, we created an advanced
and interactive exercise by editing the source code.
The exercise will showcase future functionalities
of WExEd, like random variables, media items,
etc. to make the exercise richer. An example of
such an exercise is one in which the student is
asked to do a differentiation. If the student gives an
incorrect answer then he/she is guided through the
exercise step by step by many different interactions
until he/she can answer the original question.

2) The exercise is played in multiple languages (at
least 2).

IV. FINAL REMARKS

In this document we described WExEd, the WebALT
Exercise Editor with which interactive multilingual exer-
cises can be created and edited, and software integrated
with WExEd. This is software which will be further
developed in 2006, the second year of the WebALT
project.

The work concerning WExEd is sponsored by the
eContent project EDC-22253-WEBALT.
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